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Abstract
User authentication is an integral part of our lives; we authenticate ourselves to personal
computers and a variety of other things several times a day. Authentication is burdensome.
When we wish to access to a computer or a resource, it is an additional task that we
need to perform – an interruption in our workflow. In this dissertation, we study people’s
authentication behavior and attempt to make authentication to desktops and smartphones
less burdensome for users.
First, we present the findings of a user study we conducted to understand people’s
authentication behavior: things they authenticate to, how and when they authenticate,
authentication errors they encounter and why, and their opinions about authentication. In
our study, participants performed about 39 authentications per day on average; the majority
of these authentications were to personal computers (desktop, laptop, smartphone, tablet)
and with passwords, but the number of authentications to other things (e.g., car, door) was
not insignificant. We saw a high failure rate for desktop and laptop authentication among
our participants, affirming the need for a more usable authentication method. Overall, we
found that authentication was a noticeable part of all our participants’ lives and burdensome
for many participants, but they accepted it as cost of security, devising their own ways to
cope with it.
Second, we propose a new approach to authentication, called bilateral authentication,
ii
that leverages wrist-wearable technology to enable seamless authentication for things that
people use with their hands, while wearing a smart wristband. In bilateral authentication two
entities (e.g., user’s wristband and the user’s phone) share their knowledge (e.g., about user’s
interaction with the phone) to verify the user’s identity. Using this approach, we developed
a seamless authentication method for desktops and smartphones. Our authentication method
offers quick and effortless authentication, continuous user verification while the desktop
(or smartphone) is in use, and automatic deauthentication after use. We evaluated our
authentication method through four in-lab user studies, evaluating the method’s usability
and security from the system and the user’s perspective. Based on the evaluation, our
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We perform authentication several times everyday: unlocking a smartphone (with a PIN
or a fingerprint), logging in to a laptop or a desktop (with a password), unlocking a car
(with a key), and logging in to a website (with a password); in the near future, we may also
authenticate to smart devices such as smart TV remote control, power tools, medical devices,
exercise equipment, and electronic doors. All these are instance of user authentication.
Formally, user authentication is the process of verifying the identity of the user, so that we
can grant access to a resource only to the rightful (authorized) user. In this dissertation,
we focus on user authentication for desktops, laptops, smartphones, and tablet computers,
henceforth commonly referred as computers, unless otherwise specified.
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Today, computers are almost ubiquitous: according to a 2015 survey in the United States,
conducted by the Pew Research Center, about 70% of adults own a desktop or a laptop;
about 68% of adults own a smartphone; and about 45% of adults own a tablet [69]. Indeed,
it is clear that smartphone and tablet ownership will continue to increase in coming years.
People are increasingly storing sensitive information on their computers, especially on their
smartphones that provide easy access to the information, but they are not using adequate
measures to protect their computers. In the United States, 40% of smartphone users do not
use a PIN or a passcode to secure their smartphone [49], and many others use simple 4-digit
PINs, which are easy to steal.
To understand why people do not use adequate security measures, we need to look closer
at how people use their computers: people access their computers numerous times in a day,
often just for a few minutes at a time. In 2010 in a study of 17,000 BlackBerry users, Oliver
found that BlackBerry users interacted with their smartphones about 87 times per day on
average, and the average duration of each interaction was 68 s [65]; in a more recent (2013)
study of 16,000 Android users, Wagner et al. found the average interactions per day to be
about 57, and the average interaction duration to be about 115 s [98]. Typically, people
access their laptops and desktops less frequently than their smartphones, but depending on
the occupation, some people may access their work computers much more than others; in a
busy hospital, clinicians and nurses access their work computer terminals numerous times a
day – “about 100 to 200 times a day”, quoted a clinician we asked. Given how frequently
individuals access their computers, if they find an authentication method burdensome, they
are less likely to use it.
The most common authentication method – passwords – is indeed burdensome for many
people: to use a password, the user has to first recall it (mental effort) or find it (physical
effort), and then type the password (physical effort). The authentication process requires
time and effort, and affects users’ working memory, disrupting their workflow. Adams and
Sasse showed that people devise workarounds when they are forced to use an authentication
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method that does not mesh with their workflow [1]; Sinclair and Smith observed similar
behavior in hospitals and corporate enterprises [85, 86].
Common workarounds include writing down passwords, sharing passwords (if the
user forgets, others may remember), or leaving the computer unlocked to avoid having to
authenticate next time. Leaving a computer unattended and unlocked raises an interesting
problem of deauthentication: how to de-authenticate a user from a computer when she is
no longer using that computer. This is an important aspect of an authentication scheme –
“Deauthentication is one of our biggest vulnerabilities”, said the Director of Information
Systems at a hospital we visited – but unfortunately ignored by most authentication methods.
These workarounds may reduce the authentication burden on users, but they leave the
computer vulnerable. To deter such workarounds, we need an effortless authentication
method that blends seamlessly in to people’s workflow, so that they would be more likely to
use it.
1.1 Vision
The authentication method we envision supports all three aspects of authentication: initial
authentication, to verify the individual’s identity before she can access a computer; continu-
ous authentication, to continuously verify the authenticated individual while she uses the
computer; and deauthentication, to de-authenticate the individual when she stops using the
computer. The method provides a quick and effortless initial authentication so an individual
can start using the computer for the intended task without any disruption to his/her workflow,
automatic deauthentication so that the computer is secured when the authenticated individual
is not using/attending the computer, and passive continuous authentication so that it does
not disrupt the individual’s task.
Our envisioned method blends into people’s workflow seamlessly and appears invisible
to them. In our envisioned method, to use a desktop computer, Alice simply walks up to the
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computer, turns on the display, and starts using the computer, for her intended task. Alice
does not perform any task explicitly for authentication; the computer authenticates Alice
using the first few seconds of interaction (input from Alice), continues to authenticate her
while she uses the computer, and deauthenticates her when she leaves. Similarly, to use a
smartphone, Alice simply picks up her smartphone (from a table or her purse) and starts
using it; the smartphone authenticates Alice when she picks it up, continues to authenticate
her while she uses it, and deauthenticates her when she puts the phone back (on the table or
in her purse).
1.2 Approach
To develop an authentication method that blends with people’s workflow seamlessly, we
start with their workflow: everyone interacts with a computer when performing a task
on the computer, and the interaction involves providing input to the computer, usually
with their hands. In our approach, we use these inputs to authenticate an individual, but
unlike behavioral biometrics (such as keystroke dynamics) our approach does not involve
learning any characteristics unique to an individual. Our approach involves the individual
(say, Alice) wearing a wristband that can sense her wrist motion and communicate with
the computer. When Alice provides input to the computer using her wristband hand, the
computer authenticates Alice if her wrist movement (when she provided the computer input)
correlates with the provided input. Computer interaction when performed with the wristband
hand is a result of the individual’s wrist movement – for example, when Alice provides
input with a keyboard, her wrist exhibits ‘typing’ movement; when she provides input with
a mouse, her wrist exhibits a ‘mousing’ movement pattern; when she picks up her phone or
holds her phone in her wristband hand, the wristband exhibits movement similar to the phone.
Thus, the computer authenticates the individual if her wrist shows the expected movement
that correlates with the computer input. We call this approach bilateral verification, because
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it involves two parties – the computer and the wristband – working together to verify that
the input indeed came from the individual. We describe the general approach in Chapter 5;
based on our approach we develop an authentication method called Continuous Seamless
Authentication using Wristbands (CSAW) for desktop and smartphone authentication, which
we describe in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, respectively.
1.3 Challenges
There are several challenges in realizing the above vision with our approach: How to blend
the authentication process into people’s workflow so that it becomes effortless? Which inputs
(user-computer interaction) to use for authentication? What behavior to expect for different
inputs and how does the computer correlate wrist movement with these inputs? How to
keep the authentication process invisible yet conforming to people’s mental model? How to
implicitly detect an individual’s intent to authenticate? How does the computer recognize
its user, among the multiple authorized individuals (with wristbands) in radio proximity?
How is the wristband tied to its owner’s identity, i.e., how does the wristband authenticate
its wearer? How and when to deauthenticate the user? How do computers communicate
with multiple wristbands at the same time? How to implement the authentication method in
the wristband in an energy efficient manner?
Some challenges – such as the securely linking a wristband to its wearer – can be
achieved with existing solution: Cornelius et al. use an impedance biometric to recognize
the wearer of a wristband [17], and Apple Watch requires (if the associated security feature
is enabled) its wearer to enter a PIN to activate the watch [7]. Some challenges (such as
an energy-efficient implementation of the approach) are out of scope of this dissertation,
because such an implementation would require hardware support.
In this dissertation we address three main challenges that take us a step closer towards
our vision of seamless authentication:
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1. How to authenticate an individual with minimal effort and without disrupting her
workflow?
2. How to passively and continuously verify an authenticated individual while she uses
the computer?
3. How to automatically deauthenticate the individual when she stops using the com-
puter?
1.4 Contributions
We make four contributions in this dissertation.
First, we conducted a user study with twenty-six participants to understand their authenti-
cation behavior. The study was conducted in three parts: first, we interviewed the participant
about his/her behavior; second, we asked the participant to log his/her authentications – to
physical things (e.g., doors, cars) and digital things (e.g., computers, websites) – for one
week; and third, we conducted a final exit interview with follow-up questions from the first
interview and from the logged data. Chapter 4 discusses this study and its results. Part of this
work is published in the Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2016 [51].
Second, we propose a new approach for authentication, called bilateral verification.
Most current authentication methods authenticate an individual by comparing a stored secret
value associated with the individual’s identity with a value the individual presents at the
time of authentication; for example, in password-based authentication, the individual is
authenticated by comparing the password s/he enters at the time of authentication with the
stored password s/he once chose. In bilateral verification, the individual is authenticated by
comparing two values, but both values are measured during authentication and discarded
after authentication. In Chapter 5 we formalize the approach and discuss its advantages and
disadvantages.
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Third, based on our approach, we developed an authentication method for desktop users
that does initial authentication, continuous authentication, and deauthentication. In this
method an individual authenticates to a desktop computer by simply tapping a key five
times; the desktop continues to verify the authenticated individual as she provides more
keyboard and mouse inputs; and when the individual walks away from the desktop, she is
deauthenticated automatically. Chapter 6 discusses this method and our evaluation. Part of
this work is published in the IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy (S&P) 2014 [52].
Fourth, we developed an authentication method for smartphone users, also based on the
bilateral verification approach, and along the same philosophy – to make the authentication
step invisible to the user. In this method we leverage the fact that smartphones and wristbands
have motion sensors: when an individual picks up the phone or holds it in the wristband
hand, the phone and the wristband would have similar motion. When the individual is not
holding the phone in her wristband hand, we use her touchscreen inputs to correlate with
her wrist movement and to authenticate her. Chapter 7 discusses these methods and our
evaluation.
1.5 Outline
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 provides the required background for this dissertation: definition of the terms
we use, the desired security and usability goals, assumptions we make for our method, the
adversary model, and the evaluation metrics we use to measure the effectiveness of our
authentication method.
Chapter 3 presents the related work, providing an overview of the history of authentica-
tion schemes for desktops and smartphones, ranging from passwords to some of the recently
proposed authentication schemes.
Chapter 4 describes the methodology and findings of a user study we conducted to study
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users’ authentication behavior. The user study involved semi-structured interviews with
twenty-six participants about their everyday authentication behavior, and each participant
self-logged, in the moment, all the authentication events s/he performed during the one week
of the study.
Chapter 5 introduces bilateral verification, a new approach to verify the user of a com-
puter. We present a generalized bilateral verification approach, and discuss its advantages
and disadvantages compared to the traditional verification approach.
Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 describe our authentication method for desktops and smart-
phones, respectively, based on the bilateral verification approach. In these chapters we
describe the authentication method, authentication protocol, and the methodology and results
from our experiments and user studies.
Chapter 8 provides a comparative evaluation of CSAW with the related authentication
schemes; the focus of evaluation is on usability and security of the schemes.





Authentication is the act of verifying the truth of an attribute claimed to be true by an
entity. The word authenticate originates from medieval Latin authenticāt-, which means
‘established as valid’. In computing, authentication is used in the context of users, processes,
or data; in this dissertation, we use authentication in the context of users – the act of verifying
the identity of a user.
Authentication has two components: user identification and user verification, i.e., verifi-
cation of the user’s identity. When we present a photo ID to an officer for authentication, the
name on the ID card provides user identity and the photo is used for verification; when we
log in with a username and password, the username provides user identity and the password
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is used for verification. Some authentication methods only perform user verification and
require the individual to provide her identity (e.g., in a password-based method, the user
provides her identity when she enters her username); some authentication methods may
perform both user identification and user verification (e.g., a fingerprint can be used to
identify and verify an individual). Our method performs both user identification and user
verification. In our approach, the wristband provides the identity of its wearer, and in this
dissertation, we address the verification problem – how to verify whether an individual
(wristband wearer) is using a given computer.
Authentication involves two entities, an individual and a computer; the individual
authenticates to the computer. Depending on whether the computer is shared by individuals
and whether an individual has access to multiple computers, there are three scenarios:
• one-to-one, which involves a single user and single computer, e.g., an individual using
his/her personal phone;
• many-to-one, which involves multiple users sharing a single computer, e.g., a desktop
shared at home by family members; and
• many-to-many, which involves multiple users sharing multiple computers, e.g., clinical
staff sharing computer terminals in a hospital.
The one-to-one scenario is the simplest of the three – there is no need to identify the
user, because there is only one user; the other two scenarios add some complexity to
the authentication problem. In many-to-one, the authentication method needs to identify
and verify the right user; in many-to-many, the authentication method should prevent an
individual from being authenticated to multiple computers at the same time, unless it is
desired. The following use cases exemplify these scenarios.
Nancy. At work, Nancy makes it a point to lock her desktop every time she leaves her
cubicle, even if it is only for a few minutes. She has memorized a strong password, compliant
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with the company IT policy, and she is used to entering it multiple times throughout a day.
But she wishes there was an easier authentication method that did not require her to make
the effort of recalling and typing her long password, and would quickly lock her desktop
when she steps away, so that she can have peace of mind when she leaves the cubicle and
can resume her work when she is back at her desktop without the mental context switch to
recall her password.
Jane. At home, Jane shares a laptop with her family, including two teenagers. Jane also
uses a strong password, because she worries that her clever teenagers may learn her password
by shoulder surfing, and she remembers to log out, because she does not want anyone to
accidentally use her account, which she also uses for her work.
Smith Memorial Hospital. At Smith memorial hospital, clinicians use desktop terminals
to access patient records. The terminals are placed in patient units and other areas frequented
by clinical staff. All the terminals are shared by all clinicians; clinicians have to log in to a
terminal with their username and password, and are expected by the IT people at the hospital
to log out when they leave. The IT staff worries that an unattended logged-in terminal can
lead to errors in patient record entry or a breach of patient privacy, if the terminal is accessed
by an unauthorized passerby. Due to the nature of their workflow, clinicians need to access
many patient records at different times of the day and from different terminals in the hospital.
Nancy and her clinical colleagues wish there was an easier authentication method they could
use that did not require them to specify their username and password every time they want
to use a terminal, and that automatically logs them out when they leave, so they can focus
on patient care. (Indeed, we repeatedly hear these very desires from many clinical staff we
meet.)
These are the types of use cases we envision where our approach would be most effective.




As mentioned above, the authentication problem involves two entities, an individual who
attempts to authenticate to a computer; if successful, the individual uses the computer to
perform certain tasks. In this context, we define the terms we use in this dissertation.
Computer: a desktop computer or (in some of our work) a smartphone.
Target computer: the computer of interest in the authentication problem, i.e., the computer
that an individual wishes to access. In the context of an adversary, the computer to
which the adversary wants access.
User: an individual who is authorized to use the target computer.
Adversary: an individual who attempts to access the target computer in an unauthorized
manner. The adversary can be a user of the target computer, in which case he acts as
an adversary if he intentionally attempts to access the computer by impersonating a
different user. To improve readability, without loss of generality, we consider a user
to be a female and an adversary to be a male.
Victim: a user who the adversary targets; in other words, a user whose account the adversary
wants to access on the target computer.
Interaction: the inputs provided by the user to the computer via input interfaces (e.g.,
keyboard, mouse, touchscreen) and sensors in the computer (e.g., motion sensors in
a smartphone or tablet), or the output from the computer consumed by the user. An
interaction can be passive, where the user only consumes output from the computer,
or active, where the user only provides input to the computer. In this dissertation we
consider only active interactions and the term interaction implies active interaction,
unless explicitly specified otherwise.
Session: a session is the time duration when the user is using the target computer.
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Initial authentication: the process of authenticating an individual to a computer before
the start of a session – for example, unlocking a smartphone or logging in to a desktop
or laptop. It is important to distinguish between initial authentication and continuous
authentication. Initial authentication refers to verifying the user’s identity once to
allow her access to the computer; a user cannot use the computer without a successful
initial authentication.
Continuous authentication: the process of authenticating the current user during a ses-
sion, after a successful initial authentication. Continuous authentication serves two
purposes: a) as a backup if the initial authentication fails to prevent an adversary from
authenticating, and b) to provide high assurance about the user’s identity, if required,
say, for a sensitive application or service on the computer.
Deauthentication: the process of de-authenticating a previously authenticated user at the
end of her session. Deauthentication is the reverse of authentication; it refers to
removing the user’s access to the computer so that if the user wants to use it again,
she has to start with initial authentication.
2.2 Assumptions
Every security solution is based on some assumptions. We make the following assumptions
regarding the user of CSAW and the hardware and the software used in CSAW.
A1 Wristband hardware: The wristband has a built-in accelerometer and gyroscope
sensors, and a radio that can communicate securely with the target computer. These
technologies are common in fitness bands and smartwatches today, such as Android
Wear [4], Apple Watch [7], FitBit [27], Jawbone UP [38], Misfit [57], and Pebble [67];
we envision CSAW being integrated into similar devices. We assume the wristband
has resources to use encryption for its communication with the target computer. We
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also assume that the wristband can contain identity information sufficient to identify
its wearer and that this information cannot be stolen or compromised by an adversary.
A2 Wristband is worn: The user wears her wristband on one of her wrists, called the
‘wristband hand’; either hand is fine. To use CSAW, the user should interact with the
target computer using her wristband hand.
A3 Wristband is paired: The wristband is already paired with the target computer, a
one-time activity, using a secure pairing method [42]. All communication between the
wristband and the computer is encrypted – using the keys shared during pairing – for
confidentiality, integrity, and mutual authenticity. In an enterprise setting, we assume
administrative tools pair all wristbands with all computers in a distributed fashion.
A4 Wristband is personal: Users do not share their wristband with others, because in
CSAW the wristband servers as its owner’s (user’s) identity token. If desired, one
could securely link the watch to its owner (to prevent any unintended sharing) by
detecting when the watch is removed and requiring the wearer, when she dons the
wristband, to enter a password – a security feature supported by Apple Watch [7];
or using a biometric to identify the owner, as shown by Cornelius et al. [17]. Note
that this “personal token” assumption is similar to the use of ID cards that many
organizations have.
A5 Synchronized clocks: The wristband and the target computer clocks are synchronized
to 10 msec resolution or better. Some of our methods use temporal correlation, so it is
important that the wristband and the computer clocks are synchronized. The computer
and the wristband synchronize their clocks using a suitable clock synchronization
algorithm for one-hop low-power wireless networks [89].
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2.3 Adversary model
We consider an adversary who is a curious family member or friend, a curious colleague, or
a malicious individual with physical access to the target computer. The adversary’s goal is to
access the victim’s account on the target computer; the adversary can be an authorized user
of the target computer, in which case, he intends to access the target computer masquerading
as another user. We make the following assumptions about our adversary’s capabilities.
C1 Observe the victim: The adversary can observe (and video-record) the victim authen-
ticating to her computer or when she is using her computer. The adversary can also
observe the victim and her wrist when she is in radio proximity of the target computer.
C2 Physical access: The adversary has physical access to the target computer when the
victim steps away and leaves her computer behind. The adversary may be another
authorized user of the computer.
C3 Computationally bounded: The adversary does not have the encryption keys ex-
changed by the wristband and the computer during their pairing, and he is compu-
tationally bounded so he cannot break the encrypted communication between the
wristband and the computer.
C4 Hardware and software: The adversary cannot compromise the components that
CSAW relies on to authenticate users – software and hardware on the wristband, the
computer’s input interfaces, and the CSAW software on the computer.
C5 Victim’s wristband: The adversary cannot use the victim’s wristband and authenticate
as the victim user. Thus, the adversary cannot pose as the victim user by spoofing the
victim’s wristband or by stealing and wearing the victim’s wristband. (These threats
have well-known solutions, complementary to CSAW, as we mentioned in A3.)
We are not concerned about an attacker who performs jamming attacks that would
prevent legitimate communication between the wristband and the computer. We are primarily
concerned with an impersonation attack, where the adversary successfully fools CSAW
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and gets access to the target computer masquerading as the victim user. The strategy that
the adversary chooses for his impersonation attack depends on the specific authentication
method implementation for the target computer. We discuss these strategies when we discuss
CSAW for desktops and smartphones in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, respectively.
2.4 Design goals
We desire the following security and usability goals for CSAW. We use these goals to
evaluate CSAW and compare it with other related authentication methods.
G1 Effortless: The authentication process should not require physical effort beyond, say,
pressing a button. Users should not have to remember any secret for authentication.
G2 Quick: The time the user must spend for each authentication should be short, say,
within 1-2 seconds. The setup time for the authentication method, a one-time task,
can be longer than authentication time.
G3 Intentional: The authentication process should start only when the user intends to use
the computer. The intent to use can be implicit, such as turning on the display of the
computer or pressing a button.
G4 Usable: Users should not encounter errors frequently; the authentication method
should have a low error rate for authenticating users.
G5 Secure: An adversary should find it hard to gain access with the method; the authenti-
cation method should have a low error rate for allowing unauthorized access.
G6 Continuous: The authentication method should continuously verify the user when she
is using the computer, without any effort from the user.
G7 User-agnostic: The authentication method should not depend on the user’s individual












Authentication successful; grant access.
N (negative)
Authentication failed; deny access.
Figure 2.1: An authentication method takes authentication credentials from an indi-
vidual and outputs either a P (positive, on successful authentication) or a N (negative,
on failed authentication).
2.5 Evaluation metrics
An authentication method is essentially a decision algorithm that takes credentials from an
individual (when the individual attempts to authenticate) and outputs a decision whether
the individual should be authenticated. Figure 2.1 shows an authentication method that
outputs a binary decision from the set {P,N}: P (positive) if the authentication is successful,
otherwise N (negative); alternatively, an authentication method could output a continuous
value (between 0 and 1) indicating the probability that the individual should be authenticated,
and let the application decide whether to authenticate the individual (and allow access to the
resource), but, for simplicity, we describe evaluation metrics to measure the effectiveness of
authentication methods that output binary decisions.
For a given authentication attempt (called a test case), the decision that the authentication
method should output is called the true value, and the decision that the authentication
method actually outputs is called the predicted value – the method’s prediction of the true
value. Thus, given a test case, one of four things can happen. If the individual should be
authenticated (a positive test case) and the method outputs positive, it is counted as a True
Positive (TP); if the method outputs negative, it is counted as a False Negative (FN). If the
individual should not be authenticated (a negative test case) and the method outputs negative,
it is counted as a True Negative (TN); if the method outputs positive, it is counted as a
False Positive (FP). Given a set of test cases, a two-by-two confusion matrix can be formed































Figure 2.2: Confusion matrix. (a) standard confusion matrix and (b) a confusion ma-
trix with 10 authentication attempts from a user, among which 1 attempt failed (FN)
and 9 succeeded (TP); and 90 authentication attempts from an adversary, among
which 88 failed (TN), as they should, but 2 attempts were successful (FN).
four outcomes, and Figure 2.2b shows an example confusion matrix for 100 test cases – 10
attempts by a user and 90 attempts by an adversary. In the example, out of the 10 attempts,
the user succeeds 9 times and fails once; out of the 90 attempts, the adversary fails (as he
should) 88 times, but succeeds twice.
The numbers along the major diagonal of the confusion matrix (TP and TN) represent
the correct decisions made by the authentication method, and the numbers along the minor
diagonal (FN and FP) represent the errors – the confusion – of the method. This confusion
matrix forms the basis for many common metrics. Table 2.1 shows some of these com-
mon metrics; for other commonly used statistic measures, see the discussion of different
evaluation metrics by Fawcett [26] and Powers [72].
Depending on the field (e.g., biometrics, information retrieval, medicine), different
measures are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the underlying method, and the measures
also have field-specific names; hence, some measures have multiple names. Specificity
and sensitivity are common in behavioral sciences and medicine; precision and recall are
common in information retrieval. In computer security, false positive rate and false negative
rate are commonly used to evaluate an authentication method; these measures are called
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Table 2.1: List of common statistical measures for a binary decision system, their
formulas, and their other names.
Measure Formula Also Known As
False Negative Rate (FNR)
FN
TP + FN
false reject rate, miss rate
False Positive Rate (FPR)
FP
TN + FP
false accept rate, fall-out
True Positive Rate (TPR)
TP
TP + FN
= 1− FNR recall, sensitivity, true accept rate
True Negative Rate (TNR)
TN
TN + FP

















false accept rate and false reject rate in biometrics. We use the following metrics to evaluate
the effectiveness of CSAW.
False Negative Rate (FNR) tells us how effective a method is at authenticating users, in
other words, how frequently the method makes an error and denies access to a user;
we want this number close to zero. A poor method that makes frequent errors will
cause user frustration; thus, this is one measure of the method’s usability.
False Positive Rate (FPR) tells us how effective a method is at stopping adversaries, in
other words, how frequently the method makes an error and accidentally grants an
unauthorized individual access to the computer; we want this number close to zero. A
poor method that makes frequent errors is a security risk; thus, this is one measure of
the method’s security.
True Positive Rate (TPR) = 1− FNR, is another measure of how effective a method is at
authenticating users; we want this number close to one. We use TPR and FPR to plot
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the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve and analyze different parameters
in our authentication method.
Balanced Accuracy (BAC) tells us the overall accuracy of the method by taking into
account any imbalance (number of positive vs. negative test cases) in the test data;
we want this number to be close to one. Often in testing, there is a high imbalance
between the test cases: either the number of positive test cases is significantly greater
than the negative test cases, or vice-versa; the accuracy metric (Table 2.1) fails to
account for this imbalance and gives a false measure of the method’s effectiveness.
To illustrate, in our example above (Figure 2.2b), where the test cases are imbalanced
(10 positive and 90 negative), the accuracy of the method is 97%, but, if we look
closely, the method’s accuracy in authenticating users is only about 90% with the
method being 97.5% accurate in detecting adversaries; the BAC for this example is
about 93.8%, a better measure of the method’s effectiveness than Accuracy.
We obtain test cases for our evaluation through user studies. In user studies, we ask
participants to perform authentication attempts and we use those attempts as positive test
cases. We also ask them to play the role of an adversary and attempt authentication using
our method; we use those attempts as negative test case; we also generate negative test cases
for different attack scenarios by using data from multiple participants. We elaborate on how




This chapter provides a brief history of user authentication covering different authentication
schemes.
3.1 History
The concept of using a secret word to authenticate a human dates at least as far as back
to the ancient Rome where “watchwords” were used in the military to prevent infiltration
as documented by historian Polybius [71]. Human authentication to a computers began in
early 1960s with the advent of multi-user computer operating systems. Since then as our
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needs for authentication have grown numerous authentication schemes have been proposed.
Authentication schemes can be divided into three general categories, based on how they
authenticate the user: what you know (knowledge-based), what you carry (token-based
method), and what you are (biometrics); below, we discuss these categories.
3.2 Passwords
The time-sharing computer systems introduced in 1960s – the Compatible Time-Sharing
System (CTSS) at MIT in 1962 and the Dartmouth Time-Sharing System (DDTS) at Dart-
mouth in 1964 – are often considered as the first computer systems to deploy passwords [79].
The use for passwords in these systems was derived from the need to control access to the
computing resources rather than protecting secret data. These early systems did not employ
strong password security mechanisms; for instance, passwords were stored in unencrypted
form. People quickly discovered attacks on the password security of these systems, and sys-
tem designers added security measures to counter the attacks, which resulted in techniques
such as slow-encryption (to thwart brute force attempts), use of less predictable passwords,
and salted passwords [59]. For resource constrained devices such as ATM machines and
mobile phones, a simpler version of the passwords – PINs – were introduced. Thus, as
computer systems and attacks have evolved so has our use of passwords.
People find it hard to manage passwords and there have been numerous studies docu-
menting people’s frustrations and difficulties with password management. Passwords are,
however, hard to replace as Bonneau et al. found in their evaluation of various authentication
schemes [13]. The main reason being the simplicity, scalability, and deployment cost of
passwords – the cost to the system – is small. The cost to the user is, however, not small;
Herley found that users do not follow the ‘good password practices’ because of these prac-
tices offer a poor cost-benefit trade-off for them [33]. Security experts are reconsidering
their advice on the use of password from usability point of view [20], and there has been an
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increased interest from researchers and industry to seek viable (more usable) alternatives for
passwords.
3.3 Hardware tokens
The idea to use a hardware token for user authentication goes at least as far back as 1987,
when Spender proposed the use of handheld ‘personal authenticators’ or tokens for au-
thentication to computers [88]. Since then researchers have proposed several token-based
authentication schemes. In 1997, Landwehr proposed an authentication scheme for securing
unattended computers without any software modification on the computer [43]. In 2002, Cor-
ner and Noble proposed an authentication scheme to secure laptops based on the proximity
of the authorized user [18]. In 2011, Stajano proposed an authentication scheme called PICO
with the goal to replace passwords [90]. Commercially, token-based authentication schemes
have not been very successful, perhaps due to the involved deployment cost. Token-based
authentication schemes have been, however, successful as the second factor in two-factor
authentication schemes, e.g., RSA SecurID [78], YubiKey [101]. Increasingly companies
are integrating their tokens in smartphones, eliminating the need to carry an additional
device; this may further encourage people to use two-factor authentication.
3.4 Biometrics
Biometrics [37] are the “what you are” type of authentication schemes. They leverage the
physical or behavioral characteristics across individuals.
3.4.1 Physical
Fingerprint, voice, and face are common physical characteristics used for biometric au-
thentication. Other physical characteristics include iris, palm-print, hand geometry, body’s
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impedance response [17], and ear cavity shape [10]. Commercially, the use of these biomet-
ric approaches has been limited in organizations to secure valued resources, but recently
biometrics have found their way in smartphones and personal computers. Apple introduced
TouchID, its fingerprint authentication scheme, on iPhones in 2015 [6]; since then fingerprint
authentication also being offered in several Android phones. Some consumer devices such
as Android smartphones and Microsoft Surface offer facial recognition as an alternative
authentication scheme (or primary if the user chooses to do so). Among these biometrics,
only fingerprint seems to be used at a wide scale to secure personal computers.
3.4.2 Behavioral
Behavioral biometrics rely on the user’s behavior, i.e., how the user does certain things.
Examples of behavioral biometrics include keystroke dynamics (how the user types), gait
(how the user walks), mouse dynamics (how the user operates mouse), and touch dynam-
ics (how the user provides touchscreen inputs). Among these characteristics, keystroke
dynamics has been studied the most. The idea has its origin in the observations that tele-
graph operators have distinctive patterns, called fists, of keying messages over telegraph
lines [15, 95]. Researchers have published papers on keystroke dynamics since 1980, each
with their own unique set of individuals and exploring variations in input, granularity of
measurements, required training time, and so forth [58, 66]. On touchscreen devices such
as smartphones and tablets researchers have proposed behavioral authentication schemes
using touch input dynamics [45, 103]. Commercial use of these schemes have been limited
so far. The most notable project for use of behavioral biometrics on personal computers is
Google’s project Abacus [29] (still in the research phase), which uses touch input dynamics




Before we present our authentication scheme for desktops (Chapter 6) and smartphones
(Chapter 7), we discuss our findings about people’s authentication behavior. During my
summer internship at HP Labs in Palo Alto, California, I had the opportunity to conduct
a user study to learn about people’s authentication behavior. This chapter presents the
methodology and findings of that study.
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4.1 Introduction
Many of us carry several things such as car key, house key, corporate badge, bike key, RSA
token key, bus pass, credit card, driver’s license, ATM card, and so forth, with us every day to
access doors, computers, and services we need; Figure 4.1 shows a subset of authentication
related things carried by a person. We also use passwords, pin codes, and fingerprints to
access devices, websites, and applications. These are all ways of authenticating ourselves –
providing evidence that we are the right people to unlock the restricted resources around
us. We expect people, especially those working in corporate environments, to carry these
authentication tokens and remember complex passwords. This burden leads to frustration
(when we forget our badges, keys, and passwords), security breaches (when we tailgate
other people through secure doorways or write down our passwords or leave our devices
unlocked), and IT expense (when we call help desks to reset passwords or issue new tokens).
Password resets make up 10% to 30% of IT helpdesk calls, and can cost from $50 to $150
each to resolve [100]. Even physical keys present an increasing risk, as new smartphone
apps enable scanning an unattended key in a few seconds and then printing copies of it by
mail order or at kiosks [30].
Evidence suggests that password authentication can indeed be burdensome for users [20],
and experts provide several approaches for addressing this problem, such as using password
managers [36], but how about other forms of authentication? Is it only worth addressing
the use of passwords, or are physical authentication tokens also problematic? (Yes.) How
much authentication of different kinds do people actually do during the day, and does
it correspond with their own concept of the burden they face? (A diverse amount, and
there’s no correspondence.) How failure-prone are the different kinds of authentication?
(Surprisingly high.) Do people generally agree about what kinds of authentication they like
and dislike, or will it be hard to help the bulk of people in the same way? (They do not
agree, and it will be hard to make everyone happy.) We wanted answers to these and other
similar questions about people’s authentication behavior, and we hope this information can
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Figure 4.1: A subset of authentication related things carried daily by one person,
who also has to manage over 250 passwords. (Photo by Mary Baker.)
be useful to others as well.
To gather a better understanding of people’s authentication behavior and ways to al-
leviate their possible authentication burden, we conducted a wearable digital diary user
study of twenty-six people, including teenagers and adults, students, corporate employees,
and others. We provided participants with a commercially available wrist wearable, the
MOTOACTV [60] running our own logging application, and asked participants to log
all their authentication events for a week. We used the wrist wearable to make logging
quick and easy so that participants could log authentication events immediately after they
performed an authentication. We designed a “slot machine” application interface to pro-
vide the wearable with an immediately available and streamlined logging process. Our
hope, although we cannot substantiate this, is that easy, immediate logging reduces the
underreporting of events that can affect diary studies [46]. In addition, we are interested
in authentication with physical infrastructure and not just online authentication behavior,
so we could not instrument all of the participants’ targeted resources to log authentication
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events automatically. Our results include 4,623 hours of logged events, interviews of each
participant before and after the week of logging, and comments they entered through daily
surveys on their smartphones. Our results thus include quantitative information in the form
of “traces” of user authentication behavior as well as qualitative information in the form of
participants’ opinions.
Our contributions include the design and lessons learned for our wearable digital diary
study, and the results of the study. Twenty-six participants is not a large enough population
to allow us to make broad claims about any particular demographic, or even the general
population; instead we get an in-depth look into their feelings and actual behavior regarding
authentication. Some of our high-level results include the failure rates for different kinds of
authentication, and evidence of the diversity of people’s authentication behavior and likes
and dislikes. Further, we find that speed and ease of authentication are more important to
many people than the failure rate (false reject rate). People’s opinions on authentication
vary greatly, with some considering it very little trouble and others finding it extremely
annoying. People’s favorite and least favorite kinds of authentication also vary greatly.
Actual authentication behavior varies substantially across people in terms of the number of
different targets they authenticate with, how well they secure them, how often they use them,
and more. There’s a surprisingly high average failure rate in authentication attempts (e.g.,
3.3% for physical keys and 5.1% for passwords).
4.2 Related work
There is a tremendous amount of existing and ongoing work related to our project, especially
in the areas of authentication, user studies, and wearables. We confine our descriptions
of related work to examples of user authentication behavioral studies we perceive to be
relevant to our particular study. We note that even definitions of “authentication devices”
differ across studies, with some including the presentation of “things you have” such as
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keyfobs, and others only including tokens that display or contain information specific to a
single individual, such as a badge with the owner’s photograph [91].
Several studies focus on smartphones and how people choose to secure them or not;
their results vary considerably. A study of 1,003 Americans, age 18 and older, found that
“people care [about privacy] but exhibit risky behavior”; about 56% of people surveyed did
not employ any locking mechanism (e.g., a PIN or passcode) for their phone [50]. Other
studies see fewer people choosing not to employing any locking mechanism. Egelman et al.
report that 8 of their 28 interviewed participants (29%) and 42% of their 2,418-person online
questionnaire respondents did not use any locking mechanism on their phones [24]. Bruggen
et al. observed 35% out of 149 participants chose not to use any locking mechanism on their
phone [97]. In our study, 4 of 26 participants (15%) did not use any locking mechanism for
their phones; we observed participants choosing risky authentication behavior in terms of
password management and password sharing, despite being aware of the consequences of
their choice.
A National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) study involved 23 NIST
employees ages 20 and above carrying a written diary in which they recorded a wealth of
information about their authentication events [91]. This study is perhaps closest to ours
in that it covers not just smartphones, passwords, or online authentication behavior, but
also a few other types of devices such as badges (although not the wide range of targets
found in our study). Their participants recorded an average of 23 events a day, which is
significantly lower than the 39 average of our participants. This may be because the NIST
employees recorded only 10.0% of their authentication events were to smartphones, whereas
our participants recorded 58.3%.
Various other non-smartphone studies and essays explore passwords and how users
manage, choose, and forget them [20, 28]. A study of the password habits of half a million
users over a 3-month period used a component in Windows Live Toolbar on users’ machines
to record password strength, usage and frequency metrics [28]. The study found users
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choose weak passwords and use them across multiple sites and that 4.28% of Yahoo users
forgot them during the study. We see an even higher percentage of users who forget,
struggle to remember, or reset a password at least once during the study (36%). Hayashi and
Hong conducted a diary study with twenty-one participants, in which participants carried
diaries and recorded information about password-based authentications, and they found
that participants performed more authentication at home than at work [32]; we see similar
observation in our user study. A New York Times study explores the meaningful personal
information users embed in their choice of passwords [96]. All of these studies agree with
ours in concluding that users find it hard and frustrating to manage passwords according
to established rules of safety. Usable security that takes into account human limitations
and strengths has become increasingly important [21]. A recent study of online safety
covers opinions and practices of both experts and non-experts regarding how to stay safe
online [36].
We believe our study is unique in three ways. First, we enable the diary study with
a wearable application to allow even easier and more streamlined in-the-moment logging
of authentication events. Our motivation is to reduce under-reporting and provide more
accurate timing information for authentication events. Second, our study covers a wider
range of types of authentication, including authentication with locked cars, doors, bicycles,
public transportation and so forth. While there are studies that report on issues with specific
kinds of authentication with physical targets, such as keyless cars [44], we are unaware of a
study that covers the breadth of physical authentication targets accessed by the participants
in our study. Third, our study provides quantitative and qualitative data about people’s
authentication behavior, unlike any other study to the best of our knowledge; using this rich




Our user study was primarily an exploratory study; we did not have any specific hypothesis
to test. We were curious to understand people’s authentication behavior in general, but we
specifically wanted to learn more about people’s behaviors with regards to the following
questions.
1. How often do people authenticate to physical objects (e.g., door, car)? How often do
they authenticate to their computers?
2. What are the things (e.g., phone, door, ATM) people authenticate to and how often?
What do they use for authentication (e.g., with password, tokens, fingerprint)?
3. How often do people encounter errors during authentication?
4. How do people manage their passwords? How often do people encounter errors in
password-based authentication (e.g., because they mistyped or forgot)?
5. How does authentication behavior vary across age and gender?
6. How accurately do people guess the number of authentications they perform?
7. What is the authentication pattern for people? Do they perform more events on
a weekday vs. a weekend? How are the authentication events distributed across a
24-hour period? Where do people perform their authentications (e.g., home vs. work)?
8. What are people’s opinions about authentication? How do opinions vary with authen-
tication behavior (e.g., opinions of people who authenticate more or encounter more
failures)?
9. What do people like and dislike to use for authentication (e.g., fingerprint, password,
or tokens)?
10. What physical objects do people carry with them for authentication?
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11. What are people’s thoughts on privacy in the context of authentication?
We discuss our findings for these questions in Section 4.7.
4.4 Methodology
We conducted a user study with twenty-six participants to understand their everyday authen-
tication behavior. In this section we describe how we define an authentication event, our
wearable digital diary method for self logging, and our study procedure.
4.4.1 Authentication event
We define an authentication event as one where an individual has to demonstrate, actively,
that he is the right person to gain access to a resource or service through something he
is, something he knows, or something he has. Examples include unlocking the phone,
unlocking the house door, logging in to a password-protected website, or entering a pincode
on an ATM machine. Accessing a website with cached credentials that does not require even
a mouse click requires no active user effort, so it does not count.
We define an authentication target as the device, resource, or service to which the
individual requests access, and an authenticator as the evidence the individual provides
to gain access. For example, when unlocking a phone the phone is the authentication
target and the passcode is the authenticator; when opening a door with a badge, the door
is the authentication target and the badge is the authenticator. Below is the list of targets
and authenticators we used in our user study. Note that some of the items represent a
category. For instance, “Laptop” also covers desktop computers, while “Password” also
covers passcodes, pincodes, locker combinations or any knowledge-based authenticator.
Authentication Targets: Laptop (also desktops), Phone, Tablet (also e-readers), Website
(also online websites or any software), Door, Car, ATM, Public Transport, Bicycle
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(also motorcycle), Phone payment, Card payment, Bank check, Locker (also locked
drawers), and Other.
Authenticators: Password (also pincodes, locker combinations, etc.), Fingerprint, Face
biometrics, Voice biometrics, Card (ID cards, credit cards, badges), Certificate (PKI),
Mouseclick (where the participant has to click to authenticate, e.g., to request autofill
with a password manager), Lockkey (physical key), Keyfob (remote key), Signature
(physical ink), 2 Factor, and Other.
Depending on the number of required authenticators, authentication can be classified into
three categories: single-factor (requires one type of authenticator), two-factor (requires two
types of authenticators), or multi-factor (requires more than two types of authenticators). To
simplify logging of authentication events, we chose to focus on single-factor authentication
and designed our interface for logging single-factor authentication. We asked participants to
choose “2 Factor” as the authenticator when they perform a two-factor authentication, and if
they perform an authentication using more than two factors or using an authenticator not
listed in the above list, we asked them to choose “Other” as the authenticator.
We were only interested in the unlock events, i.e., the authentication events that lead to
the individual getting access to a resource or service (e.g., unlocking a phone, unlocking
a door); we were not interested lock events (e.g., locking a phone, locking a door). We
were also interested in whether an authentication attempt succeeded and the location where
it occurred. We asked our participants to log relative success using one of three provided
icons: a yellow happy face to indicate success on the first attempt; a green unhappy face to
indicate success that required more than one attempt; and a blue sad face to indicate failure.
We wanted to collect semantic locations for authentication events, including Home, Work
(includes School for student participants), Shop, Traveling, and Other. Thus, in our study
an authentication event is represented as {event-time, authentication-target, authenticator,
success, location-label}. In addition, participants could add comments to authentication
events if they desired; we asked participants to comment on an authentication event if
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something out-of-ordinary happened.
4.4.2 Wearable digital diary
To avoid the under-reporting and poor recall that can affect diary studies [46], we wanted
to enable immediate, easy logging of events. This is especially important for events such
as authentication that can happen frequently and at times when it is inconvenient to pull
out a paper diary and pen or pull out a smartphone to bring up an app. We considered
using a wearable voice recording device, but pilot study subjects said they would not be
comfortable talking to themselves when unlocking stuff. We chose a smartwatch as our
primary logging device, as it is easily accessible. Participants could access the logging
UI in our app to log an event by simply raising their wrists; Figure 4.2 shows the watch
UI that was available to participants when they raised their wrists. Indeed, most of our
participants found logging events via the watch very convenient. We chose the commercially
available Motorola MOTOACTV watch for our study [60]. We wrote an app for logging
authentication events on the watch. Participants we given a MOTOACTV watch, with our
app pre-installed, to wear for the duration of the study. We also developed a companion
smartphone app, where they could view, edit, label and comment on their logged events
using the bigger display.
Watch app
The MOTOACTV runs Android 2.3, but it is not programmable out of the box. To use it as
a digital diary we rooted the watch and installed our Android application. Our app always
ran in the foreground so that it was immediately accessible to participants, when they raised
their wrist or pressed the power button (Figure 4.2). The app also collected GPS locations
and automatically synced with the companion smartphone app on the participant’s phone
every hour.
If logging is not quick and easy, participants are likely to delay logging and forget
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Figure 4.2: Easily accessible diary entry app on the smartwatch.
to do so later. We wanted participants to log four things about an authentication event:
authentication target, authenticator, whether it was successful, and how many attempts they
had to perform for authentication. Designing an easy logging interface for small screen
device is challenging. After several iterations and feedback from pilot subjects we came up
with a novel “slot machine” like interface to log an authentication event with as few as two
taps on the watch touchscreen.
Figure 4.3 shows the application interface. The app screenshot on the left (Figure 4.3a)
shows the main application interface, which contains three vertically scrollable columns of
icons: the first for targets, the second for authenticators, and the third for success level; in the
screenshot, phone and fingerprint are chosen as the authentication target and authenticator,
respectively. The order of icons in each column was configurable for convenience, so
participants could select their most-often used targets and authenticators without scrolling.
(The watch had a touchscreen display, so participants selected an icon by tapping on
it.) The app also cached the previously selected authenticator for each target, and would
automatically select it when the participant selected the target, to reduce taps in the common
case.
The third (emoticon) column was to log the number of attempts during authentication.
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Figure 4.3: Watch app UI. a) Main watch app screen showing logging in progress
for a phone event using a fingerprint unlock. b) Watch app screen confirming the
logged event; the green icon with number two indicates that two retries were required
to unlock the phone.
The happy emoticon (top emoticon) was to log an authentication that was successful in the
first attempt; the sad emoticon (third emoticon from top) was to log an authentication that
failed, i.e., the participant could not authenticate. The unhappy emoticon (second emotion
from top) was to log an authentication that was successful but required multiple attempts;
choosing the unhappy emoticon would bring a fourth column on the display (from the
right side) with a vertically scrollable list of numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5+) representing the
total number of attempts the participant had to perform during authentication. Once the
participant selected the authentication target, authenticator (if different than the auto-selected
authenticator), and an emoticon (and the number of attempts if there were more than one) –
all on the same app screen – the authentication event was logged and the participant was
shown a confirmation screen with information about the logged event. Figure 4.3b shows
a confirmation screen for an authentication to phone with a fingerprint; the authentication
was successful but required two attempts (note the two superscript on the emoticon). The
confirmation screen also provided the option to edit the event, in case the participant made a
mistake when logging; adjust the event time (using the clock icon), in case the participant
did not log the event immediately after s/he performed the authentication; or flag the event.
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We asked participants to flag events if there was something unusual about them or if they
wanted to comment on them, which they could easily do when reviewing their event logs in
the smartphone app described below. We inquired about flagged events and any other odd
events during participants’ end-of-study interviews.
Smartphone app
The MOTOACTV watch allowed participants to log an authentication event quickly without
needing to reach for their phones, but its small screen size made it difficult to view or edit
their logs, so we used a companion smartphone app.
The smartphone app provided a dashboard interface for participants where they could
sync the phone with their MOTOACTV watch, sync the app with the our server, browse and
edit their authentication logs, and take the daily survey; the app ran in the background and
synced with the watch and the server every 1 h and 6 h, respectively. Figure 4.4a shows the
event log UI for a participant: each row represents an authentication event, with the time
of event displayed on the left, followed by the authentication target icon, the authenticator
icon, an authentication success/fail icon, a comment icon (indicating whether the participant
entered any comment for the event), a flag icon, and a location label.
We asked participants to provide location schematic labels from a predefined list of five
location labels: Home, Work, Shop, Travel, and Other. After a participant provided labels to
a few events, the app automatically attached semantic location labels to other events using
the location information, which it collected every 5min. In the app screenshot (Figure 4.4a),
the first and the last location labels were provided by the participant; the app inferred the
other two location labels. After the study we deleted the location information (location
coordinates) and kept only the semantic labels, as they are far less privacy-sensitive.
The app also automatically logged the participants’ phone unlock attempts, both failed
and successful; we used the Android Device Administration API and Android Device
Administration feature to log failed and successful attempts. We could not automatically log
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Figure 4.4: Phone app UI a) event log, b) end-of-day survey.
phone unlock events for participants who used an iPhone, so we asked them to manually log
their phone unlock events on the watch.
We administered a daily survey at the participants’ chosen time, usually in the evenings;
Figure 4.4b shows the survey that participants received. In the survey, we asked participants
to go over the day’s authentication event log and make any edits if necessary, add comments
to flagged events (if they wished), and add location labels to the authentication events. To
simplify review of the event log, we only displayed events since the last time they took the
survey; participants could see the complete log by choosing the ‘show all events’ option. In
the survey, we also asked them how confident they were about their event logging – whether
they logged all of the events (Figure 4.4b); at the end of the survey, participants had an
option to provide a comment about the study or about their authentications on that day.
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4.4.3 Study procedure
We performed a 3-person 2-day pilot study to test the digital diary for logging, for our
categorization of the authentication targets and authenticators and to refine our logging UI.
We then conducted the main study, which we describe below. The study was conducted
at HP campus in Palo Alto, California, between June and September in 2014, during my
internship at HP Labs. The study was approved by the ethics committee equivalent in HP.
Recruitment and enrollment
We recruited participants by word-of-mouth. We screened participants to verify that they
were comfortable using a smartphone and were either affiliated with HP or U.S. citizens
(a legal requirement from HP). We provided informed consent and information sheets to
screened participants. If they agreed with the documents, we invited them to come in
person to our lab (or meet via Skype for remote participants) where they signed the consent
form and we interviewed them and explained the study procedure. Enrollments occurred
throughout the week, and participants were asked to perform the study for 7 days from the
enrollment day. We explained both in writing and in person what information we would
collect. We also warned participants, both in writing and in person to practice safe logging,
“Please only log events on the watch and phone when it is safe to do so. Please do not use
the devices while driving, biking, crossing streets, operating heavy machinery, or anything
else what would be risky!” We also informed them that they could withdraw from the study
at any time for any reason or no reason; one person did so.
We gave each participant a MOTOACTV with our app pre-installed and asked them to
wear it on their wrist; if they were uncomfortable wearing it on their wrist, they were allowed
to attach it elsewhere via a provided clip. We also installed the companion smartphone
app on participants’ smartphones; participants who did not have an Android smartphone
received an Android phone with our app pre-installed, for the duration of the study, to take
the daily evening survey and view the event log. Study participants received $100 gift cards
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upon completion of the study.
Pre-logging interview
We conducted an in-person interview with each participant to learn about their own pre-study
perspectives on their daily lives, the devices and resources they use, the authenticators they
carry with them, and how they feel about various aspects of authentication. We asked
participants to tell us about the authentication events they perform on their typical day
by thinking about their typical day, going through their daily routine, and recollecting the
authentications they perform. We also asked them to guess how often they might authenticate
with various resources so that we could compare this information later with their actual
recorded results. We used a set of questions to guide these semi-structure interviews,
but we allowed the participant to digress and describe their opinions and behaviors about
authentication in their daily life (see Appendix A.1 for the list of questions). We answered
any questions they had about how to enter various kinds of events.
End-of-day survey
At the end of each study day, participants received a notification on their smartphones to
take a survey. Participants could set the time when they would receive the notification.
The survey asked the participants to review their daily event logs, add missing events, edit
events (such as changing the authenticator or the event time), label event locations, and add
comments if they had any. They also indicated their level of confidence in capturing events
for the day and could enter overall comments on the day if desired.
Post-logging interview
We conducted another semi-structure interviewed with each participant after the week of
self-logging. We asked them about the logged entries we did not understand, about any































Figure 4.5: Study participant demographics, by age and gender (n = 26).
the watch UI, and future inventions they would like to see in the area of authentication
aids, about their choice of best and worst authenticators, and about how their authentication
behavior might have changed during, or as a result of, the study (see Appendix A.2 for the
list of questions).
4.5 User study participants
We recruited 26 participants to log their authentication events for one week each over the
course of three months in 2014. Their ages ranged from 13 to 64; Figure 4.5 shows their
age distribution. The participants included 8 females and 18 males; 16 (61.5%) were from
Computer Science (CS) related fields, 9 (34.6%) were from non-technical fields, and 1 was
from a medical-related field. Our participants represented 7 different schools, 4 different
companies, and three different regions of the US. Participants self-reported their ethnicities
as 14 Caucasian, 2 African American, 7 East Indian, and 3 Asian.
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4.6 Study Limitations
We present our study limitations before our findings, so that the reader is aware of them
before reading the findings in the next section.
1. Small sample size. Regardless of their diversity, twenty-six participants is not a large
enough group to give us good statistics about the overall population or any particular
demographic.
2. Participants with only daytime jobs. None of our participants were night workers –
they were all students or employees with daytime jobs, so we see only a few events at
night.
3. Mostly Android users. Only five of our participants were iOS phone users with the
rest being Android users. With more iOS users, for instance, we might have seen
more fingerprint authentication.
4. Limited location labels. Our study did not support participants with more than
one workplace as well as we would like; in our study there was only one label for
workplace, Work. Participants with different work sites felt we should have provided
multiple Work labels. In addition, we did not provide the breadth of semantic labels
provided by some other studies [41]; we chose to limit location labels to five labels to
simplify the labeling task for participants.
5. Missing location information. GPS readings are not always reliable depending on
location (for instance, indoors) and some participants’ phones had trouble getting
frequent GPS readings. Participants could assign location labels to events, and we
encouraged them to do so by reminding them to label events during the daily evening
survey. Participants did not assign labels to all unlabeled events. As a result, about
25% of locations in the study have no semantic labels attached.
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6. Extra phone unlock events. There may be extra phone unlock events entered for
participants unlocking their phones to take the daily survey. When queried, participants
said they only logged these events if they also used their phones for another purpose,
but we have no way of verifying this.
7. Change in users’ authentication behavior. Users may have changed their authenti-
cation behavior as a result of participating in the study. One of our exit interview
questions targeted this concern. One participant said he was more aware after the
study and that his participation would lead him to change his opinion of the burden
of authentication from a 2 to a 3 (see Section 4.7.8). Three participants told us they
changed their behavior during the study in that they typed passwords more slowly to
avoid errors, and one of them said he used his phone less often on some days, because
he was embarrassed by how frequently he used his phone.
4.7 Findings
In our study participants self-logged their authentication events, and we conducted semi-
structured interviews with all participants before and after the data-logging phase of the
study. Together, participants performed 7,225 authentication events: they manually logged
3,488 authentication events, and our phone app automatically logged 3,737 phone unlock
authentication events. The log for one of our participants did not cover quite the full
week; for calculations where this could affect results we use only 25 participants. We took
detailed notes from the semi-structured interviews. Our notes included direct quotes from
participants and summaries and paraphrase of participants’ explanations and descriptions
about their authentication behavior and opinions. We followed the inductive and deductive
coding methodology: once we had all the data from the interviews, we identified themes and
categories in our notes (coded) and formed a data matrix, with columns as themes and rows
as participants [56]. In this section we present descriptive statistics from the authentication
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events logged during the study, and the qualitative analysis from the interviews.
4.7.1 Digital vs. physical authentication
We were interested in learning how many authentication events are involved with digital
versus physical targets. We classify authentication events as digital or physical loosely
based on whether the authentication is to an electronic device/resource or to a physical
object. We consider authentication as digital event if it is to a personal computer (at home
or at work) or to an electronic resource authenticated through the personal computer (e.g.,
websites); an authentication is physical event if it is to objects in the infrastructure (e.g.,
door, ATM, authentication to use public transport). Specifically, in our study, we classify all
authentication events where the authentication target is Phone, Laptop, Website, or Tablet as
digital authentication events, and all other authentication events as physical authentication
events. There are other ways to categorize authentication events (e.g., based on whether
the authenticator is a physical object); we chose this categorization because we wanted to
separate authentication events an individual performs on a personal computing device and
authentication events performed outside a personal computing device.
In our study, physical authentication events were about 22% of all authentication events.
Figure 4.6 shows the number of authentication events, digital and physical, each participant
performed during the study. On average participants performed 8 ± 4 (mean ± standard
deviation; median = 8) physical authentication events per day, and about 31 ± 29 (median =
20) digital authentication events per day. For our participants, physical events accounted
for about 9% to 40% (median = 22%) of their daily authentication events; most of these
events were authentication to doors and cars. There is a high variance across participants,
but it surprised us to see the substantial percentage of physical authentication events; indeed,
several participants complained about the frustrations with physical authentication events.
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Figure 4.6: Authentication events logged by participants in the user study.
4.7.2 Authentication targets and authenticators
Table 4.1 shows the distribution of authentication events in the user study, by different
authentication targets; the table also shows the number of participants who performed au-
thentication to the target and used the authenticator, at least once. Four out of 26 participants
did not use any security mechanism for their phone, so they did not need to authenticate to
their phone. All participants performed authentication to a laptop (or desktop) or a website;
most participants authenticated to a door; and many participants authenticated to a car or
made a card payment (swiped the card in a card reader). The variations we see across
participants is in part due to their widely varying ages: middle-schoolers, for instance, do
not need to unlock cars as often as many adults, and most of them do not have credit cards.
Most of our adult participants drove cars more often than they bicycled.
In our dataset, among all the phone unlock events, 92% occurred with passwords, 7.7%
with fingerprint, and 0.3% with swipe gestures. For Laptop unlock events, most participants
used passwords, but in some instances (0.8%) participants only had to click the login button
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Table 4.1: Distribution of authentication events logged in the user study, by authen-
tication targets; N is number of participants who authenticated to the target at least
once. The first four targets are digital authentication targets.











Public transport 0.2 3
ATM 0.1 5
Check 0.1 5
ID verification 0.1 3
Phone payment 0.1 2
because the laptop was set to auto-login. For Websites, which includes online services
and access to software on phones or laptops, participants used passwords for 75.67% of
all Website events and they used Mouseclick (auto-filling the password with a password
manager or cached passwords) for only 21.3% events. We were surprised to see a low
usage of password managers or cached passwords, because we expected participants to use
password managers more or cache their passwords in the browser, as many said they did in
their pre-logging interviews.
We see a lot of variance in the phone unlock behavior. Participants unlocked their phone
about 23 ± 29 times per day (median = 13, min = 4, max = 133). The unlock usage we
observed among our participants matches with the unlock usage of 25 ± 20 times per day
reported by Hintze et al. [34] from their analysis of about 2,000 users’ smartphone usage in
the device analyzer dataset [98]. In another smartphone usage study (n = 52), Harbach et al.
report a higher unlock usage, about 47 ± 26 unlocks per day [31]; we suspect the higher
unlock usage is due to their participant demographics – a majority of their participants were
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Table 4.2: Distribution of authentication events logged in the user study, by authenti-
cators; N is number of participants who used the authenticator, at least once.











young college students (median age = 23 years).
Table 4.2 shows the distribution of authentication events in the user study, by different
authenticators; the table also shows the number of participants who performed authentication
with the authenticator, at least once. Overall we find that 75% of authentication events
involved secrets (Password), whereas token-based authentications (Card, LockKey, and
Keyfob) accounted for 18.1% events. All participants used a physical key or a card, except
our young participants: P10 (13 yr) did not use a physical key and P7 (14 yr) did not use a
card.
4.7.3 Authentication failures
We were interested to learn about the failures people encounter during authentication. We
compute failure rate for an authenticator (or target) as the number of failed authentication
attempts divided by the total number of authentication attempts with the authenticator (or
to the target). Failed attempts is the number of times a participant attempts to authenticate
to a resource and fails; for instance, if a participant successfully unlocks her phone in
three attempts, she encountered two failed attempts. Note that these are all failure of
the authentication method to verify the user (false rejects), and not the failure of the
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Table 4.3: Failure rates for different authentication targets and authenticators; mean
± standard deviation across N (all participants) and N10 (participants who performed
ten or more authentications with the target or authenticator).
FR (%) FR (%) N10
across N across N10
Authenticators
Card 2.2± 5.1 2.0± 3.5 17
Fingerprint 25.6± 24.7 13.4± 20.6 4
Keyfob 0.6± 1.7 0.8± 1.9 13
Lock key 3.3± 7.8 0.7± 1.6 18
Mouseclick 5.6± 10.7 2.6± 3.7 2
Password 5.1± 5.7 4.8± 5.6 25
Targets
Car 0.4± 1.4 0.5± 1.6 16
Card payment 1.5± 4.8 7.3± 9.5 4
Door 6.2± 14.7 2.0± 4.2 18
Laptop 7.7± 8.7 8.4± 9.1 21
Phone 4.4± 9.1 4.4± 9.1 22
Tablet 0.3± 0.9 1.0± 1.8 3
Website 10.4± 15.1 7.8± 5.6 11
authentication method to deny an unauthorized user (false accepts), because self-reporting of
events is unlikely to tell us if any of our participants were attempting to break into something
they should not have.
Table 4.3 shows the failure rates for different authenticators and targets in the user study.
The table shows two failure rates for each authenticator and target: FR across N is the mean
(± standard deviation) across all participants who used the authenticator/target at least once,
and FR across N10 is the mean (± standard deviation) across all participants who used
the authenticator/target ten or more times. Some participants in the study used a target or
authenticator just a few times; they do not provide enough authentication samples to measure
the failure rate for that target or authenticator. So we also computed the average failure rate
considering only the participants that provide enough (ten or more) authentication events for
a given target/authenticator during the user study.
We observed a higher percentage of authentication failures than we expected. The
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average failure rate for Laptop, Phone, and Website was 8.4%, 4.4%, and 7.8%, respectively.
The average failure rate for passwords was about 4.8%; surprisingly, even mouse clicks
were problematic for some participants, with a 2.6% failure rate. Mouseclick refers to an
authentication event in which participants used a mouse click to authenticate (e.g., choosing
a certificate, auto-filling a password entry); the failures in mouse click authentication are
instances when the user accidentally chose the wrong certificate or accidentally auto-filled
the wrong username and password (e.g., for websites where s/he has multiple accounts).
Some participants struggled with physical keys; failures with physical key authentication
were due to a participant selecting the wrong key from his/her key bunch and trying it on
the lock.
The biometric fingerprint failure rate was high (13.4%), because among the six partici-
pants who used fingerprint for authentication, one participant (P18) injured the finger he
uses for fingerprint authentication and as a result, suffered many failures (about 44%). The
participant reported that he could not authenticate with the injured finger; he would retry
until his phone allowed before falling back to the PIN-based authentication. If we exclude
the injured participant, we see a fingerprint biometric failure rate of about 4.6%, which is
still higher than we expected.
Overall, we see high variability in the failure rates among participants; Figure 4.7 and
Figure 4.8 show the high variability in the failure rates encountered by participants (N10)
for different targets and authenticators, respectively. Majority of our participants did not
encounter any failure when authenticating to a tablet, door, or a car. The median failure
rate for laptop, phone, and website was 4.6%, 1.7% and 8.3%, respectively; most of the
failures for Laptop and Website were with passwords, about 96% and 86%, respectively.
Card, physical key, and keyfobs worked perfectly for majority of our participants (zero
failure rate), except for some participants; five participants logged failures using a card
to access a door, paying for public transport, or making a purchase (median failure rate =
6.6%). The median failure rate for password, fingerprint, and mouseclick was 3.7%, 4.6%,
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Figure 4.7: Failure rate for different authentication targets; including only participants
who authenticated to the target ten or more times.
and 2.6%, respectively. The variability in password and mouseclick failure rates is less
compared to other authenticators, which suggests most people encounter failures with these
authenticators.
4.7.4 Passwords
Users’ frustration with passwords are covered to a great extent in the literature; what we
found mostly supports previous findings. The common complaints about the passwords,
among our participants, were their length (which makes it more likely to make a mistake
while typing them), need to memorize them, and having to type them frequently (on laptops
and desktops). In general, participants liked that they can easily cache passwords on
their browsers; two participants even said passwords were their most liked authenticators,
especially the 4-digit passcodes on their phones, because they are easy and quick to type.
The password failure rate shown in Table 4.3 is a collective failure rate for all targets
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Figure 4.8: Failure rate for different authenticators; including only participants who
used the authenticator ten or more times.
combined (e.g., laptop, phone, website, tablet). When we take a closer look at the password
failures for individual targets, we see significant difference in their failure rates, as shown
in Figure 4.9. Again, we consider only participants who performed ten or more authentica-
tions to Laptop, Phone, Tablet, and Website (N10 participants). For the majority of these
participants, authentication to Website was most error prone (median failure rate = 6.7%),
followed by Laptop (median = 4.7%), Phone (median = 1.4%), and Tablet (zero median
failure rate; two of the three participants did not encounter any failure using password
on their Tablet). It is interesting to note, except for Tablet, authentication targets with
high median failure rate were used less: password-based authentication events for Website,
Laptop, and Phone are about 5%, 12%, and 54%, respectively.
It was surprising to see a high failure rate for Laptop, because laptop or desktop pass-
words are frequently used, often typed several times in a day. In our exit interview we
asked participants about their high failure rate with passwords. Several participants com-
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Figure 4.9: Password failure rates for different authentication targets; including only
participants who authenticated to the target ten or more times.
mented on making mistakes typing passwords (because of the length and/or complexity of
the passwords) and forgetting a password, especially for websites that are not often used.
This observation matches with past findings by Adams and Sasse that users have trouble
recalling infrequently used passwords [2]. Several participants quoted “typing too fast” for
getting passwords wrong, either out of habit or because they do not want anyone to see their
password.
“I always type it super fast and get it wrong a couple of times.” (P16)
“It can be stolen easily, that’s why I’m always in a hurry in typing a password –
it’s a mental thing, even if no one is around. It makes me type it quickly – it’s
instinct.” (P14)
Typing an old password (due to muscle memory) when the laptop password was recently
changed or getting confused between laptops and desktops they own/use and typing the
password of one device on other, were two other reasons participants gave for making
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mistakes entering passwords.
“It’s muscle memory and I usually mess up when I update a password. I’ll type
old ones first and of course it fails.” (P2)
“I’m on autopilot typing my password, which is different on my PC versus my
Mac, so I have a ordered search of passwords I go through until one works.”
(P1)
“I get them [desktop and laptop] mixed up, and I type the wrong password – it’s
muscle memory.” (P3)
One participant commented on not being able to see a password when it is being typed,
especially for long passwords. Another participant (P1) complained about his phone being
less responsive if he ran too many apps in background, and “typing in the numbers [passcode]
registered too slowly”, so he had to retry.
Many people feel that the rules around choosing and managing passwords have become
onerous, especially in corporate environments. Among our participants who were employees,
we found no one followed all our usual workplace rules for passwords: change them
frequently, don’t reuse them, choose passwords of significant complexity, do not use the
same password across multiple sites or accounts, do not write them down, do not cache
them in browsers, and do not use a third-party password manager to store them.
“It’s awful. I‘m dying...Everybody’s got different rules and people are requiring
I change them and then I can’t remember them. Then life is hell...I use the same
one [password] – I‘m not a fool...All the tools to do my job are impossible to
get to...This requirement that I change the password – They’re causing us not
to be able to remember the password, not to pick a good one, to use the same
one and just change the postfix, or to write it down. They’re forcing me into this
corner – I don’t know what to do. Maybe I’ll write it on a sticky note and paste
it on my computer.” (P17)
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These participants “cheated” in at least some regard – and they were aware of it. Immediately
after they told us about a bad practice, they confessed that it was bad practice or justified
their action.
“About the management aspect – remembering a password – I reuse passwords
is how I get around it, which is bad.” (P2)
These comments may indicate that password management has become difficult enough that
even tech-savvy employees are not willing to abide by the requirements.
To manage their many passwords, participants turned to a variety of tricks and tools:
password-managers (n=9; 34%); reuse same password with permutations (n=8; 30%); reuse
same password (n=5; 19%); save passwords in an encrypted file (n=5; 19%); save passwords
in a plaintext file (n=3; 12%); cache passwords in browsers (n=5; 19%); write passwords
on a physical paper and keep it hidden (n=1; 4%); or memorize (n=10; 38%). Several
participants used more than one strategy. In a user study by Ion et al. [36], 19% non-expert
users reused passwords, which exactly matches our results. We expected more participants
in our study would use password managers, but only 34% participants did, which is higher
than the 24% for non-expert users but much lower than the 74% for expert users in Ion et
al. [36] and 81% users in a study by Stobert et al. [92]. We suspect the low percentage
of password manager use in our study is because many participants’ organizations were
not benign toward password managers. One participant mentioned that being able to share
passwords was important for him, and that was one of the reasons he did not use password
managers.
4.7.5 Authentication behavior across age and gender
Figure 4.10 shows the authentication events logged by participants of different ages; for two
(or more) participants with the same age, we show the average number of authentication
events. We see a high number of authentication events in younger and older participants
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Figure 4.10: Average authentication events per day across age of participants in the
user study.
compared to the participants in their twenties and thirties. We believe there are no general
conclusions to draw from this and that it is likely due to individual behaviors. We do not have
enough participants of different ages to confirm the difference we see in our participants.
We can, however, conclude that no one escapes authentication – even the youngest and the
oldest participants perform about 20 authentication events, and everyone performs some
physical authentication events.
We compared the authentication behavior between male (n=18) and female (n=8) par-
ticipants. Both groups logged roughly the same number of authentication events, phone
unlock events, physical events, and failures per day. The average authentication events per
day logged by the male group and the female group were 37 ± 33 and 42 ± 16 events,
respectively. The average number of phone unlock events per day logged by the male group
and the female group were 22 ± 33 and 25 ± 23 events, respectively. Finally, the average
number of failures in a day logged by the male group and the female group were 2 ± 2 and
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2 ± 1 failed attempts, respectively. The high standard deviation is due to the high diversity
and variance in the study participants’ authentication behavior. Overall, at least in our small
sample size, we do not observe any notable different authentication behavior across gender.
4.7.6 Guessing authentication events
We were curious to see whether individuals are good at guessing the number of authen-
tications they perform in a day. In the pre-logging interview, we asked participants how
many times they believed they authenticated themselves every day on average. Among
the sixteen participants who answered with a specific number, seven participants signif-
icantly overestimated their actual daily authentications. Nine out of sixteen participants,
however, underestimated their daily authentications. Combined, the average of guessed
daily authentication events was close to the actual number (44 ± 34 vs. 39 ± 28).
4.7.7 Authentication patterns
We also captured when, how often, and where participants authenticated themselves. Overall
there was a high variance among participants. Authentication events per hour across
participants in a 24 h day range from 0 to 14 with an average of 2. Authentication events per
day across participants range from 7 to 137 with an average of 39 per day.
We were interested in learning whether participants log more events on weekdays than
on weekends. Figure 4.11, which shows the average number of authentication events each
participant logged during weekdays and on the weekend; we ignore P14 and P26, because
they did not log during both days on a weekend. We see no obvious pattern across all
participants. Only five participants (P3, P5, P6, P21, and P24; one male, four female)
performed significantly more authentication events during a weekend than on a weekday
(p < 0.05).
Figure 4.12 shows the number of authentication events participants performed at different
hours of day during their one-week study. All our participants had day jobs or generally
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Figure 4.11: Average number of authentication events participants performed on a
weekday (average across 5 weekdays) and a weekend (average across 2 days on a
weekend); error bars show standard deviation.
followed a day-oriented schedule, and this is evident from the figure, as there are few events
after midnight. Nevertheless, there seems to be no hour of the day where someone was not
authenticating with something.
Table 4.4 shows the number of authentication events performed at different locations. We
expected to see most events occurring at work (where school counts as work for students),
but we were wrong. Home is the location receiving the largest number of authentications.
There were roughly 10% fewer authentications on average at work, with shopping (which
includes restaurants), traveling and other receiving far fewer events. It was interesting, but
not surprising, to see that participants unlocked their phones 59.8% of the time when they
were home and about 29.7% when they were at work.
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Figure 4.12: Average number of authentication events performed in one day; mean
± standard deviation across all participants and all days in the user study.
Table 4.4: Fraction of all authentication events and just phone authentication events








Table 4.5: Participants opinion regarding authentication events on normal days (Nor-
mal) and on days when they encounter a failure (Failure); n = 16.
Opinion about Authentication Normal Failure
(1) I don’t even notice them. 0 0
(2) I notice them, but they rarely bug me. 4 3
(3) They bug me, but not too much. 11 6
(4) They bug me and I’d like to avoid them. 1 3
(5) They are extremely frustrating. 0 4
4.7.8 Opinion about authentication
Our participants’ opinions on authentication vary widely. In the exit interview, we asked
participants to rate their overall feelings about authentication on a scale from 1 to 5, with 5
being extremely frustrating; Table 4.5 shows the opinion of the sixteen participants who gave
a rating. Among the sixteen participants, twelve participants (75%) found authentication
somewhat burdensome (Table 4.5; opinion 3, 4 and 5 on normal days). Six participants,
unprompted, gave two opinions when asked about how they feel about authentication:
first for how they feel in the normal course of things, and second for how they feel when
something goes wrong, such as forgetting a password, losing a key, or having to change a
password.
“They bug me a little [rating 3] but they give me a sense of security. Shoots to
a 5 when I have to set up an account or service or use the phone to enter 15
character password.” (P20)
“Most of the time it’s just the cost of doing business [rating 2] – until it breaks.
Then it’s a 5 because it stops me doing what I need to do right now.” (P12)
We analyzed participants’ authentication log data to find correlation between participants’
authentication opinions and the number of authentication events they performed or the failure
rate they encountered. We expected participants who logged more events or who encountered
more failures would be more frustrated (offer higher rating in the table), but we did not notice
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any consistent correlation; there was a lot of variance among participants’ opinions and their
logged authentication events and failure rates. Interestingly, the participant (P9) who logged
the maximum average authentication events per day (about 82) gave a lower rating of 2
(‘authentications do not bug me’), whereas the participant (P13) who logged the minimum
events per day (about 18) gave a higher rating of 4 (‘authentications bug me and I would
like to avoid them’); the participant (P15) with the maximum failure rate in a day (about
8%) gave a rating of 2, whereas the participant (P14) who had zero failures throughout the
study gave a rating of 3. It could be the case that people who find authentication annoying
take measures to minimize the number of times they have to authenticate, and people who
are not annoyed with authentication do not mind performing it more.
The average opinion rating of female (n=4) and male (n=12) participants was 2.75 ± 0.5
and 2.66 ± 0.65, respectively. We further explored how authentication opinion ratings differ
across participants’ age. We divided participants in two groups: teenagers and middle-aged
adults (ages under 20 or 40 and above; n=7), and young adults (ages 20-39; n=9). Teenager
and middle-aged adult participants on average reported less frustration (2.2 ± 0.4) than
young adult participants (3.0 ± 0.5). Although the participants in our study were from a
diverse background, the sample size is too small to generalize these results or establish any
correlation.
4.7.9 Best and worst authenticators
The kinds of authenticators participants most liked or disliked varied greatly, as seen in
Table 4.6 and Table 4.7; flash-to-pass (Table 4.6) is one participant’s authentication method
that allows her to open her garage door by flashing her headlights, which then also unlocks
her house from the garage entry. Some participants’ favorite authenticators were other
participants’ least favorite. Note that participants’ answers were their own and not chosen
from a predetermined list. (If they had been from a predetermined list, we might have seen
more people choose authenticators such as “cached passwords” as most-liked.) While we
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I hate them all 15%
suspected many people would complain about passwords, we were surprised by the number
who disliked physical authenticators such as keys and badges. Participants also sometimes
distinguished between the number of times they had to use a particular authenticator versus
the amount of effort required each time.
Although the most disliked authenticator varied among participants, for most participants
having to remember something (either to have a physical token or a password) was the
explanation. Another reason to dislike an authenticator (keys, especially) was the need to
carry it.
“I don’t like my badge. I never remember to have it on me when I should.”
(P21)
“I don’t like to carry around physical keys. It’s just another thing to manage.”
(P7)
“I like key fob as opposed to physical stuff. Remote authentication without
physical contact is a much better experience than physical contact or swiping.
But the fob is too big – it’s difficult to carry.” (P13)
Most participants liked an authenticator because it was either automatic (keyfobs or
badges) or quick (4-digit PIN, fingerprint). Interestingly, participants who liked fingerprints
said they encounter failures with fingerprint often – indeed, we saw that in their logs – but
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I like them all 4%
they did not seem to mind the failures, because it was quick to try again.
“The fingerprint reader sometimes fails because you have to have your finger
aligned just right, but it’s fast to swipe it again.” (P21)
“The fingerprint swipe for my phone [is my favorite]. It failed a lot but you don’t
have to do much.” (P18)
This seems to suggest that an authenticator being quick and easy is more important, at least
to some participants, than it being accurate in terms of false rejects.
4.7.10 Things participants carry
While many problems with passwords are well-documented, physical authenticators also
offer challenges for users. Some of us have many resources we need to access frequently
using physical authenticators, and this means we need to carry many authenticators with us.
To find out more about this potential problem, we asked participants if they were willing
to dump out the contents of their wallets, pockets, purses, bags, or other places where they
carry authentication material. We told them we did not need to see what they dumped out,
but that they could just enumerate for us what they found. Table 4.8 shows the results, added
across participants.
There are several indicators that managing these carried authenticators can be difficult.
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Table 4.8: The number of authenticators carried by participants, summed across all
participants.
Authenticator Count Remarks
Bike key 4 Others used combinations
Cabinet/drawer type key 2
Car fob 12
Car key 17 Regular or electric
Car proof of insurance card 7 Others kept these in the car




Health insurance card 9
House alarm fob 1
House/apartment type key 19 1 key to amenities
ID badge 14 Mostly corporate, also gym
Jewelry box key 1
Key of unknown function 6
Locker key 2 Others used combinations
Loyalty/gift/discount card 38
Mail box key 5
Membership card 17
Motorola skip 1
Other door key 17
Other ID card 16 2 expired
Phone 2 Phone app for passwords
Public/private transportation 10 Zip card/buses/BART/metro
Scraps of paper with writing 5
Total 291
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“I don’t like to carry around physical keys. It’s just another thing to manage,
and if I were to ever forget it...The Pebble is one exception because it’s always
on your wrist. If it had a computer unlock I’d be totally happy.” (P7)
Several participants attempted to divide up or stage their authentication material so that they
did not need to carry all of it. For instance, one participant has bags for different purposes,
with the appropriate ID cards or badges in the different bags. Another participant uses a
phone cover with slots for cards in it. He carries his driver’s license, a debit card, and his
badge in the cover. The rest of his cards he puts in his wallet, which he keeps in his car and
only carries if he needs it in a store. Another participant stages his keys so that he carries a
minimum but the keys he does carry allow him access to the rest of the authenticators.
“I’m at the limit of physical keys I can carry – can’t tolerate any more. It’s
a layer system – the rest are kept in a pie tin at home. It’s part of the family
semaphoring system. Know who is doing what where...I have it set up usually so
most things are automated and I don’t have to carry as much. Never be without
a house key – I teach all my kids that too.” (P12)
Another participant rigged up his own “smartwatch” in the form of a Motorola skip1 clipped
to his regular analog watch. He unlocks his phone by tapping it against the skip on his watch.
Attaching it to the watch means he does not need to worry about carrying it – it is always
with him since he wears his watch every day.
Another indicator is that people cannot track what they carry. They carry authenticators
with them that they no longer need or could identify. People carried expired school IDs,
unused credit cards, and keys whose functions they couldn’t remember. For instance, one
carried two unidentified keys and said
“But I’m scared to remove them. They seem like they might have been important.”
(P21)
1Motorola skip is a small NFC tag, available as a clip-on wearable and as a sticker, that can be used to
unlock Motorola’s Moto X smartphones. Users tap their Moto X on the tag to unlock the phone.
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They also can’t find material they were sure they were carrying.
“There should be two health cards – one for kids – but I can’t see where that
went.” (P26)
Some participants also make arrangements to carry authenticators on behalf of others.
One teenager (P7) carries his brother’s gym ID card “’cause he doesn’t carry a wallet. We
go together and my parents are worried he’d lose it.” Another carries his own locker key and
his friend’s. Another carries his friend’s house key, and a third carries her father’s house key
too.
A couple of participants volunteered that it’s not just the hassle of carrying so much
material that is the problem, but it’s also their mental anxiety over wondering if they might
have forgotten something. These people wanted someone or some tool to help them manage
their keys and cards.
“From a technological point of view – [I want] someone [to] tell me your key is
this place or your credential info is here...[It would help] best at home – [I] put
my keys somewhere – depends on situation – baby crying, sofa, piano, and then
I forget [where I put them]. But when I try to use car first have to find key or I
can’t use my car. So [if I could] have it be ‘go to the car and someone gives me
this key’ that would be great!” (P13)
“Did I forget something? Constant confusion if I forget something.” (P8)
Changes to routine also increase the chance that people will not have the authenticators
they need with them. One participant mentioned
“Traveling has a problem with acquiring more keys and cards...” (P12)
Emergencies are a further problem: during a recent fire drill at a participant’s company
where emergency communications required particular tablets,
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“The emergency crew didn’t remember to bring the tablets with them when
exiting the building, or they had them outside in their locked cars but didn’t
bring out the car keys.” (P12)
Finally, people carry scraps of paper in their wallets and bags with authentication
material, sometimes obfuscated and sometimes not. For instance, one participant carries a
paper with last year’s gym locker combo on it “’cause I was constantly forgetting it and
asking the coach to open it for me.” (P8)
Another participant carries a paper in his wallet that is “a letter of love to my wife – but
it happens to be passwords encoded.” (P11)
4.7.11 Privacy
One question many authentication studies consider is how much people care about privacy.
We observed a higher level of care than we expected from our participants, with only two of
the seven teenagers leaving their phones unlocked and two of the adults doing so. While our
study does not include enough participants to make broad generalizations, we see evidence
that teenagers and not just adults are interested in privacy and security, although teens may
have less useful understandings of how to achieve it. We asked all participants why they
chose to lock or leave unlocked their personal devices and resources. Both of the teenagers
who did not lock their phones said it was because their phones always remained under their
physical control, or in a safe environment (a desk at home). One of them also said he was
careful not to keep anything private on his phone, and that he backed it up so nothing would
be lost if his phone were lost. The other five teenagers all locked their personal devices with
the intent of keeping them safe from the prying eyes of friends and sometimes parents and
siblings.
“[I lock my phone] so people don’t just go inside my phone – it’s not pleasant
for anyone this kind of snooping.” (P8)
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Three of the teenagers and seven of the adults also mentioned that besides having activity
timeouts on their personal devices that automatically lock them, they deliberately lock their
devices whenever they put them down or walk away from them, regardless of timeouts.
On the other hand, both teenage girls (but none of the teenage boys) mentioned that
they share their phone passwords with selected friends. This sharing seems to have social
significance, and one of the teenagers suggested at the end of her exit interview that any
kind of new authentication technology needs to support sharing of access.
“I want to use thumbprints on everything but I can’t pass thumbprints to others –
some friends can have access to my phone but not everyone.” (P19)
4.8 Discussion
In this section we reflect on things we learned from the study.
4.8.1 What would we do differently?
A study of this sort takes a tremendous amount of time. If we perform a similar study in the
future, we will try to enlist more than two people to help administer the study, support the
study, interview participants, and analyze the data. We would also try to capture, through
web surveys, information from a larger population, even if we could not get detailed log data
from them. It would be interesting to compare opinions from a survey with those gained
from participants in a detailed study such as this. In fact, we hope this will be part of our
future work.
We learned that a pilot study is essential. Our study would have failed entirely without
the changes we made as a result of the pilot study. In the future we might perform a couple
of pilot studies to make sure the changes from the first pilot study perform as hoped in
practice. We were merely lucky that they did.
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Finally, we found that working with GPS data was particularly tricky. Participants
provided semantic labels for log entries, and we used their labels and a parameterized region
around the coordinates to guess the semantic labels of further entries. It took a lot of trial
and error to determine how much variation in coordinates could go under the same semantic
label and required our consulting with participants periodically. Next time we might ask
users to label regions on maps that they consider falling under a particular label. The lack
of uniformity in the ability of participants’ devices to pick up location readings also added
complication and error to our results.
4.8.2 What went well?
One of the reasons we created the phone app as well as the wearable app is that we worried
many participants might prefer to log entries from their phones. After all, many people
have their phones handy most of the time. We gave participants the choice of logging
either from phone or watch. However, the immediate accessibility of the wrist wearable
combined with our slot-machine style logging interface worked as intended. Except for
three people, participants logged an average of 93% of their events on their watches. One
participant (P25) did not like wearing a watch so he logged all events from his phone, and
two other participants (P15 and P16) did not wear the watch because they thought it was not
fashionable, but they carried it clipped to their bags and logged about 40% of their events on
the watch. Overall, the approach made logging easy enough that 84% of events in our study
were logged from the wrist wearable despite the availability of the phone application. We
suspect that this approach could lead to future wearable digital diary studies. This suggests
that the smartwatch was the preferred platform for logging in-the-moment events compared
to smartphone among our participants.
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4.9 Summary
We learned a great deal about people’s authentication behavior from our user study; although
our participant sample size was small, the participants came from diverse backgrounds,
and the combination of qualitative and quantitative data from the study provided rich
information. Our sample size was not big enough to draw statistically significant results, but
we gained knowledge about people’s authentication behavior in the context of the questions
we posed at the beginning of the study (Section 4.3). In our study, we learned that the
number of authentication events to physical objects (cars, doors) was significant (about
22%); a majority of the authentications were to phone, laptop, and websites (in that order),
and about 75% of authentications were performed with passwords (or PIN); token-based
authentication (e.g., key, badge, card) worked perfectly for majority of our participants,
but some participants encountered enough failures that they expressed their frustration
with physical authentications. Password failure rates differ across targets (laptop, websites,
phone), with high failure rates (5% to 7%) for laptop and websites. We observed that
participants’ authentication patterns were fairly consistent throughout a week; authentication
behavior seems to vary depending on age, but we did not see any variance based on gender.
Participants liked automatic (e.g., keyfob) or quick (e.g., fingerprint) authenticators; they
disliked authenticators that required them to remember or carry something (e.g., card, keys).
As we design our own authentication scheme, we draw on some of these lessons: we
focus on making the authentication process quick; the study reaffirms our design choice of
using a wristband (study participants liked the wristband form factor and how, once worn, it
stays with them); and we use the failure rates observed in the study as a benchmark when




CSAW uses a different approach to user verification than existing authentication schemes;
we call it bilateral verification. We define bilateral verification as the process of verifying
the user’s identity by combining knowledge from two observers who cannot verify the user’s
identity using their knowledge alone. In CSAW, the computer and the user’s wristband are
the two observers that combine their knowledge of the user’s interaction with the computer
during authentication.
We often use this bilateral approach to confirm events or facts in our everyday conversa-
tions. For example, consider this hypothetical conversation between two co-workers, John
and Mary, in their office. John tells Mary that on his way to office in the morning, he saw
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someone get pulled over by a police officer near the office at Boyle Street, and he thinks it
was their co-worker named Dan, but he is not sure. Mary informs him that Dan did in fact
get pulled over by a police officer that morning, but she does not know where. Based on this
new knowledge from Mary, John feels confident that it was Dan whom he saw pulled over
at Boyle Street. Applying this analogy to CSAW, when a user interacts with a computer, the
computer is aware that someone (among the multiple authorized users) is interacting with it
but does not know who, and the user’s wristband is aware that its wearer is interacting with
a computer (among the multiple computers that the user is authorized to use) but does not
know which one; combining their knowledge, the computer and the wristband verify the
wristband-wearer as the computer user.
5.1 A different approach to user verification
To illustrate the differences between the user-verification approach of CSAW and other
authentication schemes, let us consider an authentication scheme abstractly. A user U
wishes to authenticate to a computer C. To authenticate, the user, claiming to be U , provides
an attribute A to C, which verifies the claim by comparing the provided attribute A with
a reference attribute R associated with U’s identity. In current authentication schemes,
the computer stores R (locally or on a remote server) and when the user provides A, the
computer has enough knowledge to verify the user; for example, in a password-based
authentication scheme, R is the hash of the user’s chosen password, it is stored locally;
during authentication, when the user provides her password (attribute A), the computer
compares it withR to verify the user’s identity. In CSAW, the computer does not knowR,
so given A it cannot verify the user on its own; it needs the user’s wristband – the second
party – to provide R. The computer needs the user’s wristband for every authentication
attempt; it cannot useR from a current authentication attempt to verify the user in future
authentication attempts, because the reference attribute R is computed – from the user’s
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wrist movement – during the authentication attempt and it is different for each authentication
attempt.
CSAW is a token-based authentication scheme – the user’s wristband is the token –
but it differs from other token-based schemes in how it verifies the users. Some token-
based authentication schemes offer only initial authentication (one-time authentication
schemes), and some schemes offer continuous authentication; CSAW provides both. In
one-time authentication schemes, the user presents the token (attribute A) to a verifier for
authentication and the computer compares it with its stored token credentials (reference
attributeR); for example, a user presenting her Radio-frequency Identification (RFID) card
to a RFID reader for authentication. In CSAW, the computer is aware of the wristband’s
presence in its radio proximity, but the attribute for authentication is the user’s interaction
such as tapping a key on a keyboard or picking up the phone. The effort required for initial
authentication in both schemes is roughly the same, but in CSAW there is no need for the
user to present the token (wristband) to the computer: the wristband communicates with the
computer using a medium-range radio, so the computer can recognize the wristband from a
distance.
Continuous authentication is one of CSAW’s goals; the purpose of a continuous authen-
tication scheme is to determine whether the user is using the target computer. Wireless
token-based continuous authentication schemes authenticate a user based on her distance
(proximity) to the target computer; thus, these schemes determine whether the user is near
the target computer. Such proximity-based schemes do not work well in shared environments
where there may be multiple users near the target computer or where there is a risk of leaving
the computer unattended [84]. CSAW authenticates users when they are interacting with the
target computer; thus, it determines whether the user is using the target computer.
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5.2 Security of bilateral verification approach
A generalized bilateral verification approach for user authentication can be expressed
as follows (using notation from above). While a user is interacting with a computer,
two observers, the computer (P1) and a second trusted observer (P2), make independent
observations of an attribute of the user, resulting in two independent observed attributes,
A and R, respectively. The two observers compare their observed attributes A and R to
verify that user; single observation (A or R) is insufficient to verify the user. In CSAW,
the attribute is the user’s interaction with the computer, and the two observations are the
desktop input (A) and the wrist’s sensor data (R). An authentication method could use a
different attribute, say, the user’s heart rate or bioimpedance of their wrist: the computer and
the user’s wristband could measure the user’s heart rate or bioimpedance of their wrist using
separate sensors, and they could verify the user by comparing their readings in real time.
The security of the bilateral approach depends on the choice of the attribute and how
the computer compares the two observations to verify the user. The attribute should be
chosen carefully such that it should be difficult for an adversary to obtain either A or R.
The attribute should be a) difficult to measure for anyone other than the computer and the
trusted second observer, and b) difficult to synthesize based on how the computer compares
the two attributes for user verification. For instance, in the above example, the user’s heart
rate is a not a good choice for an attribute, because the user’s heart rate also can also be
measured over a distance using a camera [70].
5.3 Benefits and limitations
The bilateral verification approach offers four important benefits:
1. Resilience to physical observation and phishing: The observed attributes (A and
R) used in an authentication attempt are independent of any previous authentication
attempt, so if an adversary does manage to steal one (or both) attributes, he cannot
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use them for future authentication attempts.
2. Memorylessness: The attributes for authentication (A andR) are captured automati-
cally (by the computer and a second observer), so the user does not have to remember
any secret for authentication.
3. Effortlessness and continuity: Because the attributes are captured automatically, the
authentication scheme could be effortless for the user and could continuously verify
the user.
4. Resilience to change in user-specific attribute: User verification is performed solely
using two observations of the user’s attribute taken at the same time, so any change in
the user’s attribute over time would not affect the authentication scheme.
There are two main limitations of bilateral approach to user verification, both related to
the attribute.
1. Attribute may not always be measurable: If the attribute cannot always measured
when the user is using the computer, it limits when the user could be verified. For
instance, in CSAW, the attribute is the user’s inputs to the computer, so when the user
does not provide any input to the computer, she cannot be verified. This limitation is
similar to facial recognition user verification systems: if the user is not in the camera’s
view, she cannot be verified.
2. Attribute may require additional hardware: The computer or the second trusted ob-
server may require additional hardware to measure the attribute. In CSAW, the second
observer (the user’s wristband) is additional hardware. This limitation, however, is not
unique to CSAW. Most authentication schemes other than password-based schemes
require an additional hardware: fingerprint methods require a fingerprint reader, facial
recognition requires a camera (present on most laptops and smartphones, but not
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common on desktops), RFID schemes require an RFID token and a reader, and so
forth.
The benefits and limitations of the bilateral verification approach largely depend on the
choice of the attribute; with an appropriate choice, the benefits can outweigh the limitations.
We believe our choice of the attribute – user’s inputs to the computer – offers strong benefits
over limitations.
5.4 Related work
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use the bilateral approach for user au-
thentication to computers. Others have used bilateral-like approaches to address different
problems. Cornelius et al. used the accelerometer data from two sensors, while the individ-
ual(s) carrying the sensors were walking, to determine whether the two sensors were carried
by the same individual [16]. Mayrhofer and Gellersen used the accelerometer data from two
sensors that were shaken together to generate encryption keys for pairing the sensors [54].
Kalamandeen et al. used the variation in Received Signal Strength (RSS) from two devices
to determine whether the devices were in close proximity [39]. Narayanan et al. used the
observations of the electromagnetic signals in the environment by two devices to determine
the proximity of the devices [62]. In all these works, and similar work in the literature, the
observations being compared are of the same type (both observations were accelerometer
data, RSS, or electromagnetic signals), whereas in CSAW, the observations are of different




Desktop computers are used in large numbers at workplaces and at homes, often by multiple
users. To prevent unauthorized access users authenticate themselves before using a desktop
(e.g., by logging in with username and password) and deauthenticate (i.e., log out) after their
use. In some workplaces, such as hospital settings, staff tell us they typically log-in close to
a hundred times daily at different workstations, often for just a few moments, to update a
patient record or prescribe medication. For a user who wants to access a desktop to perform
a task, authentication is an interruption in the her workflow. Authentication requires user
effort: a user must exert physical effort (e.g., type her password) and/or mental effort (e.g.,
recall her password). Trewin et al. studied the effect of authentication on users’ workflow
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through an in-lab user study; they found that authentication affected users’ working memory
and was indeed disruptive to their workflow [94]. As a result, frustrated users devise
workarounds to make the authentication process more convenient for themselves, as Adams
and Sasse found in their user study [1]; the workarounds include choosing simple passwords
that are easy to remember and type, writing them down on a piece of paper, or choosing
to disable authentication entirely, all of which leave the computer vulnerable. Rather than
browbeating users to change their behavior, we need a secure authentication method that
blends seamlessly into their workflow.
An authentication method should continuously verify its user, but most authentica-
tion methods, including the common authentication methods such as password-based or
fingerprint-based authentication, provide only one-time authentication, i.e., only initial
authentication. In one-time authentication methods, once the desktop is unlocked any access
to the desktop is associated with the user who last authenticated to the desktop. If the
adversary manages to defeat the one-time authentication method (e.g., by stealing user’s
credentials) or bypass it (e.g., by finding an already unattended logged-in desktop), he would
have unfettered access to the desktop. Even in a non-adversarial setting, it is desirable to
continuously verify a user to prevent accidental misuse. For instance, Koppel et al. report
that physicians frequently enter data into the wrong patient’s record because they thought the
open record belonged to the patient they were treating; in fact, while they were away from
the desktop another physician used that desktop to update a different patient’s record and
forgot to log out [40]. Peisert et al. state continuous authentication as the first principle of
authentication: “Identity should be verified as long and as frequently as access to a resource
is permitted. If access is ongoing then identity verification should be continuous.” [68].
Deauthentication is an important aspect of authentication, but unfortunately overlooked
by most authentication methods. One-time authentication methods either employ an au-
tomatic timeout-based deauthentication (after a fixed period of inactivity, the desktop
automatically deauthenticates its current user) or rely on the user to deauthenticate them-
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selves; both approaches are ineffective in the real world, as Sinclair and Smith observed [85].
Timeouts are blind to context: to a desktop, a person reading an article on the screen or
a clinician talking to the patient in the midst of updating the patient’s record appear the
same as a user who has walked away [87]. Users often do not log out – they either forget
to log out or intentionally leave a desktop logged-in, as a workaround, to avoid logging in
again [11]. We learned about the deauthentication problem from security practitioners in
hospitals, where deauthentication is an important problem, but there is clearly a similar need
for automatic deauthentication in other busy workspaces where desktops are shared (such
as retail shops, restaurants, or airport counters). Even in workspaces where desktops are
personal and not shared, users often leave their desktops logged in when they step away,
leaving their desktops open to snooping and attacks by co-workers or a passerby.
Our authentication method, called Continuous Seamless Authentication using Wrist-
bands (CSAW; pronounced ‘seesaw’), provides initial authentication, continuous authentica-
tion, and automatic deauthentication. In CSAW, initial authentication is quick and effortless –
we designed it to blend easily in users’ workflow. For continuous authentication, CSAW
leverages the inputs the user provides while using the desktop for her own task. CSAW
supports deauthentication based on four parameters: timeout, distance between the user and
the desktop, number of steps user takes when logged-in to the desktop, and when a different
user starts using the target desktop; these parameters can be used to define deauthentication
policies for different contexts.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 gives an overview of
CSAW’s approach for desktop authentication; Section 6.2 and Section 6.3 present the initial
authentication method and its evaluation, respectively; Section 6.4 and Section 6.5 describe
the continuous authentication method and its evaluation, respectively; Section 6.6 describes
deauthentication; Section 6.7 discusses issues related to deploying CSAW in real systems,
potential attacks, and extension to laptops; and Section 6.8 concludes with a summary.
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6.1 Overview
CSAW uses bilateral verification for both initial and continuous authentication. In bilateral
verification, an entity provides an attribute, which is observed by two observers that compare
their observations to verify the entity (see Chapter 5). In the context of user authentication
to a desktop, the entity is the user; the attribute is the user’s interaction with the desktop (i.e.,
the keyboard and mouse inputs provided by the user to the desktop with her wristband-hand);
and the two observers are the user’s wristband and the desktop.
The wristband observers the user’s interaction (event) in terms of the wrist movement,
which is captured by the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors. The wrist movement
data is a time series, where each sample s at time t is a tuple with six sensor readings,
s = (ax, ay, az, gx, gy, gz), including three-axis sensor readings from the accelerometer (ax,
ay, az) and gyroscope (gx, gy, gz) sensors. Thus the wrist-movement data stream W is of the
form:
W = (t1, s1), (t2, s2), . . . (tn, sn)
Figure 6.1 shows a six second sample of a wrist data stream, plotting acceleration and
gyroscope along the six axes.
The desktop observes the user’s interaction in terms of the keyboard and mouse inputs.
Figure 6.2 shows a sample log of desktop inputs; the log contains timestamp, input (corre-
sponding to mouse movement, keystroke, mouse click), and x- and y- coordinates of the
mouse pointer on the desktop display (for mouse inputs).
The desktop input data and the wrist movement data are fundamentally different seman-
tically: one is a series of keyboard characters and mouse pointer locations on a 2D display,
other is a series of instantaneous acceleration and rotation velocity values of the user’s wrist;
one is a series of values that are available intermittently (when the user provides an input),
other is a time series where values are available at a fixed rate. It is difficult to correlate


















































Figure 6.1: Wrist sensor data sample, from accelerometer sensor (top graph) and
gyroscope sensor (bottom graph).
1455729785.432826, MouseMoved, 1879.078, 1087.500
1455729785.450193, MouseMoved, 1881.167, 1086.453
1455729785.752543, MouseMoved, 1895.093, 1073.222
1455729785.265091, LeftMouseDown, 1895.093, 1073.222
1455729785.449020, LeftMouseUp, 1895.093, 1073.222
1455729785.474114, KeyDown
1455729785.561697, KeyUp






















Figure 6.3: CSAW block diagram for desktops; the correlation logic is different for
initial and continuous authentication.
user’s wrist motion during user-desktop interaction; we identify certain types of inputs (e.g.,
a key tap, typing, mouse scrolling) that can be identified from the user’s wrist data, and use
these events to correlate the two signals.
Figure 6.3 shows a block digram of CSAW, generalized for initial and continuous
authentication. The correlation logic for initial and continuous authentication is different,
because of their different requirements for authentication: initial authentication should
be quick, but continuous authentication can be slow; continuous authentication should be
passive (no effort at all from the user), but during initial authentication we can ask the user
to perform a simple task.
6.2 Initial authentication
One of the guiding design goals for CSAW was to integrate the authentication step into users’
workflow, while capturing their intent to access the desktop implicitly. Proximity-based
authentication methods that authenticate a user when she (while carrying her authentication
token) is in radio proximity are seamless and zero-effort, but they do not capture user intent
and they cannot identify the right user when multiple users are near the target desktop,
which can lead to security failures in a shared-desktop environment. CSAW builds on
proximity-based methods; it can recognize user intent to authenticate and identify the right
user among multiple users near the target desktop.
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For ease of adoption, we envision CSAW to be available as an alternate authentication
method (or as a primary method, if the user chooses so) for a desktop, along with the
password-based method (the backup authentication method); e.g., on PCs with fingerprint
readers, Windows OS offers users the option to login with username and password or by
swiping their finger. CSAW will attempt to authenticate users that chose CSAW as their
primary authentication method, and if CSAW fails, the user can authenticate by entering her
username and password; users who do not want to use CSAW (or who forgot their wearable
device) can use their username and password for authentication.
In this section we first give the intuition for initial authentication, then describe the initial
authentication protocol, and the steps involved in the protocol.
6.2.1 Intuition
There are three steps involved in accessing a typical desktop: a) invoke the login screen by
waking up a sleeping display or disabling a screen saver, b) enter username and password,
and c) start using the desktop. In CSAW, our approach is to authenticate the user based on
the inputs she provides in step a (e.g., tapping a key), skipping step b. The intuition behind
using key taps on a keyboard for authentication is that the user’s fine wrist movement that
produce the taps should strongly correlate with the keyboard inputs (i.e., taps) and based
on the timing of the actions (wrist movement and taps) they should be uniquely linkable,
allowing us to tie the user’s wristband movement to the tap on the keyboard of a specific
desktop. Further, we can link the wristband to the wearer’s identity, using a variety of
known methods, thus linking the user to the keyboard tap for the purposes of authentication.
This correlation should be unique and difficult to forge (mimic by an adversary) because it
involves unpredictable fine human motor actions that are difficult to observe and imitate in
real time; human reaction time has been shown to average about 215ms, which is too slow
to precisely mimic a real user’s actions [76].
To illustrate, consider user U, who wears a wristband W, and hits a key on the desktop
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D’s keyboard; D and W are both observers of U’s keystroke, and they can communicate
with each other. The desktop D receives a keystroke input from its keyboard at time t, but is
unaware of the user who entered it. W determines that U entered a keystroke at time t, from
the user’s wrist movement, and W provides this information to D along with credentials that
identify U. If D confirms that W’s keystroke observation (timing) correlates with its own
observation, it authenticates the user as U. In this simplified illustration, D and W used one
correlation point – the timing of a keystroke – but in practice multiple correlation points
are used to authenticate the user with high confidence. A correlation point is a moment
during an interaction that can be detected independently by the desktop and the wristband;
the desktop uses these correlation points to correlate its input with the user’s wristband
movement.
For an authentication to blend easily in users’ workflow, we need an interaction that is
easy and quick to perform and produces multiple correlation points; we call these authenti-
cation interactions. In our preliminary experiments, we explored following five potential
authentication interactions:
1. Draw-with-mouse: The user draws a specified shape (e.g., rectangle, circle) on the
display with the mouse pointer.
2. Random-mouse-movement: The user moves the mouse any way she likes for few
seconds.
3. Mouse-wiggle: The user wiggles the mouse side-to-side for few seconds.
4. Mouse-double-click: The user performs double click on the mouse.
5. Tap-5x: The user taps a key on the keyboard five times. We wanted an odd number of
taps (to break ties during correlation) and wanted a tap interaction that could be easily
distinguished from a double tap, which is a common interaction. Three taps is close
to double tap and seven taps seemed less usable. So we chose five taps.
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Among these interactions, only Tap-5x proved to be quick and easy to perform in a way that
produces correlation points consistently. Draw-with-mouse was too slow to perform and
it required visual attention; random-mouse-movement was easy to perform, but it proved
difficult to find correlation points consistently in the random mouse movements; mouse-
wiggle produced correlation points, but it was slow to perform; and mouse-double-click did
not produce any correlation points (we found it difficult to identify mouse clicks in wrist
movement data).
Consider, then, how user Mary may use CSAW to authenticate to her desktop. Mary
purchases a CSAW-compatible wristband. Mary (M) pairs her wristband W with the target
desktop D; this one-time pairing step follows any secure pairing protocol and results in
D associating W with M, and enables D and W to establish mutually authentic, secure
communications whenever Mary approaches (D recognizes the physical presence of W and
infers the presence of Mary, M). When Mary later takes off her wristband, the wristband
deactivates; when she dons her wristband she needs to enter a PIN to confirm her identity
and re-activate the wristband. Later, Mary walks to the desktop and taps a key five times
(Tap-5x) with her wristband hand. The desktop, after receiving the authentication interaction,
queries nearby wristbands that are paired with it, including Mary’s wristband, requesting
recent wrist movement data. Mary’s wristband replies with the wrist movement data; the
desktop correlates her wrist movement with the Tap-5x interaction. Mary’s wrist movement
correlates and the desktop authenticates Mary. If, however, another wristband also replied
to the desktop’s query and that user’s wrist movement also happened to correlate with the
Tap-5x interaction, the desktop asks its user (Mary) to retry or for more information (such
as her password); we discuss the details below.
6.2.2 Protocol
Recall the three use cases we described in Chapter 2 (Nancy’s use case, Jane’s use case, and
the use case at the Smith memorial hospital). Jane’s home desktop is shared by multiple
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Figure 6.4: Authentication protocol. Numbers correspond to the steps in the pro-
tocol; the messages with the same number (but different letter) represent different
responses the desktop/wristband can send when it receives a message, depending
on some condition (e.g., when the wristband receives 3a, it sends either 4a or 4b
depending on whether the user should be authenticated).
users – a many-to-one case. Desktops at the Memorial Hospital are shared by all users – a
many-to-many case. The following CSAW authentication protocol, also shown in Figure 6.4,
addresses both these use cases. We do not explicitly discuss the one-to-one case (Nancy’s
use case), because it is a simpler version of the many-to-one case.
(0) Initial step: The authentication process is initiated when a locked desktop D detects
keyboard input that resembles the authentication interaction beginning at time t.
(1) Query step: D sends a query message Mq to wristbands in radio proximity, requesting
wrist movement data corresponding to the authentication interaction (from time t− δ
to t+ d, where t is the start time of the authentication interaction; δ is a small fixed
duration, less than 1 s; and d is a time duration chosen to cover the authentication
interaction, e.g., 5 s).
(2) Candidate response step: Among the nearby wristbands, each wristband determines if
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it is a candidate for this request; only candidate wristbands respond with the sensor
data for the given period, message Mc.
(3) Correlation step: D correlates data received from candidate wristband(s) with the
authentication interaction to find the best match.
(3a) If D finds only one match with high confidence, D sends a successful correlation
message Ms to that wristband indicating that the user can be authenticated.
(3b) D sends a failed correlation message Mf to rest of the candidate wristbands,
indicating failed authentication.
(3c) Disambiguation step: if, on the other hand, there are two (or more) wristbands
that correlate with the authentication interaction, D asks its user to repeat the
authentication interaction. Alternatively, D can fall back to a default authentica-
tion method like username and password. D sends a retry message Mr to both
wristbands indicating that the correlation did not succeed, but more information
is required for authentication.
(4) Wristband confirmation step: In this step the wristband confirms to the desktop that
the user should be authenticated. This step ensures that the user is not authenticated
to multiple desktops at the same time. In a many-to-one use case (many users, one
desktop), a wristband can be a candidate for only one desktop. In a many-to-many use
case, a wristband might be a candidate for two (or more) desktops; such a wristband
sends its motion data to all such desktops, and waits for their response.
(4a) If the candidate wristband receives a message Ms from only one desktop, it
responds with an authenticate message Ma, allowing the desktop to proceed and
authenticate the user.
(4b) If the candidate wristband receives Ms from multiple desktops, the candidate
wristband denies authentication to all desktops with a retry message Mr, indi-
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cating that the desktops should ask the user to authenticate again, as in the step
3c.
(4c) If the candidate wristband does not receive Ms, but receives Mf or Mr, it alerts
the user, indicating that an authentication attempt was made and it failed, and
she should try again.
(5) Desktop confirmation step: After D receives Ma from a wristband and it has authenti-
cated the user, D sends an acknowledgment messageMack to the wristband confirming
that the user has been successfully authenticated.
(6) Feedback step (optional): In CSAW, the user can configure her wristband to receive
feedback on the authentication process. The wristband alerts the user on successful
authentication (when it receivesMack) or if the user needs to provide more information
to be authenticated (when it receives/sends Mr).
We assume the communication between the wristband and the desktop is reliable, i.e.,
the underlying MAC or the protocol layer in the communication stack handles message
failures and guarantees message delivery. If the communication breaks between wristband
and desktop, the authentication protocol aborts and the user does not get authenticated by
CSAW. We discuss how this protocol helps achieve our security goals in our evaluation
(Section 6.3).
6.2.3 Identifying candidate wristbands
A wristband should participate in the authentication protocol if its wearer intends to au-
thenticate to a desktop. The user expresses her intent to authenticate by providing the
authentication interaction; to quickly detect the authentication interaction, the wristband is
constantly sensing its wearer’s wrist movement. In CSAW, a wristband is a candidate for an
authentication protocol initiated by a desktop if
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1. the wristband has been paired with the desktop and is presently in radio range of that
desktop,
2. the wristband owner is not interacting with another desktop, and
3. the wristband’s wrist movement is similar to the authentication interaction.
The first condition excludes unauthentic wristbands and desktops, and ensures the
desktop-wristband communications are conducted with integrity and confidentiality. The
second condition filters out users who are interacting with another desktop and so cannot
initiate authentication on the target desktop. The wristband is aware of its wearer interactions
with a desktop, because the wristband and the desktop are in constant communication –
for the purpose of continuous authentication; if, however, the wristband cannot determine
whether its wearer is interacting with a desktop, it assumes she is not. Users can configure
their wristband to allow authentication to only one desktop at a time; so, if a user forgets
to log out on desktop D1 and later gets authenticated on desktop D2, the wristband would
notify D1 to deauthenticate her.
The third and the last condition filters out users that did not perform the authentication
interaction, and hence could not have initiated authentication on the target desktop – for
example, users who are walking near the target desktop. To filter out such users, we use a
pre-trained classification model (a classifier) that determines whether a given window of
wrist sensor data appears likely to be an authentication interaction. Such models can easily
be implemented by a low-power microcontroller in today’s wearable technology.
In an environment where desktops are shared by many users, there may be multiple
authorized users in radio range proximity of a desktop. These three criteria filter out users to
form a small set of candidate users, which reduces the authentication time (by reducing the
communication in the protocol) and the attack surface.
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6.2.4 Correlation step
This is the main step in the authentication process. In this step the CSAW algorithm (running
on the desktop) correlates the wrist movement data from candidate wristband(s) with desktop
input data and determines which user, if any, should be authenticated. We correlate these
two disparate signals by identifying a common event – a correlation point – that should
appear in both signals, and comparing the timing of these correlation points. Thus, there are
two steps involved: detecting correlation points and matching of the correlation points.
Detecting correlation points. The authentication interaction in CSAW, Tap-5x interac-
tion, consists of five individual taps (keystrokes) on a keyboard. A tap event (or simply tap)
begins when the key is pressed down (KeyDown in desktop input) and ends when the key is
released (KeyUp in desktop input). During a tap, the direction of the user’s finger movement
reverses: the user’s finger presses the key downwards (desktop receives KeyDown input)
and as the user lifts the finger, the key recoils (desktop receives KeyUp input). At KeyDown
the impact of the tap causes a vibration at the wrist, which appears as a peak in the wrist
signal; at KeyUp, the sudden reversed movement of the finger appears as a peak in the
wrist signal. Thus, the correlation points for the Tap-5x interaction are the beginning and
the end of the individual taps, which appear as KeyDown and KeyUp in desktop inputs,
respectively, and as peaks in the wrist signal. These correlation points are matched using
the time when they appear in the desktop input and the wrist signal; thus, there are two
sequences of timestamps: a sequence with the timestamps of the correlation points detected
in the desktop input, Sd; and a sequence with the timestamps of the correlation points
detected in the wrist signal, Sw.
Depending on how a user performs the Tap-5x interaction and the orientation of the
wristband on her wrist, she may have prominent peaks in her wrist signal at the beginning
of the taps (KeyDown) or end of the taps (KeyUp). So, we correlate the peaks in the wrist
signal with the KeyDown events and the KeyUp events separately, finding the best match;
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Figure 6.5: Wrist acceleration along z-axis for a Tap-5x interaction. The shaded
region indicates the duration of a tap (keystroke), from KeyDown to KeyUp.
we get two Sd sequences, one with timestamps of KeyDown events and one with timestamps
of KeyUp events. Figure 6.5 shows a Tap-5x interaction performed by a participant in our
user study; the peaks in the wrist signal are prominent at the beginning of the taps.
A wristband is typically worn on the arm, just behind the wrist joint; the accelerometer
sensor captures the vertical and horizontal movement (acceleration) of the wrist, and the
gyroscope sensors captures any rotation at the wrist, either due to the rotation of the arm or
the movements of the fingers, which could get translated into minute rotations at the wrist.
Depending on how a user performs the Tap-5x interaction, the peaks may be more prominent
in accelerometer signal or gyroscope signal. Moreover, depending on the orientation of
the wristband, the peaks in the wrist signal may appear more prominent in one axis than
others. So, we find peaks in individual accelerometer and gyroscope axes, computing six
Sw sequences. A peak is the highest data point in its neighborhood (±ε), i.e., there is a peak
at time t if its amplitude is greater than any other data point in [t− ε, t+ ε]. In CSAW, ε is
25ms, because the duration of a tap in the Tap-5x is about 100ms, and we want to detect
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peaks occurring at the start and end of the tap (i.e., at KeyDown and KeyUp), so we look
for peaks within a 50ms neighborhood.
Matching correlation points. In this step, two sequences (Sd and Sw) are matched and a
score is given to them based on how well they match. There are six Sw sequences and two
Sd sequences. Each of the six Sw sequences is matched with each of the two Sd sequences,
and the best matching score is chosen as the correlation score of the wrist signal and the
desktop input.
If the two sequences are of same length, then aligning and matching them is straight-
forward. The wrist signal is, however, very noisy and may have more or fewer correlation
points than what we expect (|Sw| 6= |Sd|), in which case we want to match corresponding
correlation points – timestamps that are closest to each other – in both sequences while
penalizing missing or extra timestamps in the Sw sequence.
Fortunately, the problem of sequence matching is well studied in bioinformatics. We
adapt the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, which is used to align two given protein se-
quences [63]. Given two sequences, the algorithm produces two aligned sequences with
the maximum similarity score. For example, for sequences ABCDEF and ABCGF the
algorithm would output ABCDEF and ABC–GF as the two aligned sequences, for a given
scoring matrix. A similarity score for the sequences ABCDEF and ABC–GF is determined
by comparing letters at each position: if two letters are the same, it is a match and a positive
match reward is added to the similarity score; if two letters are different (E and G at fifth
position), it is a mismatch and a mis-match penalty is added to the similarity score; if there is
an insertion or deletion (D and – at fourth position), it is an insertion or deletion (called indel)
and a gap penalty is added to the similarity score. The match reward, mismatch penalty, and
gap penalty are defined by a predefined scoring matrix. The Needleman-Wunsch algorithm
determines the best alignment using dynamic programming.
In CSAW, we use a variation of this algorithm to align two sequences Sd and Sw; two
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timestamps, t1 and t2 are considered a match if |t1 − t2| ≤ τ , where τ is the matching
threshold (in CSAW, τ is 50ms). CSAW uses a scoring matrix, where a match is 1, a
mismatch is −1, and an indel is −0.5. Along with the aligned sequences, the algorithm
also gives the similarity score for the aligned sequences, which is computed as the sum of
all matches (number of matches × match reward), all mismatches (number of mismatches
× mis-match penalty), and all gaps (number of gaps in both sequences × gap penalty).
We use normalized similarity score as the correlation score (c); to normalize the similarity
score we divide it by the maximum possible similarity score for sequence Sd with any other
sequence – that is, similarity score if the actual sequence Sw is what we expected, same as
Sd. A correlation score of one (c = 1) indicates perfect correlation between the user’s wrist
movement and the keyboard inputs. If the correlation score is greater than the correlation
threshold, τc (c > τc), we consider the correlation good enough to authenticate the user; in
CSAW, τc is 0.8.
6.2.5 Authentication feedback
As we develop a seamless (and near invisible) authentication, it is important to conform
to the user’s mental model: the user should not be authenticated except at times and on
desktops where she intends to authenticate, and she should be aware of where and when she
is authenticated. In a password-based authentication method the user expresses her intent
explicitly by entering her username and password, pressing the ‘return’ key, and a successful
authentication is indicated when the desktop unlocks. In CSAW, the user receives similar
positive feedback to a successful authentication – the desired desktop unlocks – but we go
further. A CSAW wristband uses haptic feedback (vibration) to alert its wearer that her
wristband is engaged in authentication at a nearby desktop.
When the wristband receives an Mack message (indicating successful authentication) or
sends/receives an Mr message (indicating the need to provide more information) it vibrates
to alert the user. If she is authenticating to a desktop, this feedback provides confirmation
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of the activity. If, however, she did not intend to authenticate to a desktop at the moment,
this haptic feedback alerts her to the possibility that someone may be attempting to log in to
a nearby workstation without her intent (e.g., when Alice is near a workstation D but not
using D, and an adversary attempts to log in as Alice on D).
6.3 Evaluation of Initial authentication
In CSAW, we want initial authentication to be effortless, quick, intentional, usable, secure,
and user-agnostic (our design goals, as described in Section 2.4). By design, initial authenti-
cation in CSAW is effortless: the user does not have to remember any secret (no effort to
memorize or recall), and the Tap-5x authentication interaction is simple (no cognitive effort)
and easy (no physical effort) to perform. To evaluate the rest of the goals we conducted two
in-lab user studies: a feasibility user study, to evaluate CSAW from the system’s perspective;
and the users’ perception user study, to evaluate CSAW from a user’s perspective.
6.3.1 Feasibility user study
We recruited seventeen participants for the user study: ten male and seven female; eleven
graduate students, four undergraduate students, and two college employees. We explained
to the participants that we were developing an authentication method and the purpose of the
study is to collect data to test the feasibility of the method. We further explained how the
initial authentication method works, focusing on what a user would have to do to unlock
a desktop computer – wear the CSAW wristband and perform Tap-5x with the wristband
hand.
We asked participants to wear a Shimmer device – the CSAW wristband for the purpose
of our study – on their wrist of their dominant hand. The Shimmer is a research platform
that contains accelerometer and gyroscope sensors, and a Bluetooth radio that we use to
send the sensor data to the desktop [82]; we calibrated the accelerometer and gyroscope
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sensor in the Shimmer prior to its use. We sampled the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors
in the Shimmer at 512Hz, and streamed the sensor data to the desktop in real time, where it
was logged to a file. To capture keyboard inputs to the desktop, we wrote a Python script to
intercept keyboard inputs from the desktop OS; we used Apple iMac desktops in our user
study.
Wearing the Shimmer, each participant performed 40 Tap-5x interactions in four sessions,
with a few minutes break between sessions; in each session the participant performed 10
Tap-5x interactions repeatedly, with a brief pause in between. To perform the Tap-5x
interaction, we instructed the participants to ‘Tap a key, any key, on the keyboard five times’.
We did not demonstrate or give them any specific instruction on how to perform taps; we
wanted to capture participants’ natural Tap-5x interaction. We did, however, instruct them to
assume that the desktop display is off and they have to wake up the display with their Tap-5x
interaction; we envision CSAW being used in this way. The Tap-5x interaction can be
performed while resting the wrist on the table or keeping it (floating) in the air; participants
were asked to perform 20 Tap-5x interactions with each wrist configuration.
We collected two types of data for the Tap-5x interactions performed by the participants:
a) the participant’s wrist movement, captured by the Shimmer, and b) the keyboard inputs
received by the desktop, intercepted by the script we wrote. Clock synchronization between
the desktop and the wristband is important in CSAW. In our study, we synchronize the
desktop and the Shimmer clocks using the receive time of the sensor data on the desktop: we
determine the offset between the clocks at the start of the Shimmer sensor data streaming,
and adjust the sensor sample time to the desktop clock.
Separately, we recruited a volunteer to wear Shimmer on his wrist and collected data
for 10min while he was sitting still on a chair (“sitting” activity); for 10min while he was
walking (“walking” activity); and for 50min while he performed different activities (moving
around, sorting things, writing, cooking, chopping vegetables, etc; “other” activity). We
collected only 10min data for sitting and walking activity, because that was enough to
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capture a user’s sitting or walking pattern.
6.3.2 Quickness
Authentication in CSAW is quick: in our feasibility user study participants performed the
Tap-5x interaction in 1.5 s on average. The total authentication time in CSAW is the sum of
the time the user takes to perform Tap-5x, the communication time in the protocol (which
is negligible), the time to determine wristband candidacy (i.e., whether the wristband is a
candidate), and the time to compute the correlation score. In our tests (on a laptop with 8
GB RAM and 2.6 GHz Intel core i7 processor) it took about 500ms to determine wristband
candidacy and compute correlation, which can be further reduced with optimization; in
an actual implementation of CSAW the computation for determining wristband candidacy
will be done on the wristband (in our proof-of-concept prototype, the wristband streamed
all the wrist data to the desktop, and the desktop did all the computation). Thus, the total
authentication time in CSAW was about 2 s on average.
6.3.3 Recognizing intentionality
In CSAW the user’s intent to authenticate is implicitly determined by the wristband during
the candidate response step in the protocol (see Section 6.2.2); a candidate wristband
represents its wearer’s intent to authenticate. If the wristband fails to detect the user’s
intent to authenticate (a false negative), the user does not get authenticated; if the wristband
falsely detects the user’s intent to authenticate (a false positive), the wristband engages with
the desktop in the authentication protocol, but it does not guarantee that the user will be
authenticated. Thus, we want a low FNR and a low FPR, but a high FPR is acceptable,
because the false-positive error can be corrected in the correlation step.
Recall that CSAW uses a pre-trained classifier to identify Tap-5x interactions (see
Section 6.2.3). We use the data from the feasibility user study to train the classifier: we
use wrist sensor data from participants’ Tap-5x interactions as positive samples (n = 575),
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and randomly selected 2 s wrist sensor data samples from the three activities as negative
samples (n = 60). We intentionally added the imbalance in the training dataset (more
positive samples than negative samples) to keep the FNR value low at the trade-off of a high
FPR.
We evaluated CSAW’s FNR in detecting user’s intent, i.e., failure to detect a user’s intent
when the user actually performed a Tap-5x interaction, by testing Tap-5x interactions (as test
cases) with the trained classifier. To ensure we test CSAW’s performance in a user-agnostic
manner, we use leave-one out validation: for each participant, the classifier is not trained
using data from the participant that is being tested. The average FNR, across all participants,
was 0.002± 0.003. This means that in 1,000 authentication attempts, CSAW failed to detect
the user’s intent to authenticate twice, and the user had to try again.
We evaluated CSAW’s FPR for identifying candidate wristbands, i.e., falsely detecting
the user’s intent, by testing 3,000 two-second wrist signal samples selected randomly from
the activity dataset (as test cases) with a classifier trained with Tap-5x interactions from
all participants. This test is equivalent to asking how often, in CSAW, does a user’s wrist
movement get accidentally detected as her intention to authenticate, while the user is sitting,
walking, or doing other activities? Table 6.1 shows the FPR for these different activities.
The FPR for sitting is zero (as expected) and for walking it is low (0.001± 0.006). The FPR
for the Other activity is high (0.151 ± 0.02), because during this activity, for some duration,
the participant’s the wrist movement was similar to Tap-5x interaction – the reason why
we chose this activity. As mentioned above, a high FPR rate for detecting user’s intent is
acceptable, because falsely detecting intent does not imply that the user will be authenticated
(as we show below).
6.3.4 Usability
In this section we evaluate CSAW’s usability from the system’s perspective, which considers
an authentication method “usable” if it does not make any error in authenticating the right
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Table 6.1: False-positive rate (FPR) for detecting user’s intent to authenticate when






user, i.e., it has zero FNR. In authentication methods such as passwords, fingerprint, or
face recognition, authentication is performed solely based on the credentials the individual
presents to the desktop; it does not depend on the activities of other users near the desktop. In
CSAW, however, the presence of other users near the target desktops does make a difference
for a user’s authentication to the target desktop. So, to evaluate CSAW, we consider two
scenarios, based on what other users are doing when the user (Alice) performs authentication:
single-login scenario and multiple-login scenario.
Single-login scenario. In this scenario, only one user (Alice) performs authentication;
there is no adversary. We consider two versions of this scenario, based on how many users
are present near the target desktop: single-user case, there is no other user near the target
desktop, except Alice; and multi-user case, there are other users near the target desktop, but
they do not perform authentication. We want low FNR for both the single-user case and the
multi-user case.
To evaluate CSAW’s FNR for single-user case, we fed wrist data and keyboard data for
Tap-5x interactions from all participants to CSAW, as authentication attempts (test cases);
based on CSAW’s output, we mark each test case as false-negative (failed authentication)
or true-positive (successful authentication). In the multi-user case, when Alice attempts
to authenticate, the desktop sends out a query to all nearby users, and it gets responses
(wrist data samples) from nearby users. The desktop correlates each wrist sample with its
keyboard-input sample and authenticates by comparing the correlation scores. We tested the
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multi-user case with each participant in the role of Alice and we used 2 s wrist data samples
from the activity dataset as Bob’s wrist data; we fed the two wrist data samples and one
keyboard sample to CSAW, and based on its output, we mark the test case true-positive
(Alice gets authenticated) or false-negative.
Figure 6.6 shows the false-negative rate for each participant in user study for the single-
user case and the multi-user case. The mean FNR for the single-user case, across all
participants, is 0.025 (± 0.061); this FNR includes the error in recognizing user’s intent
(from Section 6.3.3). In our feasibility user study, we did not instruct participants on how
to perform the Tap-5x interaction (e.g., how to move the wrist or how fast or forceful the
tap should be); we simply told them to tap a key five times keeping the wrist in the air,
because we wanted to evaluate how CSAW performs with the natural tap interaction when
the wrist is in the air. CSAW worked perfectly (zero FNR) for 14 of 17 participants; for three
participants, CSAW failed a few times; they performed the Tap-5x interaction gently, with
an immobile wrist, and the peaks corresponding to the KeyDown and KeyUp movement
were not prominent enough in the wrist signal for CSAW to identify and correlate. With
some training, we expect CSAW to perform better for most users.
The FNR for the multi-user case was the same as the single-user case, 0.025 (± 0.061),
which suggests that having a second user (who is not using a desktop or performing a Tap-
5x-like action) near the target desktop did not affect CSAW’s accuracy: CSAW was able to
able to correctly identify the user among two users. Thus, in a busy multi-user environment,
a user can simply walk to a desktop and authenticate with the Tap-5x interaction, without
having to specify the username.
Multiple-login scenario. In this scenario, two or more users attempt to log in at distinct
(but nearby) desktops; this scenario is similar to a multi-user shared desktop environment in
hospitals, where clinicians are frequently logging in to desktops, maybe around the same
time. We assume there is no adversary in this scenario; we consider an adversary who uses
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Figure 6.6: False-negative rate (FNR) for each participant, when there is one user
(multi-user case) and no other user (single-user case) near the target desktop.
simultaneous login for attack in the next section.
For two users, this scenario can be expressed as follows. Alice attempts to authenticate
to desktop D1 at time t1, and Bob attempts to authenticate to desktop D2 at time t2. When
Alice attempts to authenticate and if Bob has not authenticated by then (t2 > t1), desktop D1
will query for wrist data from Alice’s and Bob’s wristbands, and their wristbands respond
with the wrist data, and D1 will correlate the authentication interaction input with their
wrist movements. As per the authentication protocol, if the correlation succeeds with both
the wrist bands, D1 will ask Alice to retry; if the correlation succeeds only with Alice’s
wristband, she will be authenticated; if the correlation succeeds with only Bob’s wristband,
Bob will be authenticated instead; and if the correlation fails with both the wristbands,
Alice will be asked to retry. The ideal outcome in this scenario is for D1 to authenticate
Alice (true positive); the worst outcome is for D1 to authenticate to Bob (false positive);
the outcomes where Alice is asked to retry (false negative) are acceptable if they does not
happen frequently.
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In CSAW, the outcome depends on Bob’s wrist movement at t1. If Bob logs in at the
same time as Alice (dt = |t2 − t1| = 0), then Bob’s wrist movement would be similar to
Alice’s wrist movement, since both will be performing the Tap-5x interaction. To evaluate
this particular case (dt = 0), we extracted data from two Tap-5x interactions, from two
participants in the feasibility user study (one as Alice and one as Bob), and we adjusted the
start time of Bob’s interaction to match the start time of Alice’s interaction (dt = 0). We
repeated this experiment with each participant in the role of Alice and every other participant
in the role of Bob, for every pair of Tap-5x interactions. For this particular case, we want
a low FPR, and preferably low FNR, but a high FNR is acceptable, because such an event
(dt = 0) would not happen frequently in practice – in real settings we expect at least a few
seconds difference between two user’s login attempts.
Figure 6.7 shows the FNR and FPR for each participant as Alice. The FNR rate is high
for most participants, which indicates that these participants perform Tap-5x interactions
the same way, and hence, Bob’s wrist movement correlates with Alice’s Tap-5x interaction.
CSAW will ask Alice to retry and next time, it is less likely that Bob will also perform
Tap-5x interaction at the same time as her second attempt. For such an unlikely case, it is
acceptable to have a high FNR. It is important to have a low FPR – we do not want Bob
to get logged in on Alice’s desktop, and CSAW does achieves a low FPR of 0.018 (0.036),
mean (standard deviation) across all participants.
6.3.5 Security
We are concerned about impersonation attacks, as we described in our adversary model (see
Section 2.3). We focus on two types of impersonation attacks:
1. Accidental Impersonation attack: The adversary waits for opportunities when the
victim is in the radio proximity of the target desktop, and attempts to authenticate
to the target desktop as the victim user, by providing Tap-5x interactions arbitrarily,








Figure 6.7: False-negative rate (FNR) and false-positive rate (FPR) when two users
attempt to authenticate at the exact same time on nearby desktops.
2. Malicious Impersonation attack: The adversary visually monitors the victim user;
when the victim is attempting to authenticate to a nearby desktop, the adversary tries
to mimic her wrist movement and performs the Tap-5x authenticate interaction on the
target desktop, at the same time she performs it on the nearby desktop. The adversary
may also anticipate when her wrist will move in a pattern similar to Tap-5x (while she
is not authenticating to a desktop), and during that moment perform Tap-5x on the
target desktop.
We consider two scenarios, an accidental-login scenario and malicious adversary sce-
nario, that represent these two attacks.
Accidental-login scenario. In this scenario, Alice (the user) is near the target desktop,
but she is not authenticating to any desktop; Eve (the adversary) attempts to log in the target
desktop, impersonating Alice. We do not want Alice to get accidentally logged in to the
target desktop, just because she was near the target desktop (as would happen in all existing
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proximity-based methods); we want FPR close to zero for this scenario. Eve’s success
depends on Alice’s wrist movement during his authentication attempt and how well Eve
matched his authentication interaction with Alice’s wrist movement.
We evaluate CSAW for this scenario using the data from our feasibility user study: we
consider each participant in the role of Eve, who provides the Tap-5x interaction, and we
consider the participant who provided the activity data (sitting, walking, other) in the role
of Alice. We test each authentication interaction from Eve with 1,000 random samples of
Alice’s wrist movement data from each of the three activities; we adjust the timestamp of
Alice’s wrist data to match Eve’s authentication interaction.
The FPR for all our tests was zero; CSAW prevented all accidental login scenarios we
tested against (we thus do not include a plot). A majority (about 85%) test cases get rejected
because Alice’s wrist data did not indicate her intent to authenticate, and the remaining
tested cases failed to correlate with the timing of the taps in Eve’s Tap-5x interaction. Thus,
for the activities we test CSAW prevented all accidental authentications.
Malicious adversary scenario. In this scenario, Eve waits for Alice to attempt to log in
to a nearby desktop, say D1, and he attempts to log in, as Alice, to the target desktop D2, by
mimicking Alice’s authentication interaction.
We are our own best mimickers – a user is more likely to repeat a Tap-5x interaction that
is more similar to her last Tap-5x interaction than a skilled adversary trying to mimic the
user’s Tap-5x interaction in real time. To evaluate CSAW for this scenario, we fed CSAW
a negative test case with a Tap-5x interaction desktop input from a participant and wrist
signal from a different instance of a Tap-5x interaction by the same participant, adjusting
timestamps so dt = 0. Figure 6.8 shows the FNR and FPR for each participant. The FNR is
high, but this is a rare case, so a high FNR is acceptable; indeed, it is an attack scenario. It









Figure 6.8: False-negative rate (FNR) and false-positive rate (FPR) for self mimick-
ing.
The difference between the simultaneous-login scenario and this scenario is that Bob
(from the simultaneous login scenario) is not a malicious adversary, trying to mimicking
Alice’s Tap-5x interaction. We can see this difference because the simultaneous-login
scenario has a lower FNR (0.652 ± 0.354) compared to this scenario (0.869 ± 0.160) – in
CSAW the better the mimicker the higher the FNR, because CSAW denies authentication
if both the user and the adversary produce wrist movement that correlates with the Tap-5x
interaction.
6.3.6 Users’ perception of CSAW
So far we presented CSAW’s performance from the system’s perspective. Adoption of an
authentication method, like any other security system, depends on whether its users perceive
it as usable and secure. In this section we present methodology and findings of our an




We recruited eight participants for this study: five female and three male; four undergraduate
students and four graduate students. Participants were asked to fill out a survey about
their demographic information, their current preferred authentication method, and whether
they prefer to tap a key or use the mouse to wake up a display (or disable a screen-saver)
on a desktop/laptop they want to use. After the initial survey, participants performed 30
authentication attempts, with three different authentication methods (discussed below). We
then conducted semi-structured interviews with the participants to gain insight into what they
liked and disliked about each method (provided in Appendix B.1). We took detailed notes,
summarizing participant responses and writing direct quotes. Finally, participants completed
a modified System Usability Scale (SUS) survey for each of the three authentications
methods (provided in Appendix B.2). We modified the SUS survey [14] by changing
‘system’ to ‘method’, and removing the question ‘I found the various functions in this system
were well integrated’, because it was not applicable to the authentication methods in the
study.
Participants are known to be biased in user studies and they try to give answers they
expect the researcher is looking for: We have experienced this bias in our previous user
studies – some participants ask, “Is this what you are looking for?” [9]. To reduce this bias
we chose participants who were not aware of this work, had not participated in the feasibility
study, and we did not inform the participants that were evaluating our developed authenti-
cation method. We told participants that we were evaluating two potential authentication
methods that other researchers have proposed: a) mouse-based method (a fictitious method
based on mouse movement dynamics, i.e., a behavioral biometric method), and b) tap-based
method (CSAW). We explained how both methods work. In the mouse-based method two
objects are shown on the screen and the user drags one object over another, and the user is
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authenticated based on how she moves the mouse – her unique mouse movement signature;
and in the tap-based method the user wears a wristband (which acts as the user’s identity)
and taps a key five times, and the user is authenticated based on the timings of the taps
that the wristband determines from the wrist motion, which it sends it to the desktop. We
told participants that we are collecting data to study the feasibility of these methods and
to get their feedback on their perception of the usability and security of these two meth-
ods. In addition to the two authentications methods, we also asked participants to perform
authentication attempts with a username and password, as a baseline for comparison.
We simulated the authentication environment through a browser: participants were
shown a webpage asking them to do a task required by the authentication method and then
click the login button to authenticate; the webpage had written instructions for the task. For
username and password method, the task was to enter a username and password (chosen at
the start of the experiment); for the mouse-based method, the task was to drag one rectangle
(specified on the webpage and always the same rectangle) over the second rectangle (both
rectangles always appeared in same location on the webpage); and for the tap-based method,
the task was to tap a key five times (any key; most users chose the space bar). During
the experiment, participants performed 30 attempts, 10 for each method, in a randomized
sequence (the sequence was same for each participant).
Findings
The SUS scores for the passwords, the fictitious mouse-based authentication method, and
the tap-based method (a.k.a. CSAW) are shown in Figure 6.9. Since we used nine questions
in our SUS survey, we report the usability scores out of a total of 90. A higher SUS score
indicates that a system is more usable. Five out of nine participants rated CSAW more
usable than passwords; the average SUS score for CSAW was about the same as passwords
(65.83 ± 16.34 vs. 67.5 ± 12.3). Six participants said they liked the CSAW the most among
the three methods, and comment on how quick and easy it was to perform the taps.
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Figure 6.9: Average system usability scale (SUS) score for password-based authenti-
cation, mouse-based authentication, and CSAW; error bars show standard deviation
“It’s very non-intrusive. I don’t have to think about authentication.” (P4)
Two participants rated CSAW less usable (mean score of 47.5); when inquired, one partici-
pant said he was just more comfortable and familiar with typing passwords; and the second
participant did not like that he would have to wear a wristband. Several participants did
not have a smartwatch or wristband; when queried about why they do not wear one, almost
everyone said that they do not mind wearing one, they just have not found the one they like
or could afford; they expressed willingness to wear a smartwatch if it had an utility like
authentication.
Although several participants confessed that performing the mouse drag movement
was simpler, they rated mouse lower than passwords (and lower than CSAW) in terms of
usability, because they were more comfortable and quick with typing (and Tap-5x) than
using a mouse (58.8 ±8.75 vs. 67.5 ± 12.31).
“Using the mouse felt like a task to me.” (P2)
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We also asked participants to rate how secure they thought CSAW and mouse-based
method would be compared to their current based method, which was password for everyone.
Five out of eight participants felt CSAW was almost as secure or more than passwords. One
participant explained that she felt CSAW was more secure because of the physical device
(wristband) that stays with her.
“Having the wristband makes it feel more secure” (P1)
Three participants rated CSAW as less secure than passwords; when we inquired, they
expressed lack of confidence in the method.
In summary, all participants, except two, liked CSAW for its quickness and simplicity;
some participants expressed concerns about having to wear something. We expect people
who already wear a fitness band or smartwatch would be willing to use CSAW. It is difficult
to conclude, from our participants’ responses, whether they perceive CSAW as being more
secure than passwords. Some participants had concerns about its security, but it was due to
the their lack of confidence in the method. Perhaps after knowing more about how CSAW
works, these participants might have expressed more confidence, but we intentionally did
not share more information about CSAW compared to the fictitious mouse-based method
during our study (we wanted to avoid bias for CSAW, so we gave same level of information
about both methods). We expect, after using CSAW and becoming familiar with how it
works, users would feel confident about its security.
6.4 Continuous authentication
After a successful initial authentication, it is important to continuously verify the user while
she uses the desktop. Continuous authentication should be passive, i.e., it should be not
require any explicit input from the user, otherwise the user’s workflow will be interrupted.
In this section we first give an intuition for CSAW’s approach for continuous authentication,
and then describe the method.
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6.4.1 Intuition
Unlike our approach in initial authentication, where we asked the user to perform a specific
interaction (Tap-5x), we cannot ask the user to perform any action for continuous authenti-
cation. For continuous authentication, we leverage the inputs the user provides while using
the desktop for her own task. These desktop inputs, however, are arbitrary as they depend
on the task the user is performing on the desktop, which makes it challenging to correlate
them with the user’s wrist movement; for initial authentication, we used a known input for
correlation – the Tap-5x interaction.
We make two observations about a user’s interaction with a desktop: a) user-desktop
interaction is often interlaced with keyboard and mouse use (especially in the clinical
settings), and b) a wristband on the user’s hand operating the mouse can be used to identify
(and correlate) the type of interaction (keyboard or mouse) the user is performing. For
example, when the user is scrolling or clicking, her fingers move but her wrist is relatively
stationary; when the user clicks the mouse and then starts typing on the keyboard (typically
with both hands), her hand will move from the mouse to keyboard. We hypothesize that a
user’s wrist movement is different for different type of inputs (keyboard or mouse input);
this hypothesis drives CSAW’s continuous authentication.
Figure 6.10 shows a user’s wrist acceleration when she was interacting with the desktop.
The x-axis represents the time (in seconds) from the start of the experiment and the y-axis
represents the magnitude of the acceleration, as measured by the wristband on her wrist. We
marked, with shaded regions, three types of user interactions in the figure: scrolling, typing,
and MKKM, where MKKM stands for ‘Mouse to Keyboard or Keyboard to Mouse’ – an
interaction representing the action of switching between keyboard and mouse. As shown in
the figure, the user scrolled the mouse at 65.5 s, from 66 s to 74 s, and then briefly around
75 s. The graph shows that her wrist was relatively still during scrolling, as one would
expect. When she moved her hand from mouse to keyboard (around 77 s) to type, we
see a sudden spike in acceleration caused as she lifted her hand off the mouse and as she
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Figure 6.10: Acceleration of user’s wrist when she is using a computer desktop.
rested her hands on the keyboard. As she typed (77.5 s to 83.4 s), we see small changes
in the acceleration, implying that her wrist moves little during typing. After typing she
switched from keyboard to mouse (around 83.5 s), and we see another sudden spike in the
acceleration. The acceleration data that is not marked in the graph represents the user’s
other interactions with the desktop such as mouse-dragging, clicking, or hand movements
not involving interaction with the desktop; we highlighted only three types of interactions
on the graph for readability.
We can see the differences in the acceleration patterns between interactions. For instance,
broadly speaking, there is more wrist movement during typing than scrolling, but less than
when she switches between keyboard and mouse. This example supports our hypothesis
that we can generate a sequence of interactions from a user’s wrist movement.
6.4.2 Architecture
There are five main components in CSAW, as shown in Figure 6.11. The interaction

































Figure 6.11: CSAW architecture for continuous authentication.
sequence of interactions to the correlator and the time intervals of the interactions to the
segmenter. The segmenter segments the accelerometer and gyroscope data into blocks based
on the time intervals it receives from the interaction extractor. The feature extractor extracts
features for each block of data that it receives from the segmenter. The interaction classifier
takes these features and classifies them into one of our specified interactions. The correlator
compares the actual sequence of interactions that it receives from the interaction extractor
and the inferred sequence of interactions that it receives from the interaction classifier, and
it makes a decision whether the two users – the current desktop user and the user wearing
the wristband – are the same (positive output) or different (negative output).
6.4.3 Interaction extractor
As mentioned, this component extracts ‘interactions’ from the input events stream generated
by the OS when the user provides inputs to the desktop via keyboard or mouse. We use
three main types of user interactions with a desktop for continuous authentication: MKKM,
scrolling, and typing. There are other interactions, such as moving the mouse, dragging
the mouse, or clicking the mouse, but we do not consider them because in our preliminary
evaluation they did not contribute to CSAW’s performance.
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MKKM. This interaction captures the users’ dominant hand (here, we mean the mouse
hand) movement when she switches from the mouse to the keyboard or from the keyboard
to the mouse; MKKM is short for ‘Mouse to Keyboard or Keyboard to Mouse’. An MKKM
interaction consists of a mouse-related event followed by a keypress event or vice-versa.
There is, however, a challenge in identifying whether the keypress event followed by
a mouse-related event was caused by the dominant hand or the other hand, because the
user may press a key with her non-dominant hand while keeping her dominant hand on the
mouse. With one wristband, we cannot identify such events with certainty. We account for
such events by dividing the keys on the keyboard into three zones, depending on which hand
the user is likely to use to press that key: left zone, middle (or ambiguous) zone, and right
zone, as shown in Figure 6.12. We introduced the ‘middle’ zone because not everyone types
according to two-handed typing guidelines, which divides the keyboard into two zones, and
we noticed some participants used either hand to type the keys in the middle zone. So, if the
user is right handed (that is, uses the mouse with her right hand) and presses a key in the
right zone after a mouse event, we assume she moved her dominant hand. Thus, we assume
that users will stick with our zone divisions, i.e., use their left hand for keys in the left zone
and their right hand for keys in the right zone. Some users may break this assumption, but
this heuristic seemed to work well, because to identify MKKM we only need the user to
press any one key in the right (or left) zone with their right (or left) hand, and we observed
that all our participants did use two hands when typing.
Scrolling. This interaction captures users’ use of a scroll-wheel built-in to the mouse.
When a user is scrolling, ScrollWheel events are continuously generated by the OS,
each event reporting the amount of scroll performed by the user since the last scroll, so
that the application can update the UI accordingly. We define a scrolling interaction as a
sequence of uninterrupted ScrollWheel events.
However, sometimes the mouse is slightly moved during scrolling (intentionally or
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Figure 6.12: Keyboard divided into left, middle, and right zones.
accidentally), and we observe some MouseMove events in the ScrollWheel events
stream. The idea behind this interaction is to capture the durations during which the user was
using the mouse and her hand (wrist) was relatively stationary, so we ignore small mouse
movements. We consider a mouse movement as small if the associated MouseMove events
in the ScrollWheel events stream are few in number (e.g., 5 events) and the cumulative
mouse displacement indicated by these MouseMove events is small (e.g., 5 pixels). These
thresholds (minimum number of MouseMove events and maximum mouse displacement)
are parameters in our experiments.
Thus, we define a scrolling interaction as a sequence of ScrollWheel events with
few intervening MouseMove events such that the total mouse displacement is small (below
a certain threshold).
Typing. This interaction captures the users’ use of the keyboard. When a user hits a key,
she first presses the key down, and then as she removes her finger she releases the key
up. Associated to these actions, two events are generated by the OS for each keypress:
KeyDown and KeyUp. Thus, we define a typing interaction as a sequence of KeyDown
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and KeyUp events.
If there is a continuous keypress events stream with mouse-related events in between, we
count those keypress events as separate typing interactions, separated by the mouse-related
events. Unlike scrolling, where we ignored small numbers of mouse-related events, during
typing any mouse-related event implies that the user moved her hand from the keyboard
to the mouse, which is an MKKM interaction. Thus, for a keypress events sequence with
few mouse-related events in between, we extract at least four interactions: typing, MKKM
(to switch to mouse), MKKM (to switch back to keyboard), typing, and maybe scrolling
between the two MKKM events if the user scrolled the mouse-wheel.
Extraction
When extracting interactions from input events, we apply three constraints: idle threshold,
minimum duration, and maximum duration. Idle threshold is the maximum time difference
between two consecutive events in an interaction. The rationale behind this constraint is to
capture only the interactions that involve the user’s continuous interaction with the desktop
and eliminate interactions during which the user does tasks other than using the mouse and
the keyboard. During a pause, there is no input to the desktop; we do not know what the
user is doing, and thus cannot correlate with the user’s wrist movement. If there is a pause
greater than the threshold, we split the interaction into two interactions separated by the
pause. For example, if in a series of keypress events there is a 2min pause, then we split
these keypress events into two typing interactions, one before the pause begins and one after
the pause ends.
The other constraints refer to the minimum and maximum duration of interactions. If
an interaction lasts for less than the minimum duration, we ignore it, and if an interaction
exceeds the maximum duration we split it into two consecutive interactions. While splitting
the interaction we do ensure that the new interaction is longer than the minimum duration:
if the new split interaction has duration less than the minimum duration, we do not split the
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interaction; thus, we can have interactions that are almost as long as minimum duration +
maximum duration.
Based on these three constraints and the definitions of the interactions described above,
this component outputs a sequence of interactions from given input events. This sequence
of interactions, IE, is of the form
(I0, t0, t1), (I1, t2, t3), . . .
where I0 is an interaction identifier (corresponding to one of the three described interactions)
that starts at time t0 and ends at t1, and similarly interaction I1 spans (t2, t3).
From the sequence IE, the interaction identifier sequence (I0, I1, . . . ) is sent to the
correlator. The interaction timings sequence ((t0, t1), (t2, t3), . . . ) is sent to the segmenter.
6.4.4 Segmenter
This component receives accelerometer and gyroscope data from the user’s wristband. The
accelerometer data is of the form
(ti, xi, yi, zi), (tj, xj, yj, zj), . . .
where (ti, xi, yi, zi) represents one acceleration data sample taken at time ti and the instanta-
neous accelerations along x, y, and z axes are xi, yi, zi, respectively. The gyroscope data is
of the similar form
(ti, ai, bi, ci), (tj, aj, bj, cj), . . .
where (ti, ai, bi, ci) represents one gyroscope data sample taken at time ti and represents the
instantaneous rotational velocity along x, y, and z axes, ai, bi, ci, respectively.
The segmenter receives actual interaction time intervals from the interaction extractor.
The segmenter breaks the acceleration data stream into blocks corresponding to each time
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interval, using the time of each data sample and the time of the intervals. For the time-
interval sequence, ((t0, t1), (t2, t3), . . . ) this component will place all the accelerometer and
gyroscope data samples with time t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 into the first block, all the data samples with
time t2 ≤ t ≤ t3 into the second block, and so on. These data blocks are sent to the feature
extractor. Acceleration and gyroscope samples outside interaction intervals are discarded.
In most signal-processing algorithms, data is segmented into blocks (also called windows)
of equal size, but in our case the block sizes are variable. There are two main reasons to
perform segmentation this way. First, when the user is not interacting with the desktop, we
do not have any interaction sequences to use for authentication, so we ignore the sensor data
for durations when she is not interacting with the desktop. Second, the user’s interactions
themselves are of variable duration so it makes sense to chunk accelerometer data this way.
For the durations when she is interacting, one could segment sensor data into blocks of
equal size and infer an interaction for each block, but given that a user’s interactions are of
variable duration, it is likely that one sensor data block would contain data for one or more
interactions, which would reduce the classifier performance. Variable segmentation ensures
that each sensor data block contains data for just one interaction.
6.4.5 Features
This component receives sensor data in blocks, and it computes a feature vector over each
block. We do not know the orientation of and just use the magnitude of acceleration and
angular velocity. For each acceleration data sample (t, x, y, z), the magnitude m is given by
m =
√
x2 + y2 + z2
and for each gyroscope data sample (t, a, b, c), the magnitude r is given by
r =
√
a2 + b2 + c2.
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After computing these magnitudes, we now have for each block a series of magnitudes
(m0, r0), (m1, r1), . . ..
We compute the following 12 features over each series of acceleration and angular
velocity magnitudes in a segmented interaction block: mean, median, variance, standard
deviation, median absolute deviation (MAD), inter-quartile range (IQR), power, energy,
peak-to-peak amplitude, auto-correlation, kurtosis, and skew. We chose the first seven
features because others have used them successfully for activity recognition [75] and for
correlation among different accelerometer signals [16]. We add the latter five features to
capture the patterns of the three interactions that we noticed. During MKKM, there is
a sudden spike in positive and sometimes in negative direction, so we use peak-to-peak
amplitude. Because the placement of the peaks in a MKKM is towards the start of the
interactions, we use skew as a feature. During typing, the peakedness is distinct, and so we
included kurtosis as one of our features. Skewness and kurtosis are a measure of the data’s
variability; skewness is a measure of symmetry, or more precisely, the lack of symmetry, and
kurtosis is a measure of whether the data are heavy-tailed or light-tailed relative to a normal
distribution [64]. The wrist movement pattern during a typing or scrolling interaction should
be roughly similar, unlike MKKM, so we use the auto-correlation feature to capture that
difference.
For each block of data, we compute a feature vector F = (f0, . . . , f11), and send the
sequence of feature vectors F0, F1, . . . (each corresponding to one interaction block) to the
interaction classifier.
6.4.6 Interaction classifier
The classifier takes a feature vector F as input and outputs an interaction identifier, its
inference that the sensor data associated with that feature vector represents that interaction.
To train the classifier, we use data from our in-lab user study; we segment a participant’s
wrist sensor data based on her actual interaction timings, as described above. We feed the
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classifier with feature vectors corresponding to the actual interaction and provide the actual
interaction labels. Later, when evaluating our approach with a given participant, we use a
classifier that was trained with other participants’ data, because our intent is for the classifier
to be user agnostic.
The classifier receives a sequence of feature vectors and it outputs its inference, a
sequence of interaction identifiers (i0, i1, . . . ). It then sends this sequence to the correlator.
We explored two classifiers: Naive Bayes classifier and Random Forest classifier. For
our dataset, the Random Forest classifier outperformed the Naive Bayes classifier; the results
reported in Section 6.5 are with the Random Forest classifier.
6.4.7 Correlator
The correlator matches two sequences: the sequence of actual interactions and the sequence
of interactions inferred by the classifier based on the user’s wrist movement. If the two
sequences match, the correlator outputs 1 indicating a successful authentication, i.e., the
current desktop and the wristband user are the same. On the other hand, if the two sequences
do not match, it outputs 0 indicating a failed authentication, i.e., the current desktop and the
wristband user are different.
To match the two sequences, we use four parameters: window size, overlap fraction,
match threshold, and grace period. The window size, w, is the number of interactions the
correlator compares at a time. The overlap fraction, f (0 ≤ f < 1), indicates how much
we should overlap the moving window, 0 being no overlap. For each window the correlator
computes a matching score (between 0 and 1) indicating how well the two sequences match
in that window; 0 being no match at all, and 1 being a complete match. If the matching score
for a window is greater than the match threshold, m, we output 1 for that window, indicating
a successful authentication for that window. Otherwise, we output 0 for that window.
If we incorrectly output 0 for a window and deauthenticate the user immediately, it
would frustrate the user. To account for such false negatives, we introduce the grace period
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parameter, g. This parameter indicates how many consecutive window scores of 0 are
measured to deauthenticate the user. For example, if g = 3 then we should get 0 for three
consecutive windows before we deauthenticate the user. We reset the zero-count when
we get a window with output 1. This parameter increases convenience but also increases
security risk; we keep its default value low.
6.5 Evaluation of Continuous Authentication
In CSAW, we want continuous authentication to be effortless, continuous, user-agnostic,
quick, and secure (our design goals, as described in Section 2.4). We achieve the first two
goals by design. CSAW requires no explicit input from the user and as long as the user
is in (radio) proximity, i.e., the user’s wristband can send data to the computer, CSAW
continuously verifies the presence of the user; thus, CSAW does continuous authentication
without any effort from the user. We conducted a laboratory study to evaluate the degree to
which CSAW achieves the other three goals.
6.5.1 User study
We recruited twenty participants for our user study: ages 18 to 30; seven male and thir-
teen female; and eight from computer science (CS) background and twelve from non-CS
background. We recruited participants using flyers posted across our college campus and
online; our research protocol was approved by our campus Institutional Review Board (IRB).
Participants took about 30min to 40min to complete the user study; they received $10 as
compensation.
The user study consisted of three experiments. The first experiment was designed to
capture the users’ hand movements as they interact with a desktop in normal use. Participants
were instructed to imagine that they were in a public cafe and were asked to browse the web
for 10min. They were told that everything they typed would be logged and so were asked
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not to enter any sensitive information. Further, they were asked not to read any long articles
or watch videos, as it would not provide much data for our study.
We designed our second experiment to collect user interaction data in a more controlled
setting. Participants were asked to fill out a small web form, which required them to type,
scroll, drag the mouse, click, and move the mouse; they were asked to fill this web form five
times.
Our third experiment was designed to collect data to test a malicious adversarial case.
For this experiment, we asked each participant to be a malicious adversary whose goal
was to mimic the victim user’s mouse-hand movements to the best of their abilities. The
victim user (one of the researchers) filled out the same web form that the participants used
in Experiment 2; thus, the participants were already accustomed to the task. We realize that
a real adversary can be motivated and skilled enough to mimic users very well, compared to
our participants. So we decided to assist the participants when they were performing the
role of a malicious adversary. To assist them in mimicking the victim, we made sure they
had a good view of the screen and the victim’s hand movement, we increased the cursor size,
and the victim user gave verbal clues before he began an action. For example, the victim
would say ‘typing’ before he began typing. He would say ‘2’ when he was going to fill the
question number 2 in the web form. The victim tried to use the same pace to fill out the web
form for all participants, but reduced the pace for some participants when they were lagging
too far behind. It should be noted that this experiment was intended to be favorable for the
adversary!
Each participant performed, on average, about 192 Scrolling interactions, 293 Typing
interactions, and 146 MKKM interactions in the three experiments. After these three
experiments, we asked each participant to walk for a few minutes and to write on a paper, so
we could collect data for walking and writing activities, because these are common activities
for a user that steps away from the desktop. We use this data to evaluate how quickly CSAW
can deauthenticate a user when she does one of these tasks while another user attempts to
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use her desktop.
We collected two types of data about participants’ interaction with the desktop: i) inputs
received by the OS through keyboard and mouse, captured by a script we wrote; and
ii) the participant’s hand movement, captured by a Shimmer worn by the participant on her
dominant wrist.
We used iMacs for our participant study. Participants used an iMac with an Apple
keyboard and Apple mouse with a scroll ball. We wrote a Python script that uses Apple’s
Cocoa APIs for OS X and captures all keyboard and mouse input events generated by the
operating system when the participant provides input using those input devices. The captured
input events were KeyDown, KeyUp, MouseMove, ScrollWheel, LeftMouseDown,
LeftMouseUp, and LeftMouseDragged, which are generated when the participant
presses and releases a key, moves the mouse, uses the scroll-wheel, presses and releases the
left mouse button (left click), and drags the mouse, respectively.1 For each keypress event
the OS reports the time when it is pressed/released, the key value, whether the participant
is holding the key down, and whether the participant is repeatedly pressing the key. For
mouse-related events, the OS reports the time the event was generated, absolute coordinates
of the mouse pointer on the screen, pointer displacement (in pixels) since the last mouse
event, and scroll length (i.e., how much the participant scrolled the wheel). We log all
this information, but in the current implementation of CSAW, we use only the time of
event, event type, key value for keypress events, scroll duration, absolute mouse pointer
coordinates, and mouse pointer displacement.
As for our study described in Section 6.3.1, we used the Shimmer to capture the
participants’ wrist movements: we asked each participant to wear the Shimmer on the wrist
of his/her mouse-hand. We sampled the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors at 500Hz; the
sensor data was streamed to the desktop in real time during the experiment, where it was
logged to a file. We synchronized the Shimmer and the desktop clock using the receive time
1Although our implementation is for MacOS X, the same kinds of information are available in Windows
and Linux so our method should be easily portable to other systems.
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Figure 6.13: Average FNR vs. window size for different thresholds (0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65
and 0.7). CSAW performs best in continuously authenticating users for window sizes
larger than 20.
of the Shimmer packets on the desktop. We calibrated the accelerometer and gyroscope
sensors in all Shimmers prior to their use.
6.5.2 Usability
In CSAW’s continuous authentication, the false-positive rate FPR is the fraction of all
interactions where an unauthorized user is authenticated as an authorized user. Similarly,
the false-negative rate (FNR) is the fraction of all interactions where an authorized user
is misclassified as an unauthorized user. From the usability point of view, a low FNR
is desirable. Figure 6.13 shows the average false-negative rate across all participants for
different window sizes w and thresholds m.
As described above, CSAW classifies the desktop user as the wristband user by compar-
ing the actual interaction sequence and the interaction sequence inferred by the classifier
from wristband data. The comparison is performed over a given window size. Thus, we
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compute an FNR as the fraction of all windows where CSAW misclassified the authorized
user as an unauthorized user. Each data point in Figure 6.13 is the average of the FNR across
all participants for a given window size and threshold value.
The threshold parameter m indicates the fraction of interactions in a window that should
match for CSAW to authenticate the user. Thus, the threshold value indicates how strict
CSAW is when correlating interactions, and as expected the FNR is smaller for smaller
threshold values and it increases with threshold values. Window size is the number of
interactions matched at a time to authenticate the user; a larger window size allows more
interactions to be matched, so the FNR drops as the window size increases. CSAW performs
best in terms of authenticating a user for window sizes greater than 20; thus, the more
interactions a user provides while working on the desktop, the better CSAW performs. In
terms of threshold values CSAW provides best FNR for 0.5 and 0.55, and reasonably well
for threshold value of 0.6. A low threshold value improves usability but, as we show below,
it reduces security, so we need to choose the trade-off carefully.
6.5.3 Security
We compute a FPR for each participant as the average FPR across all adversaries; each
data point in the following FPR graphs is the average of these FPR across all participants.
A high FPR indicates that we falsely authenticate an unauthorized user as the logged-in
user, allowing him to access the logged-in user’s account, which is undesirable. Thus, a low
FPR is good from a security point of view. Window size is the number of interactions that
CSAW is allowed to consider to issue the decision whether the current user is the same as
the logged-in user. Thus, ideally we want a low FPR for a small window size.
Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show the average FPR when the adversary is using the desktop
and the logged-in user is walking and writing, respectively, near the desktop. (Note the
different y-axis scales.) As expected, the FPR is smaller for the higher thresholds. The FPR
is low and drops quickly with respect to window size, when the user is walking compared to
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Figure 6.14: Average false-positive rate when the adversary is accessing the desk-
top while the logged-in user is walking nearby.
when she is writing, because the wrist movements while walking are very different to wrist
movements when a user is using the desktop, whereas the wrist movements during writing
are somewhat similar to desktop use.
Figure 6.14 shows that the FPR is below 0.02 for thresholds 0.6 and above, even for
short window sizes. The FPR in the user-writing case drops below 0.03 for threshold 0.6 for
windows of size 15 or greater. Thus, CSAW performs reasonably well even if the user is
performing an activity that is somewhat similar to working on a desktop in terms of hand
movements.
In our third experiment, we imagine a malicious adversary: the user is logged-in on a
desktop D1 but steps aside to work on a nearby desktop D2, and the adversary starts using
desktop D1 while trying to mimic the user’s hand movements and similar interactions. If
the adversary succeeds in mimicking the user’s hand movements while providing similar
interactions to desktop D1, then CSAW will misclassify the adversary as the user and the
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Figure 6.15: Average false-positive rate when the adversary is accessing the desk-
top while the logged-in user is writing nearby.
adversary can continue using the desktop. In our experiment we asked the participants to
be the malicious adversary and try to mimic a user (a researcher). Both the participant and
researcher performed the same tasks (filling web forms), and the researcher’s screen and
hands were clearly visible to the participant. Figure 6.16 shows the false-positive rate for
this case. The FPR rate drops below 0.04 for windows of size 15, and threshold 0.6 and
above. Thus, even when the adversary and the user were performing the same task on nearby
desktops, and the adversary was trying to mimic the user’s actions, CSAW performed well
in recognizing the adversary. Thus, CSAW should be able to recognize a change in user
even in an environment where the previous user is working on a nearby desktop when a new
user (adversary) steps in to use the unlocked first desktop.
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Figure 6.16: Average false-positive rate when the adversary is trying to access the
user’s logged-in desktop by mimicking the user who is using a nearby desktop.
6.5.4 User-agnostic
To evaluate how well CSAW performs when it is user-agnostic, we use leave-one-out
cross-validation: for each participant we train the classifier using other participants’ data.
Table 6.2 shows the average FNR and FPR across all participants, for threshold of 0.6 and
four different window sizes; CSAW performed best for threshold of 0.6. For window size of
29 and threshold of 0.6, CSAW achieves reasonably low FNR (0.017± 0.035) and low FPR
(0.035± 0.094) without learning participants’ individual desktop interaction behavior; thus,
CSAW performs reasonably well when it is user-agnostic.
The high variability in FNR is because of participant P1: participant P1’s wrist move-
ment during keyboard and mouse interaction were very different compared to the other
participants, so the classifier – trained with these other participants’ data – could not ac-
curately classify P1’s interactions, which affects CSAW’s accuracy. This can be resolved
by training the classifier on a larger population or training the classifier for these specific
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Table 6.2: Average false-negative rate (FNR) and false-positive rate (FPR) for differ-
ent Window sizes (W); mean ± standard deviation across all participants.
W FPR1 FPR2 FNR (all) FNR (except P1)
5 0.016± 0.012 0.061± 0.064 0.164± 0.155 0.140± 0.118
13 0.007± 0.008 0.061± 0.088 0.041± 0.077 0.026± 0.038
21 0.001± 0.002 0.031± 0.057 0.037± 0.096 0.017± 0.044
29 0.001± 0.001 0.017± 0.035 0.035± 0.094 0.015± 0.034
1 When the adversary is using the desktop while the user is walking nearby.
2 When the adversary is using the desktop while the user is writing nearby.
participants. If we exclude P1, we get low variability and even better FNR, as shown in the
last column in Table 6.2.
Quickness
From the FPR and FNR results we found the parameters that give a reasonable tradeoff
between usability and security with CSAW are window size of 21 and threshold of 0.6. We
use these optimal parameters to evaluate quickness of CSAW in terms of the time CSAW
takes to recognize an unauthorized user.
When the user changes (i.e., when the current user is different than the logged-in user),
we want to identify the change immediately so we can prevent any accidental or intentional
misuse of the logged-in user’s account. We define quickness as how ‘soon’ we can identify a
changed user, where ‘soon’ can be measured in time or windows, where a window represents
a fixed number of interactions. We use the ‘duration of attack success’ as a metric to evaluate
how quickly CSAW detects an adversary and ‘duration of inappropriate lockout’ as a metric
to evaluate how often CSAW will lock out an authorized user because it misclassified the
user as an adversary. A smaller duration of attack success is better as it gives a smaller
attack window for the adversary. On the other hand, it is desirable to have extended periods
of time without inappropriate lockouts in order to improve usability.
Figure 6.17 shows the fraction of users that are recognized as authorized users by CSAW
at time t for a grace period (g) of 1 and 2 windows. The figure shows the first instance
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Figure 6.17: Fraction of authorized users that have access to the desktop at time t,
for optimal window size = 21 and optimal threshold = 0.6.
in time when CSAW misclassifies the user as an adversary and takes action according to
the system/user policy, which can be to lock the desktop or log out the user. For instance,
95% of users were still recognized as authorized users at 50 s, or said another way, 5%
of users were misclassified by CSAW by time 50 s and may be required to re-authenticate
themselves. For grace period of 1 window, CSAW correctly recognized 85% of users
throughout their session on the desktop. We can improve this number by increasing the
grace period. As shown in the figure, for grace period of 2 windows, CSAW recognizes
90% of users correctly throughout their use of the desktop.
Figure 6.18 shows the fraction of adversaries that are recognized as authorized users
by CSAW at time t for grace periods (g) of 1 and 2. This graph shows how quickly CSAW
can recognize an adversary and terminate his access to the logged-in user’s account on the
desktop. As shown in the figure, for grace period of one window at time t = 0, all adversaries
have access to the desktop, but within 5 s only 40% of adversaries have access – CSAW
identified on average 60% of adversaries as unauthorized users within 5 s, and by t = 11 s,
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Figure 6.18: Fraction of adversaries that have access to the desktop at time t, for
optimal window size = 21 and optimal threshold = 0.6.
CSAW identified all adversaries. A grace period of two windows improves usability of
CSAW (see Figure 6.17), but it also increases the attack duration for adversaries; nonetheless
CSAW still identified all adversaries within 50 s, much faster than typical deauthentication
timer methods.
Figure 6.19 represents the previous graph (Figure 6.18) but in terms of windows instead
of time, i.e., the fraction of the adversaries that have access to the desktop at the end of
window w, where window size is 21 and threshold is 0.6. CSAW identified all adversaries
for grace periods of 1 and 2 by the end of window 2 and 4, respectively. As we mentioned
above, the window size is determined by the number of interactions (in this case 21), but
interactions have variable duration; to compare with the previous figure, for all adversaries a
duration of 2 windows was approximately 11 s.
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Figure 6.19: Fraction of adversaries that have access to the desktop at the end of
window w, for optimal window size = 21 and optimal threshold = 0.6.
6.6 Deauthentication
When a user stops using the desktop, we need to deauthenticate the user to prevent any unau-
thorized access. To deauthenticate a user, we need to know when and how to deauthenticate
the user.
When to deauthenticate? A user should be deauthenticated at the end of her session,
i.e., when she stops using the target desktop. However, what marks the ‘end’ of a session
is not always the same – it depends on the user preference and the context. At work, a
user may prefer to end her session after 10min of inactivity; at home, she may prefer to
keep her session alive longer, say 30min. At a bank, the IT security staff may want to end
users’ sessions (and deauthenticate them) as soon as they step away from their desktops; in
a hospital, however, the IT security staff may allow sessions to persist when the user is away
from the desktop, but within specified distance range, because the clinicians and nurses’
workflow often requires them to step away from the desktop and then return to continue
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their session. Thus, when to deauthenticate a user is a matter of policy, chosen by the user
and/or her employer. CSAW provides following four parameters to specify end of a session.
1. Inactivity period: The maximum time period without any desktop input (from key-
board or mouse) from a user.
2. Distance: The maximum distance between the user (her wristband) and the desktop
during a session; distance is measured by the desktop using its wireless communication
with the user’s wristband (radio signal strength).
3. Steps: The maximum number of steps a user can take during a session; steps are
measured by the user’s wristband.
4. Change in user: If a different user (different than the logged-in user) starts using the
target desktop; change in user is detected by CSAW through continuous authentication.
These parameters can be used to specify deauthentication policies that meet the needs of
different contexts, applications on the desktop, and the users’ preferences.
How to deauthenticate? Once we know when to deauthenticate a user, the desired re-
sponse, i.e., how to deauthenticate, is also a matter of policy. The policy might dictate to
lock the screen or to log-out the current user – a sudden deauthentication response. The
policy may specify a graduated response, if the underlying authentication method provides
a probability (rather than a binary value) indicating the confidence that the user is still using
the desktop. As long as the probability remains high, the desktop operates normally. When
the probability drops, the screen may dim, then darken, then lock, then log out – in each case
offering the user an opportunity to take an action (increasingly complex, as the confidence
gets lower) to restore confidence in her authenticity. Such an approach can improve usability
without necessarily lowering security.
With small modifications, CSAW can provide a probability of the user’s authenticity
rather than a binary decision. Recall that CSAW uses a threshold parameter m and a
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grace-period parameter g in making its decision; instead of outputting a binary decision,
we could arrange for CSAW to output a probability intended to indicate its confidence that
the user input is coming from the logged-in user. For other parameters (inactivity period,
distance, and steps), CSAW can provide multiple outputs as the parameter gets close to the
predefined threshold; for example, if the user can take at most 20 steps (steps threshold)
during a session, CSAW can provide a output when the user takes 5, 10, 15 and 20 steps
to provide gradual deauthentication response. Alternatively, CSAW could combine one or
more of these parameters to provide an estimate of when the user has walked away from
the computer; for example, if the user takes certain number of steps and is estimated to be
certain distance away.
CSAW supports different deauthentication approaches and enables flexible deauthen-
tication policies. How well users respond to these deauthentication approaches (and the
security analysis of these approaches) is an open research problem that we hope to tackle in
the future.
6.7 Discussion
In this section, we discuss important issues related to deploying CSAW in a real system,
potential attacks, and extension to laptops.
6.7.1 Deployment issues
There are several important issues that need to be addressed to deploy CSAW in real world;
we start with the limitations.
User handedness. For initial authentication, the user may wear the wristband in either
hand, because the Tap-5x interaction is easy to perform with either hand. Continuous
authentication, however, requires the user to wear the wristband on her mouse-hand (usually
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the dominant hand). This is a limitation for continuous authentication, because a user may
prefer to wear a wristband on her non-dominant hand. People generally wear a wrist device
on their non-dominant hand, either out of habit or because they use their dominant hand
more than their other hand, and they wish to minimize interference with their task or avoid
any damage to the wrist device. If the CSAW wristband is made sufficiently low-cost and
small in form factor, we expect, people might wear it on their dominant hand; we often see
people who wearing multiple wrist wristbands, wear them on both wrists.
Interactions for continuous authentication. CSAW’s security in continuous authentica-
tion is based on the implicit assumption that users’ interaction with desktops is interlaced
with typing, scrolling, and MKKM interactions (see 6.4.1), and it is difficult to mimic all the
interactions; in our evaluation we address the second half of the assumption (see 6.5.3). The
assumption about interactions being interlaced comes from our observations of clinical use
of desktop computers, which is primarily to access patient records and it involves all three
interactions. This assumption holds true for many other users and use cases, but not always:
some users prefer to use only the keyboard for most of their interaction with a desktop. If a
user primarily provides only one type of interaction (e.g., only typing), CSAW cannot verify
the user with high confidence.
Huhta et al. demonstrate this limitation through a selective mimicry attack, where an
adversary mimics only one type of interaction (i.e., only typing or only scrolling) [35]; in
their attack scenario, the victim user is using a desktop, but she forgot to log out of the
target desktop (target for the adversary), and the adversary gets access to an unattended
logged-in target desktop, and mimics only the user’s typing interactions by listening to
(or observing) the user typing. Even with this caveat, CSAW offers better security than
one-time authentication methods or timeout-based deauthentication, because the adversary
would not be able to access the desktop indefinitely, as in these traditional methods; when
the victim user stops using a desktop, the adversary would not be able to access the target
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desktop. Furthermore, if all the victim user’s desktops support CSAW, she can configure
her wristband to allow access to only one desktop at a time, preventing any mimicry attacks.
Securing wristband to the user. CSAW does not verify a wristband wearer or provide
resilience to theft – it relies on existing (or proposed) solutions. Apple Watch uses a PIN-
based approach to verify the wearer [7]; in PICO, a token-based authentication method, the
user is verified based on the other known wireless devices (PICO siblings; e.g., smartphone,
smartwatch) that she carries with her [90]; and Cornelius et al. proposed a wristband can
continuously recognize its wearer using biometrics [17]. Our preferred solution is the
biometric-based verification, because it would make CSAW a truly memoryless authenti-
cation method – the user does not have to remember any password to use CSAW. From
deployment perspective, however, the preferred approach might be to use a PIN or password
to activate the wristband when the user wears it, along with a mechanism to detect when
the wristband is taken off (to deactivate it); the user would have to remember and enter a
password, but only once a day, when she first dons her wristband.
Energy consumption on wristband. The energy consumption of the accelerometer, the
gyroscope, and the radio on the wristband determine the recharging interval, with longer
times being preferable. In CSAW, to respond to a user’s authentication intent quickly,
the wristband is always sensing the user’s wrist movement. Accelerometers that consume
very low power (e.g., Analog Devices ADXL362, 3.0 microAmpsat 400Hz) could be used
for continuous sensing. A gyroscope would use more power, but it can kept turned off
when not in use and enabled only when required; low-power accelerometers can be used to
detect events that require the gyroscope (e.g., for authentication when Tap-5x is detected).
Low-energy radios such as Bluetooth Low Energy and ANT+ can run for months on a
button-sized battery and the radio could be used both as a test for rough proximity to the
computer desktop and to wake the sensors when proximity is achieved. In our CSAW
prototype, the wristband transmits raw sensor data to the desktop. Instead, the wristband
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could do computation locally to derive features and correlation points, and transmit those to
the desktop, reducing the communication overhead. Together, with these optimizations, it
should be possible to provide a battery life for a wristband for days, if not weeks.
Connectivity. One of the main limitations of CSAW is that Bluetooth, which is the most
ubiquitous wireless protocol for personal area networks, was not designed for complex
network topologies. As a result, pairing multiple desktops with a single wristband, or more
generally, multiple devices with multiple wristbands, can be challenging. This limitation
is not fundamental; there are other ultra-low power wireless protocols (such as ANT+ and
TI’s SimpleLink) that support many-to-many connectivity in high-density environments.
The Bluetooth SIG Smart Mesh Working Group is currently working to develop low-
energy Bluetooth smart-mesh networking support, which, we expect, would migrate into
commercial wristbands in the near future. Some wristbands support Wi-Fi as well, which
meets the needs of CSAW; Wi-Fi radio is not low-power, but its energy consumption can be
reduced using the optimizations described on page 133.
Keyboard variations. Keyboards vary in keystroke depth, key size, key shape, bounce,
“clickiness”, and “feel”. We expect these variations would have an effect on the accelerations
and rotations experienced at a user’s wrist. CSAW works with wrist motions that are already
subtle and we expect keyboard variations can be easily handled, perhaps requiring a larger
data set for pre-training the classifier.
Privacy leakage. Motion sensors in the wristband can leave private information: one can
infer the user’s activity or even keystrokes when the user types [48, 99] from the motion
sensors in the wristband. In our CSAW prototype, the wristband sends raw motion sensor
data to the desktop, but in an implementation, the wristband would compute the necessary
features (or correlation points) locally and send the features to the desktop. The transformed
data would severally limit the inferences that can be drawn.
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A different aspect of privacy is the issue of tracking users. Desktops have to identify
wristbands in the vicinity during authentication, and in principle, desktops could track the
whereabouts of individuals wearing those wristbands. However, CSAW does not make this
problem worse than it currently is with ubiquitous personal-area-network technologies and
systems; network managers already collect desktop login information in system logs.
6.7.2 Other attacks
In our security evaluation we considered opportunistic and malicious attacks where the
adversary attempts to mimic the victim user. An adversary may collude with another
adversary or use sophisticated motion tracking to improve his chances of success; we
discuss these attacks below.
Colluding attack on initial authentication. If there are two attackers one could induce a
Tap-5x-like interaction from the user while the other executes Tap-5x on a target desktop at
the same time. For instance, one adversary can shake hands with the user (specifically with
the user’s wristband hand) five times while his partner adversary performs Tap-5x, matching
the timing of the shakes (either through practiced coordination or electronically relayed
motion measurement); the adversary doing the Tap-5x could even be a robot. The precision
of the timing required for this attack and the limits of human reaction time make this attack
difficult to carry out, and the attackers are only likely to get one chance. A machine used
to synchronize Tap-5x with the induced motions would be conspicuous in the context of
the desktops being used, causing reports to authorities or direct interventions. Even if the
adversary manages to succeed, with CSAW’s continuous authentication, any momentary
advantage the attackers gain is soon lost.
Automated attack. In principle, it is possible to automate mimicking: a camera-based mo-
tion tracking system monitor’s the victim user’s hand movement and a specialized hardware
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provides interactions (Tap-5x, typing, scrolling, MKKM) to the target desktop. Serwadda
et al. demonstrated an attack on touch-based continuous authentication for smartphones
using a toy robot that provided programmed touch inputs to a smartphone [80]. In CSAW, a
robot-based attack is difficult to carry out, because any automated interaction to the desktop
should be timed with the user’s wrist movement. Our view is that this sophisticated attack is
stronger than what is necessary to beat passwords today. A video camera can be used to
obtain passwords [73]. Also, if an adversary can plug a custom set of keyboard and mouse
into a desktop, he can potentially plug a hardware key logger (between the keyboard and the
system) as well [81].
6.7.3 Extension to laptops
We focused on desktop authentication, because of the motivating clinical use cases and
our choice to explore keyboard and mouse input interfaces for bilateral authentication. We
expect the extension of CSAW to laptops to be straightforward for initial authentication and
deauthentication, but non-trivial for continuous authentication. For initial authentication
on laptops, we would have to account for the difference in desktop and laptop keyboards
(see 6.7.1). For continuous authentication on laptops, we would have to train the interaction
classifier with the scrolling and MKKM interactions with touchpad, which is straightforward.
The challenging aspect is to account for the difference between mouse and touchpad: unlike
mouse use, which is always with the one hand, touchpad could be used with either hand
(the location of the touchpad makes it easy to use it with either hand); without knowing
which hand (wristband or non-wristband) was used for touchpad input, we cannot reliably
determine MKKM or scrolling interaction.
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6.8 Summary
We propose an authentication method for desktop computers, CSAW, that provides initial
authentication, continuous authentication, and automatic deauthentication. Our goal in
CSAW was to develop a usable and secure authentication method that is quick and effortless
to perform, captures users’ intention to authenticate implicitly, does not depend on users’
individual characteristics (e.g., any physical or behavioral biometric), and continues to verify
the user while she has access to the desktop. We evaluated how well CSAW meets these
goals through three in-lab user studies with a total of forty-five participants. Our findings
suggest that CSAW is indeed quick to perform (within 1 s to 2 s) and participants found the
initial authentication to be effortless and unobtrusive. In our user studies, CSAW achieved
an average (± standard deviation) FNR and FPR of 0.025 (± 0.061) and 0.018 (± 0.036),
respectively; in the worst-case attack scenario that we evaluated, CSAW had an average FPR
of 0.023 (± 0.063). For continuous authentication, CSAW had an average FNR and FPR
of 0.037 (± 0.096) and 0.031 (± 0.057), respectively; in our user study, CSAW was able to
identify all adversaries within 50 s. Leveraging continuous authentication and the wristband,
CSAW enables flexible deauthentication policies; a user can be deauthenticated when the
user steps aways from the desktop, based on the user’s distance from the desktop, when the
user changes on the target desktop, or based on an inactivity period on the target desktop. In
one of our user studies that was designed to understand users’ perception about CSAW’s
usability, a majority of the participants rated CSAW as more usable than passwords, and
several participants said they would be willing to wear a wristband if it offered CSAW-like
utility (authentication). Based on our evaluation through in-lab user studies, CSAW shows





Authentication and deauthentication are, unfortunately, manual processes that users repeat
several times each day to lock and unlock their mobile devices. Mobile devices like
smartphones and tablets provide access to a wide range of sensitive services and personal
information (email, photos, social networks, bank transactions, health records, enterprise
data, and more); an unlocked phone is vulnerable to snoopy family, friends, co-workers, and
passers-by. Furthermore, current phone authentication is an all-or-nothing decision; loaning
one’s phone to a colleague or family member (e.g., to make a call or play a game) typically
gives them full access to all the content in the phone and services reachable through the
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phone.1
Current phone authentication methods are seen as slow or inconvenient, especially when
users use their phones numerous times in a day. As a result, many users take risky shortcuts:
about 44% of smartphone users do not use passcodes at all [50], and many others choose
simple, easy-to-remember, and easy-to-type passwords. Smartphones and tablets need an
unobtrusive and secure method for authentication (and deauthentication) that also allows for
granular access control. Although this chapter focuses on smartphones, the techniques can
also be applied to tablets; we use the term phone to refer to smartphones unless otherwise
noted.
In Chapter 6 we presented CSAW for desktop computers; in this chapter we present
CSAW for phones. CSAW allows a phone to passively and continuously verify that the
phone is literally in the hands of its owner. CSAW is actually a fundamentally new service to
applications and subsystems on the phone, a foundation for initial authentication (the phone
unlocks when picked up by the owner), deauthentication (the phone locks when accessed by
someone other than the owner), limitation (the phone allows guest access to many apps, but
limits sensitive apps to the owner), and delegation (the owner can temporarily grant specific
access to another specific person).
CSAW works by correlating the owner’s wrist motion with phone motion and phone
input and continuously producing a score indicating its confidence that the person holding
(and using) the phone is indeed the owner. Unlike desktops, which are often shared, phones
are primarily used by one user, its owner; we use the term phone owner to refer to the
phone user. (Recall, we defined user as an individual authorized to use the computer in
Section 2.1.)
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 gives an overview of CSAW’s
approach for smartphone authentication; Section 7.2 describes CSAW’s method to verify
the user; Section 7.3 presents the user study conducted to evaluate CSAW and the evaluation
1Some applications enforce in-app authentication (e.g., corporate email clients) even when the phone is
unlocked; CSAW provides a foundation for those kinds of application-specific policies.
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based on the user study; Section 7.4 discuses some limitations of CSAW on smartphones;
and Section 7.5 concludes with a summary.
7.1 Overview
CSAW’s approach for phone authentication is inspired by the fact that smartphones and
tablets are hand-held mobile devices. We interact with our phones using our hands: we
provide touchscreen input (taps and swipes), we pick them up, we carry them around. The
phone can monitor its own motion with its internal accelerometer and gyroscope sensors,
and can observe touchscreen inputs (taps and swipes) as recorded by the phone OS. The
phone’s motion and touchscreen inputs should correlate with the owner’s hand movements
(measured by the motion sensors on the wristband), verifying that the owner is in fact the
person holding (or using) the phone. Indeed, CSAW can passively continue to monitor the
correlation and deauthenticate the owner when the wrist motion no longer matches phone
input or motion.
The underlying CSAW goal is to provide a continuous quantitative estimate of the
confidence that the individual using the phone is in fact the phone’s owner, assuming that
the phone’s owner is wearing the owner’s wristband. CSAW uses bilateral approach for
user authentication; for each user-phone interaction, it correlates two different observations
by two distinct devices: 1) an observation derived from motion data from sensors in the
wristband; and 2) an observation derived from motion sensors and touchscreen in the
phone. CSAW feeds these observations to an agent that estimates the likelihood that the two
observations correspond to the same interaction. The agent then combines the likelihood
numbers from recent interactions to provide its confidence metric to the phone operating
system and, in some cases, to applications. Depending on the use-case and on policies set by
the owner (or owner’s employer), the system (or application) can use the confidence metric
to take actions (e.g., to unlock the phone when picked up by its owner, or restrict access to
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certain applications according to who is using the phone).
Before we dig deeper into the specific CSAW approach in Section 7.2, let us look
at how a phone could use the CSAW confidence metric to support initial authentication,
deauthentication, limitation, and delegation.
Initial authentication. CSAW’s interaction correlations could be used by an agent to
implement fast initial authentication, leveraging natural interactions before the individual
uses the phone or an application. Authentication could start even before the screen is on –
for example, while the individual is getting her phone out of her pocket or while she is
walking with the phone in hand – so she need only press the home button to turn on the
screen and the authentication is complete. CSAW could also be combined with a fingerprint
reader, or a mechanism such as Smart Lock from Android, to make a strong multi-factor
authentication system.
Deauthentication via continuous authentication. Our approach for automatic deauthen-
tication is a combination of continuous authentication and timeouts. Individuals using
CSAW for automatic deauthentication can comfortably set a long timeout interval, knowing
that if anyone else attempts to use their phone before the timeout, the CSAW agent will
recognize that the individual using the phone is not the phone’s owner and then lock the
phone.
Limitation and access management. Consider a smartphone owner who lends her phone
to a child to play games, or who lends her phone to a friend to search the Internet for a
recipe. She may worry that app notifications could display personal information or that the
borrower may launch an app providing access to sensitive systems at her place of work.
CSAW’s agent could support a notification engine that presents app notifications only when
the owner is using the phone, or support an OS home-screen app launcher to limit which
applications can be used when a guest (non-owner) is using the phone.
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Delegation to other CSAW users. Consider again a smartphone owner who wants to lend
her phone to a spouse or a trusted co-worker to allow them to access specific applications
or view specific photo albums, without allowing them full access to the phone. The CSAW
agent could provide her an interface to delegate access to that trusted individual, essentially,
introducing her phone to that individual’s wristband (and thus to that individual’s identity) so
that the delegated individual may use her phone in the future for certain approved purposes.
Although this mechanism requires thoughtful attention to the user interface (and such a
design is outside the scope of this dissertation) the CSAW system could be easily extended
to support such a use case. CSAW would recognize multiple wristbands and receive motion
data from those that are present, generating a confidence score for each one; the person
whose wristband data generates the highest confidence score is deemed to be the current
user of the phone, and that information could drive the phone’s access-control decisions.
7.1.1 Challenges
CSAW faces two main challenges in its effort to determine whether the phone is in use by
its owner.
Two hands, one wristband: CSAW correlates the wristband and the phone’s motion to
verify that the phone owner is using the phone. If the owner holds the phone in her non
wristband-hand, CSAW cannot use motion correlation. We address this challenge by
first identifying this use case using the wristband and the phone orientation. Second,
if the owner provides inputs with the wristband hand (while holding the phone in the
other hand), CSAW authenticates the user by correlating the wristband and phone’s
motion only when the user provides taps and swipes on the phone. When the user
holds and provides input to the phone using only the non-wristband hand, CSAW
cannot authenticate the user for that interaction duration.
Temporal correlation: Authentication methods based on gestures also use motion correla-
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tion, but they correlate the current gesture with the user’s template gesture collected
in the past. These methods are vulnerable to someone copying the user’s gesture
style [47]. To increase the difficulty of such mimicking attack CSAW uses temporal
correlation, which means that the adversary has to mimic the owner’s current wrist
motion in real-time. Enforcing temporal correlation when comparing two motions
that could be loosely coupled is challenging. We address this challenge by careful
selection of features for our machine learning classification models.
7.2 Method
The CSAW agent monitors wrist motion, phone motion, and phone inputs so it can determine
whether they are correlated and produce a summary metric we call the confidence score,
a value between 0 and 1 that indicates the agent’s confidence that the individual using
the phone is indeed the wristband-wearing owner. Specifically, it produces fresh scores
every 1-2 seconds: an instantaneous estimate C(t) based on the latest data at time t, and an
exponentially weighted moving average C(t) that smoothes recent scores:
C(t) = (1− α)C(t) + αC(t− 1) (7.1)
where the factor α weights the contribution of the past confidence score. As described
above, application and system policies can use these metrics to drive authentication-related
decisions. In this section, we describe the structure of the CSAW agent and how it produces
this periodic confidence score.
Figure 7.1 depicts CSAW’s architecture and its modules. CSAW receives a steady stream
of motion data from the phone (Pm) and the wristband (Wm), and touchscreen input data
from the phone (Pi). These data flows are segmented into windows and examined by three
modules, described below: the “grip detector” determines how the user holds the phone,










Figure 7.1: CSAW architecture.
the Motion-to-Input Correlator (M2IC) correlates phone input and wristband motion. The
resulting correlation metrics are considered by the scoring engine that actually computes
C(t).
Although CSAW outputs a confidence value, frequently, not all of its modules need be
active continuously. When the wristband is not present, perhaps because the owner has
stepped out of range of the phone, there is no wristband data; the correlation modules simply
output 0 (not correlated) and that drives the confidence score C(t) to 0 (lowest confidence).
When the wristband is present but the phone is experiencing no input or motion, perhaps
sitting on a table or in a bag near the owner, all the modules are inactive (to save energy)
and the confidence score is again C(t) = 0. Indeed, CSAW calculates the correlation
between the wristband motion and the phone motion/inputs only when there is a user-phone
interaction, that is, any action by the user that provides input to the phone or moves the
phone; examples of user-phone interaction include the user picking up her phone or sending
a text message on her phone. As soon as phone input or motion is detected, the wristband
is instructed to start sending motion data, and the correlation modules become active. We
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discuss other energy optimizations in Section 7.4.
The data stream Pm and Wm is a series of sensor data samples of the form
s = (t, ax, ay, az, gx, gy, gz)
where t is the time when the sample was collected, and ax, ay, az and gx, gy, gz are the
values from accelerometer and gyroscope sensors along their x, y, z axes, respectively. The
stream of phone touch events Pi contains series of samples of the form
p = (t, id, x, y)
where t is the time when the sample was collected, id is the unique ID assigned by the
phone OS to identify touch events performed by a single tracker (or finger) in order to
distinguish touch events in a multi-touch input, and x and y are the x- and y-coordinates
on the touchscreen where the user touched the screen respectively.2 A tap is a series of
touch events with the same tracking ID (id) but different timestamp (t) and position (x, y).
Similarly, a swipe is also a series of touch events with the same id and with different t, x,
and y, but a swipe is a longer touch interaction than tap, so it contains more samples than a
tap.
7.2.1 Grip detector
Phones can be used with one hand or with both hands. When the phone is being used the
grip module recognizes the grip, i.e., which hand is holding the phone and which hand is
providing input. We describe a grip using two characters XY, where X is the hand holding
the phone and Y is the hand providing input. The owner can hold the phone (or provide
input) with the wristband-hand (W), the non-wristband-hand (N), or with both hands (B); if
2We used an Android phone in our experiments and these values are what the Android OS reports; another
phone OS may report touch events slightly differently.
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the phone is not held in either hand, we denote it with U (unknown). Thus, X and Y are
values from the set {W, N, B, U}.
Motion-to-motion correlation (correlation between the wristband motion and the phone
motion) is stronger when the wristband and the phone are tightly coupled, i.e., when the
owner is holding the phone with the wristband-hand (grip WW, WN, or BB), but weak
when the owner is holding the phone with the other hand (grip NW or NN). Motion-to-input
correlation (correlation between the wristband motion and the phone’s touch inputs) is
stronger if the wristband-hand is used to provide the touch inputs. Knowing the grip during
a user-phone interaction helps CSAW use the appropriate correlation method to improve the
accuracy of the confidence score.
When the phone is in use, CSAW identifies the grip using the orientation of the wristband
relative to the phone’s orientation. The wristband orientation (relative to the phone’s
orientation) is different when 1) the wristband-hand is only used to hold the phone (input
given by non-wristband-hand), 2) when the wristband-hand is used to hold the phone and
provide input, and 3) when the wristband-hand is only used to provide input (phone held
with the non-wristband-hand). Assuming the wristband is worn with its face on the outside
of the wrist, and the phone is relatively horizontal, the above cases have the wristband face
1) horizontal facing down, 2) slightly vertical facing outwards, and 3) horizontal facing
upwards, respectively, as shown in the Figure 7.2.
We use the difference in acceleration of the wristband and the phone along their z-axis
to determine their relative orientation to each other and the grip. When the wristband and
the phone are facing in the same direction (NW in Figure 7.2) the difference is close to
zero, and difference is maximum when they are facing in the opposite direction (WN in
Figure 7.2); for BB and similar grips if the wristband’s z-axis is aligned at 90◦ angle to the
phone, the difference would be about half the maximum difference. Thus, these grips can
be differentiated using thresholds on the wristband orientation relative to the phone; we
determine the thresholds using the data we collected from our user study.
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Figure 7.2: Wristband orientation in three grips. From left to right: NW (phone held
in non-wristband-hand and input with wristband-hand), BB (phone held with both
hands), and WN (phone held in wristband-hand and input with non-wristband-hand).
This module produces an output indicating the grip only when the phone is in use. The
output at time t is a two-character string g(t) representing the grip: BB, WN, NW, or UU;
UU (unknown) implies this module could not determine the grip. CSAW treats WW and BB
as the same grip, because in both these grips wristband-hand is holding the phone and their
relative orientations are similar. This module cannot determine grips that do not involve
the wristband-hand (NN), such as grips where the phone is resting on a surface and input is
provided by the non-wristband-hand.
7.2.2 M2MC
The Motion-to-Motion Correlator (M2MC) module correlates the wristband motion with
the phone motion to determine whether the phone is held by the user wearing the wristband.
When the phone is in motion or in use, this module receives two continuous streams
of motion data from the wristband (Wm) and the phone (Pm). The input data streams
are segmented using sliding windows of size wm with overlap fraction om; CSAW uses
om = 0.5 and wm = 2 s when the phone is locked and wm = 4 s when it is unlocked. We
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use a shorter window when the phone is locked for a quick initial authentication decision.
For a window ending at time t, the module outputs a correlation score cm(t), between 0
and 1 that indicates the quality of motion correlation, with 1 indicating perfect correlation.
Features. For each segmented window, M2MC computes a correlation feature vector Fc
with 256 features from time and frequency domains, as we explain next. We begin with
mean, standard deviation, mean value crossing rate, variation, interquartile range, median,
mean absolute deviation, skew, kurtosis, power, energy, and peak-to-peak amplitude, each
a statistical representation of a signal. Then we compare two signals by computing two
numbers for each of those 12 statistics – absolute difference and relative difference (ratio) –
resulting in 24 features. These features, however, compare aggregate statistics of the two
signals without examining whether they vary the same way with time. To those 24 non-
temporal features we add eight temporal features, as follows. Two (cross-correlation and
correlation-coefficient) measure similarity between two signals and how they vary together
in the time domain, and a third (coherence) measures similarity and variance in the frequency
domain. Five more features select the two highest peaks in both signals and compare their
corresponding peak timestamps, amplitudes, and inter-peak times. Thus, for any two signals
we compute 32 features. Since there are four signals (x, y, z and magnitude) each from the
accelerometer and gyroscope, the final feature vector Fc has 256 = 4× 2× 32 features.
To determine the correlation score, M2MC uses a classification model (classifier) that
estimates the probability that a given feature vector Fc represents two motions that correlate.
We trained the classifier with feature vectors labeled as positive (correlated) and negative
(not correlated). We generated positive and negative samples to train the classifier using
the data from our user study: positive samples were generated using wrist-motion data and
phone motion data from the same participant and negative samples were generated using
wrist-worn data from one participant and phone-motion data from another participant. For a
given feature vector, the classifier computes probability estimates for the two labels; M2MC
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outputs the classifier’s probability estimate for the positive label as its correlation score
cm(t).
7.2.3 M2IC
The Motion-to-Input Correlator module correlates wristband motion with phone touch inputs
to determine whether the touch inputs are given by the owner using her wristband-hand. It
outputs a correlation score ci(t), a value between 0 and 1 indicating quality of correlation
between the wrist motion and the phone inputs in the window starting at time t.
This module receives a stream of wrist motion data (Wm) and a stream of phone touch
events (Pi). We segment the input data streams (Wm and Pi) based on touch interactions.
Each window of data represents exactly one touch interaction (tap or swipe). For a touch
interaction ending at time t we extract the corresponding motion data from the wristband
(using the start and end time of the touch interaction). We then compute a feature vector from
the wristband data, using the same 12 standard statistics (mean, standard deviation, mean
value crossing rate, variation, interquartile range, median, mean absolute deviation, skew,
kurtosis, power, energy, and peak-to-peak amplitude) of the accelerometer and gyroscope
magnitudes. The result is a 12-feature vector Ft.
We then use a two-tier classification approach to correlate wrist motion with touch inputs.
In the first tier, we determine whether Ft is a touch interaction (tap or swipe) using a binary
classifier that outputs a label 1 if the wrist motion is like a touch interaction, otherwise 0;
we trained this classifier using wrist-motion data from our user study, choosing participants’
wrist-motion data when they were performing a tap or swipe as a label 1 and wrist-motion
data from other activities (such as walking, wrist stationary, and typing on computer) as
label 0. In the second tier, we use interaction-specific classifiers to identify the likelihood
that Ft is indeed the touch interaction (tap or swipe) performed by the user; these classifiers
were trained using the wrist-motion data of our participants when they performed taps and
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swipes in our user study.3 M2IC then outputs the likelihood score from the second tier as its
correlation score ci(t); if the wrist-motion was determined to be not touch interaction in the
first-tier classification, the module outputs 0.
7.2.4 Confidence Scorer
This module periodically outputs the confidence score C(t) at time t. To generate the
confidence score, the module uses the correlation scores from the M2MC module cm(t) and
the M2IC module ci(t), and the grip g(t) from the grip module. CSAW intentionally favors
M2MC, because M2MC computes correlation over more data, its output is more frequent,
and it does not depend on the user’s touch events. Indeed, CSAW uses M2IC only when
output of M2MC is not reliable, i.e., when the phone is not held with the wristband-hand. In
short,
C(t) =
 ci(t) if g(t) ∈ {NW,UW}cm(t) otherwise
The confidence-scoring module could be generalized to use a weighted average C(t) =
acm(t) + bci(t) instead, where a and b are weights (a+ b = 1) determined by the grip g and
other information. When the phone is in use, this module outputs confidence score once
every two seconds (window size of four seconds with 50% window overlap) and the score is
generated using data from only the current window. This instantaneous confidence score
may be too reactive to base authentication decisions for some applications; such applications
may prefer a more stable confidence score that also accounts for past scores, so this module
also outputs an Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) as in Equation 7.1.
3Both classifiers can be pre-trained and integrated into M2IC; they need not be trained for a particular user.




The CSAW agent does not itself make any authentication-policy decisions, or take any
actions relating to such decisions. Its role is simply to produce the confidence score as an
input to applications or subsystems that need to make such decisions and would benefit
from knowledge that the phone is indeed in the hands of its owner. As noted in Section 7.2,
CSAW’s confidence metric may be used for decisions relating to initial authentication,
deauthentication, limitation, or delegation. Depending on policies set by the owner (or
owner’s employer), the system (or application) can use the confidence metric to take
actions (e.g., to unlock the phone when picked up by its owner, or restrict access to certain
applications or websites according to who is using the phone). Perhaps the simplest approach
is a threshold policy: at time t, if C(t) ≥ τc for some pre-defined threshold τc, proceed as if
the user is indeed the owner. Conversely, when C(t) < τc, assume that an imposter is using
the phone and take protective action. This simple-minded approach may be too reactive, as
C(t) changes every 2 seconds, and false negatives (inappropriately low C when the owner is
in fact the user) will make the phone unusable. The EWMA may be more reliable: proceed
if C(t) ≥ τc. Other options are possible, such as voting (C(t) ≥ τc for at least k out of n
recent values), trending (a non-decreasing slope of C(t) values over a recent window), and
so forth. We evaluate the simple-minded approach for decision making; a full exploration
of policies, protective actions, and their use of the confidence score is out of scope for this
dissertation.
7.2.6 Confidence booster
CSAW can help with another important category: second-chance actions. In situations
when the confidence value derived from natural user-phone interactions is low, the system
could ask the owner to perform some explicit simple actions to improve confidence. For
example, in a system using CSAW for initial authentication, if the phone fails to unlock due
to low confidence in the M2MC correlation during a pick-up maneuver, it could display a
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notice asking the user to place the phone in their wristband hand and quickly rotate their
hand (and phone) two or three times; CSAW can easily correlate these motions (as shown in
Section 7.3). Alternately, after asking the user to place the phone in their wristband hand,
the phone could vibrate and CSAW could examine the wristband accelerometer data for a
vibration signal.
7.3 Evaluation
We evaluate CSAW’s effectiveness through a laboratory user study. Based on our results
from our study, we discuss the security and usability benefits that CSAW offers.
7.3.1 Data collection
The user study was designed to capture participant’s phone usage data, i.e., their user-phone
interactions. We recruited sixteen participants through flyers posted across our campus.
Participants took about 30min to 40min to complete the study; they received $10 as
compensation. The study was approved by our university’s IRB.
It is difficult to capture people’s natural user-phone interactions in controlled experiments
in a laboratory. In our experience, asking participants to simply ‘use their phone’ yields
limited user-phone interaction, as they are likely to play a game or casually browse website(s)
to pass the time. When people interact with their phones, they do it to perform a task and
the user-phone interactions differ according to the task: consider user-phone interaction
while reading news, checking and replying to emails, playing games, or typing. We wanted
to capture participants’ natural user-phone interaction for these different tasks, so we gave
them six well-defined tasks, but did not instruct them on how to use the phone:
1. Pick-up: Pick up the phone from the desk, unlock it, take a picture, lock it, and put it
back on the desk. Repeat this task 5 times with grip WW.
2. Search: Do 5 search queries with grip BB.
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3. Email: Read emails and act on them (reply, delete, or archive) according to the action
given at the end of each email with grip WW.
4. News: Read/skim through articles on Flipboard for 3min with grip NW.
5. Typing: Type three given sentences on the phone, each with a different grip (WW,
NW, and BB).
6. Rotate: Pick up the phone and do a ‘rotate’ action (rotate it clockwise, and then
counter-clockwise, bringing it to the starting position). Repeat the task 5 times with
grip WW.
To facilitate tasks for participants on the provided Android phone, we created dummy
user accounts for apps and services (Gmail and Flipboard) that participants used during the
study. The Email and the News tasks are meaningful if the user account has unread emails
and news feeds to follow. We initialized the email account by sending emails (sampled from
the Enron email dataset [25]) to the dummy account; each email had a sentence at the end
that instructed the participant whether to reply, delete, archive, or simply ignore the email.
We initialized the Flipboard accounts by subscribing to some news sources. To facilitate the
Search task, we suggested search queries (chosen a dataset of queries performed by users) to
participants: we printed twenty search queries on a sheet of paper and participants were free
to use these search queries, if they wished; 13 out of 16 participants chose queries from the
provided list. Each participant provided about 10min of continuous phone use data (search,
email, news, typing), 5 pick up actions, and 5 rotate actions.
Participants wore a Shimmer [82] on their dominant wrist during the experiment and they
were given an Android phone for the duration of the experiment. During the experiment, we
captured wrist motion (acceleration and angular velocity from the Shimmer), phone motion
(acceleration and angular velocity from the phone’s sensors), and phone touch events. The
motion sensor data on the phone was captured at 200Hz frequency. We captured data on the
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Shimmer at 500 Hz, but down-sampled it to 200 Hz, to match the sampling frequency on
the phone. We used the Android adb utility to capture touch events on the phone.
7.3.2 Effectiveness
This section evaluates the degree to which CSAW was effective, that is, it produced accurate
confidence scores. Since all of our aforementioned scenarios (Section 7.1) use the confidence
score as input into an authentication policy decision, one way to evaluate the quality of
the confidence score is to evaluate the quality of some authentication decisions. In such
decisions, a ‘positive’ decision means that the policy decided that the individual using the
phone is the owner and access should be permitted; a ‘negative’ decision means the opposite.
From the user study data, we generated positive samples (a segmented window with the
wristband data and phone data from the same participant) and negative samples (a segmented
window with the wristband data and the phone data from different participants); we use these
test samples to compute false-positive rate (FPR) and false-negative rate (FNR). Because
there was a much larger number of negative samples than positive samples available for
testing, we also report balanced accuracy (BAC) metric.
For our evaluation, we consider the simplest possible authentication policy, which makes
a new decision each time CSAW provides a new confidence score 0 ≤ C(t) ≤ 1. This
policy is a simple threshold comparison and classifies according to the immediate confidence
score: positive if C > 0.5 and negative if C ≤ 0.5.
Initial authentication. With CSAW one should be able to pick up a phone and achieve
initial authentication, so we used the data from the ‘pick up’ task in the user study. In this
scenario, the phone is locked and sitting on a table; when a person picks up the phone,
the phone should unlock for the owner (no false negatives) and not the imposter (no false
positives). When the phone is locked there is no input, so CSAW ignores the grip and
M2IC and produces a confidence score from M2MC alone. Our experiments show that
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Table 7.1: Average false-positive rate (FPR) and balanced accuracy (BAC) across all
participants for pickup interaction; mean ± standard-deviation.
Activity FPR BAC
PC use 0.000± 0.000 0.999± 0.003
Phone use 0.000± 0.000 0.999± 0.003
Pick up 0.017± 0.012 0.990± 0.007
Walking 0.000± 0.000 0.999± 0.003
Stationary 0.000± 0.000 0.999± 0.003
M2MC was more than 99% accurate. The average FNR was 0.008 ± 0.010, indicating
high usability. The FPR was at or near zero, indicating high security, but let’s look closer.
Consider situations where an imposter picks up the phone while the user is working on a PC,
using another phone, picking up another object, walking, or stationary; Table 7.1 shows the
average FPR and BAC for each of these cases, presenting the mean and standard deviation
over a 10-fold cross validation on our dataset. In nearly every case, there were virtually no
false positives and near-perfect accuracy. The hardest case occurred when the imposter and
the user both performed the same type of action (pick up); nonetheless, CSAW performed
well with a low FPR of 0.017 ± 0.012.
Confidence booster. Although the False Negative Rate for initial authentication was
below 1%, every such failure is an annoyance to the owner. As discussed in Section 7.2.6,
CSAW can improve usability in such cases by asking the user to perform a simple explicit
action to boost its confidence in the owner’s presence as the holder of the phone. We thus
evaluated CSAW’s performance for a rotate action, in which the user holds the phone in her
wristband-hand and rotates her forearm so that the wristband and the phone both experience
the same rotate motion. We used the data from the ‘rotate’ action in our user study, and form
the test dataset for different cases as discussed above. Because the phone is expected to be
in the wristband-hand (grip WN), this confidence booster uses only M2MC. The average
FNR from a 10-fold cross-validation was 0.002 (± 0.006); Table 7.2 shows the average FPR
and BAC for different cases. Among the different activities, ‘rotate’ represents the hard case
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Table 7.2: Average false-positive rate (FPR) and balanced accuracy (BAC) across all
participants for rotate interaction; mean ± standard-deviation.
Activity FPR BAC
PC use 0.000± 0.000 0.996± 0.005
Phone use 0.000± 0.000 0.996± 0.005
Rotate 0.009± 0.003 0.991± 0.005
Stationary 0.000± 0.000 0.996± 0.005
Walking 0.002± 0.003 0.995± 0.005
because the user and imposter both performed the same action; the average FPR even for this
hard case was low 0.009 (± 0.003). Performing a rotate action takes less than one second,
so this can be a quicker way for the phone owner to verify herself than entering a passcode
or giving a fingerprint; if the user is already holding the phone with wristband-hand, she
does not even have to change the phone grip.
Continuous authentication. Finally, we evaluated CSAW’s performance for continuous
authentication; in this case, the full CSAW infrastructure is relevant (M2MC, M2IC, and the
grip detector), because the user may hold the phone in either (or both) hands, provide input
with either (or both) hands, and switch grips during use. We drew samples from the ‘phone
use’ tasks that participants performed in our user study. In this case, the imposter has received
(or taken) the unlocked phone from its owner, and attempts to continue using the phone
while its owner performs some other activity. (The ‘imposter’ may be a friend or family
member, and not necessarily a malicious stranger; recall that continuous authentication
is the foundation for limitation and delegation as well as deauthentication.) Table 7.3
lists these other activities: the owner was stationary, walking, using a PC, using another
phone, or doing the same task as the imposter. The results show a relatively high 2-7%
FPR. Keep in mind, though, that these decisions are made once every two seconds, so the
chances are slim that an imposter can maintain a consistent series of positive outcomes for
more than a few seconds. The average FNR for continuous authentication was 0.024 (±
0.007), which appears large enough to be unusable, but this is also produced every two
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Figure 7.3: Instantaneous confidence score for participant P1.
seconds. Furthermore, this result applies to the simple-minded policy defined earlier in this
section; we anticipate that a practical policy would use the EWMA C(t) or other smoothed
version of the confidence score as the basis for its decisions. For instance, Figure 7.3 shows
instantaneous confidence score C(t) for participant P1 and EWMA C(t) with α = 0.06
(Equation 7.1).
Table 7.3: Average false-positive rate (FPR) and balanced accuracy (BAC) across
all participants for continuous authentication, with w = 4 s and om = 0.5; mean ±
standard-deviation.
Activity FPR BAC
Stationary 0.016± 0.001 0.980± 0.004
Walking 0.017± 0.001 0.979± 0.004
PC use 0.017± 0.001 0.980± 0.004
Phone 0.049± 0.003 0.964± 0.004
Same 0.072± 0.003 0.952± 0.005
All cases 0.019± 0.001 0.978± 0.004
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Grip detection. Knowing the grip allows CSAW to choose the appropriate correlator
module for correlation and give a reliable confidence score; if the phone is not in the
wristband-hand, then correlation score from M2MC is meaningless. We evaluate detection
accuracies for the three grips: BB, WN, and NW (Figure 7.2). The orientation of the phone’s
touchscreen and the wristband’s face can be determined by the z-axis component of their
acceleration. To measure the wristband’s relative face orientation with respect to the phone’s
touchscreen, we compute the difference of their z-axis acceleration. Figure 7.4a shows a
scatter plot of the z-axis acceleration of the wristband relative to the phone for participant
S1, and Figure 7.4b shows the same plot for all participants. We can distinguish these three
grips for S1 with two simple thresholds, but choosing a generic threshold that applies to
everyone is tricky, as Figure 7.4b shows. For CSAW it is critical to distinguish between
grips NW and WN, as it uses these grips to choose the correlation module. Using a threshold
of -5, we can distinguish between NW and WN grips in our dataset with 99.12% accuracy.
Although in our user study participants performed different tasks using different apps, a
larger user study will verify how well this threshold serves as a generic threshold. (Another
approach is to build a classifier to distinguish cases.)
Sampling rate and window size. CSAW depends on a steady stream of observations
of phone and wrist motion; except where noted, our experiments used a 200Hz sampling
rate for the accelerometer and gyroscope on both the phone and wristband. How does
the sampling rate affect accuracy of the confidence score, or ultimately, the authentication
decisions? A lower sampling rate would allow use of cheaper hardware and reduces power
and bandwidth consumption on both the wristband and the phone; how low can we go and
maintain accuracy? Figure 7.5 shows the BAC for continuous authentication and for initial
authentication with the rotate action, for different sampling rates. The negative test cases for
the continuous authentication are generated for the scenario where the adversary is using the
phone and the user is walking, stationary, or using a PC; the negative test cases for initial
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Figure 7.4: Wristband acceleration (along z-axis) relative to the phone for a) partici-
pant P1, and b) all participants, over time.
authentication with the rotate action are generated for the scenario where the user performs
the rotate action on another phone or object and the adversary performs rotates the phone at
the same time, but the adversary does not mimic the user.
Many participants in our study performed the rotate action very quickly, and the increase
in the BAC for the rotate action suggests that a higher sampling rate helped in capturing and
correlating the quick rotate action. Continuous authentication BAC was largely unaffected
by the sampling rate. We suspect that, during phone use, the wrist and phone motions are
low-frequency motions, which can be captured sufficiently with low sampling rates. Overall,
these results imply that a 40 Hz sample rate is sufficient during continuous authentication,
but a higher 200 Hz rate may be useful when the user is asked to conduct the rotate maneuver.
In Section 7.2 we noted that CSAW’s correlation modules use a window of motion data
for their determinations; except where noted, all of our experiments used 1 s window when
the phone was locked (initial authentication cases) and 2 s window when the phone was
unlocked (continuous authentication cases). Would larger windows provide better accuracy?
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Figure 7.5: Effect of sampling rate on balanced accuracy (BAC) for continuous au-
thentication and the rotate maneuver.
Larger windows could be especially helpful for continuous authentication, in which CSAW
produces a steady series of regular confidence scores but which could easily leverage a
larger window of data in producing each score. Figure 7.6 shows the BAC for continuous
authentication for the ‘phone’ use case in Table 7.3 for window sizes from 2 sec to 10 sec,
sample rate of 200 Hz, and overlap fraction of 0.5. The values in the plot are averages
over 10-fold cross-validation. We believe the accuracy increases for larger window sizes
because there is more motion that CSAW can leverage to correlate and boost its confidence
score; however, a larger window size reduces its responsiveness to change and may delay its
determination that an imposter has taken over the phone.
Sensors and Features. Recall from Section 7.2 that M2MC uses 256 features for motion-
to-motion correlation, including 40 temporal features. We hypothesized that temporal
features are important in motion correlation to achieve low FNR and FPR required for
secure applications. Consider the ‘phone’ use case in Table 7.3 with 200 Hz sampling
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Figure 7.6: Effect of window size on balanced accuracy (BAC) for continuous authen-
tication.
rate, window size of 4 s, and overlap of 0.5; Table 7.4 shows that the temporal features
clearly had a substantial impact on accuracy: the first and last rows show CSAW accuracy
without and with those temporal features. Table 7.4 also shows the accuracy when using
only magnitudes (second row) versus magnitudes plus all three axes’ data (bottom row); the
use of the individual axes made a substantial difference. Table 7.4’s bottom three rows show
the accuracy for phone use if CSAW uses only the accelerometer or only gyroscope sensors,
or when both sensors are used. Accuracy was substantially improved if both sensors’ data
were involved.
Summary. In short, CSAW’s confidence scores proved to be remarkably accurate when
used for initial and continuous authentication, even when used by a relatively naive threshold
policy. These results could be achieved with a moderate sampling rate (40Hz) in most cases,
benefited by including data from both accelerometer and gyroscope, from all three axes, and
leveraging temporal features. CSAW confidence scores should be a rich and reliable source
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Table 7.4: Average false-positive rate (FPR), false-negative rate (FNR), and balanced
accuracy (BAC) during continuous phone use for different subsets of features and
sensors; mean ± standard-deviation.
Features FPR FNR BAC
No temporal 0.074± 0.011 0.040± 0.008 0.943± 0.006
Only magnitudes 0.062± 0.009 0.044± 0.006 0.947± 0.005
Only accelerometer 0.081± 0.010 0.023± 0.006 0.948± 0.003
Only gyroscope 0.091± 0.015 0.055± 0.009 0.927± 0.007
All 0.048± 0.007 0.021± 0.007 0.965± 0.005
of information on which to build more sophisticated authentication-related policy decisions.
7.3.3 Security
In this section, we evaluate the quality of CSAW to serve as a secure foundation for phone
authentication. First, though, we must consider our adversary. Recall, from Section 2.3,
our adversary is a malicious individual with physical access to the phone, a curious family
member or friend, or a curious colleague. The adversary may even be another authorized
user (e.g., if the phone is a shared device and each authorized user is allowed access to
only certain apps or information). Our adversary seeks to achieve one of two related goals:
opportunistic snooping, the adversary takes the opportunity to snoop around the owner’s
phone when the owner is not near her phone; and stealing credentials, the adversary steals
the owner’s credentials (e.g., passcode) so he can use them to access the owner’s device in
her absence or attack her accounts on other devices or websites. In the face of the above
threats, we can now describe how CSAW offers the following security benefits.
Verify the owner: CSAW should verify the individual who is actually using the phone.
CSAW continuously provides a quantitative score regarding its confidence that the owner is
the person actually using the device, based on 1) the proximity of that the owner’s wristband
(in radio range and able to transmit wrist-movement data to the phone) and 2) the correlation
of the owner’s wrist movements with the phone’s observed motion and inputs. Unlike
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approaches based purely on physical proximity, it is not sufficient for the owner to be near
the device. In Section 7.3.2, we show that CSAW was highly accurate in determining
whether the user was indeed the owner, that is, with fewer than 2% false-positive results.
Continuous: CSAW should continuously authenticate the owner when she is interacting
with her phone, and deauthenticate (lock) when anyone else tries to use her phone. CSAW
is specifically designed to continuously provide a quantitative score regarding its confidence
that the owner is the person actually using the device, enabling the phone’s operating system
to deauthenticate the user whenever the confidence dips below a certain threshold.
Require intent: CSAW should authenticate a user to her phone only when she intends
to use her phone. Although CSAW could be configured to turn on the screen and unlock
the phone whenever a pick-up gesture is detected, it is unlikely that such behavior would
be desired. For initial authentication, therefore, we anticipate CSAW to be configured to
require some expression of user intent, such as turning on the display of the phone.
Resilient to physical observation: An attacker cannot impersonate the user after observ-
ing her authenticate one or more times. Attacks include shoulder surfing, filming [83, 102],
or thermal imaging [61]. Since CSAW does not require the user to enter an authentication
secret, none of these attack methods are available to the adversary.
7.3.4 Usability
Results from our user study that show that the false-negative rates for CSAW were less than
2%. In other words, the fraction of the time that CSAW reported a low score when the
legitimate user was indeed using the phone was small. CSAW offers following usability
benefits.
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Quick: CSAW can leverage user’s natural pick-up action for initial authentication, without
requiring the user to do any explicit action, hence it is quick. However, when the initial
authentication fails, to boost the confidence score for initial authentication, CSAW may
ask the user to do the rotate maneuver, which is easy and quick to perform; our study
participants took on 1.492 ± 0.351 seconds. CSAW is also quick to deauthenticate – it
provides a confidence score every two seconds and when there is not user-phone interaction
the confidence score drops to zero quickly.
Effortless: CSAW does not require the user to remember any secret for authentication.
Because CSAW leverages the user’s natural interactions using her phone, such as picking
it up, holding the phone in the hand providing input, authentication in CSAW is almost
effortless. For authentication with pick-up action the user need not perform any explicit task;
when the initial authentication through the pick-up action fails, the user needs to perform
the rotate maneuver, which is easy and quick to perform.
7.4 Discussion
CSAW works remarkably well, but there are some limitations.
Energy efficiency: CSAW depends on continuous (or frequent) readings from accelerom-
eter and gyroscope sensors in both the phone and wristband, and a continuous feed of these
readings from the wristband to the phone over BLE. Such activities will affect battery
lifetime in these battery-limited devices. In a production system the phone would leverage
a low-power coprocessor (common in most phones today) to monitor phone motion and
minimize the work imposed on the main processor; it could also inform the wristband about
when readings are needed so the wristband can sleep when the phone is not in use or a
pick-up gesture is unlikely. In our prototype we did not have access to the phone’s motion
coprocessor so we were unable to measure these energy demands in a realistic setting.
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Single-handed use: CSAW performs well when the wristband is worn on the hand that
holds the phone or on the hand that touches the phone screen. There are moments, however,
when the owner’s wristband hand may be uninvolved – neither holding the phone nor
touching the phone; for example, the user may wear the wristband on her right hand but use
only her left hand to hold the phone and touch the screen. In such cases, CSAW is unable
to verify the owner as the user, and the phone would have to rely on alternative means for
authentication (e.g. to require a PIN code). In practice, we believe that the gains in usability
outweigh the inconvenience of minor deviations from natural interactions caused by this
issue. Also, if CSAW is used as a second-factor authentication mechanism, then the security
gains also outweigh this issue.
Bluetooth pairing: Some use cases (particularly access limitation and delegation) require
the wireless technology to allow pairing multiple wristbands to multiple phones, and allow
simultaneous communications between a wristband and multiple phones. Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) 4.1 supports scatternet operation so this capability is now becoming available.
Such cases are more likely for tablets than smartphones; we envision a user working with
multiple phones and tablets, or a school/workplace in which tablets are shared among several
users.
7.5 Summary
People’s different phone usage behavior and different security expectations require an
authentication scheme that can adapt to their needs. CSAW provides a continuous user
verification score, quantitative estimate of the confidence that the individual using phone
is in fact the phone’s owner, that enables applications and phone OS to implement flexible
authentication policies that meet the user’s security expectations. When the phone is in use,
CSAW continuously monitors the phone owner’s wrist movement and correlates it with the
phone’s motion and inputs to determine whether the phone is in the owner’s hand. CSAW
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also provides a quick initial authentication leveraging the natural phone pick-up action when
performed with the wristband hand.
CSAW succeeds because it incorporates the following novel technical approaches: (i) a
hybrid correlation model that: (a) recognizes how the owner is holding the phone and
(b) once a grip is classified, correlates either phone motion or phone input with wrist
motion; (ii) leverages three-axis motion features about phone and wristband orientation;
and (iii) includes temporal features that require any adversary to synchronously mimic the
owner in order to use or unlock the owner’s phone.
Our evaluation from an in-lab user study shows that CSAW can be used to authenticate
users with 99% accuracy using the simple natural phone pick-up action. During continuous
phone use, CSAW could verify the user with 96.5% accuracy every 2 s. CSAW’s confidence
score can feed a variety of authentication-decision algorithms, allowing each to be tuned to




We compare CSAW with other related authentication schemes using the Usability Deploy-
ability Security (UDS) evaluation framework [13]. The UDS framework defines a set of
properties to evaluate web authentication schemes, but many of those properties are relevant
to computer authentication schemes. We first define the properties we use for evaluation and
then present our evaluation.
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8.1 Benefits
The UDS framework defines 25 properties to evaluate web authentication schemes: 14 us-
ability and deployability properties and 11 security properties. Out of those 25 properties,
we chose the 12 properties that are relevant to evaluating an authentication scheme for a
computer (instead of a web service or website). We use an additional security property
Continuous-User-Verification in our evaluation. As in the UDS framework, we rate each
scheme as either offering or not offering the benefit of a property; if a scheme almost offers
the benefit, but not quite, we indicate this with the Quasi- prefix.
8.1.1 Usability benefits
U1 Memorywise-Effortless: Users of the scheme do not have to remember any secrets at
all.
U2 Nothing-to-Carry: Users do not need to carry an additional physical object to use
the scheme. We grant schemes Quasi-Nothing-to-Carry benefit if the scheme can
be implemented on an object that users carry or wear anyway, such as their mobile
phone, wrist watch, wearable fitness devices.
U3 Physically-Effortless: The authentication process does not require physical user effort
beyond, say, pressing a button. Typing, scribbling, performing a set of motions counts
as physical effort. We grant schemes the Quasi-Physically-Effortless benefit if the
user’s effort is limited to natural actions such as speaking. We consider tapping a key
five times as Quasi-Physically-Effortless because it is easier than typing a password,
and tapping a key, any key, is more natural to people than typing a specific password.
U4 Easy-to-Learn: Users who do not know the scheme can figure it out and learn it
without too much trouble, and then easily recall how to use it.
U5 Efficient-to-Use: The time the user must spend for each authentication attempt is
acceptably short. It is acceptable if the scheme requires more time for a one-time setup,
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e.g., providing multiple fingerprint scans when setting up fingerprint authentication,
pairing a token with the computer.
U6 Easy-Recovery-from-Loss: A user can conveniently regain the ability to authenticate
if the token is lost or the credentials are forgotten.
U7 Accessible: Users who can use CSAW are not prevented from using the scheme by
disabilities or other physical (not cognitive) conditions. CSAW does not require visual
attention to perform initial authentication, so it is accessible to visually impaired users;
hence, schemes that require visual attention are rated as Quasi-Accessible.
8.1.2 Security benefits
S1 Resilient-to-Physical-Observation: An attacker cannot impersonate a user after ob-
serving them authenticate one or more times. Attacks include shoulder surfing, filming
the keyboard or mouse use [73], recording keystroke timings based on sensors near
the keyboard [53], or thermal imaging the keypad [61].
S2 Resilient-to-Leaks-from-Other-Verifiers: Any information gained by an attacker from
one computer cannot be used to impersonate the user to another computer.
S3 Resilient-to-Phishing: An attacker who simulates the authentication process, e.g., by
spoofing the authentication screen, cannot collect credentials that can later be used to
impersonate the user on the actual computer.
S4 Resilient-to-Theft: If the credentials are lost they cannot be used for authentication
by another person who gains possession of it. The lost credentials can be passwords
written down by paper or hardware tokens.
This definition is slightly different than the UDS definition. In the UDS framework,
this benefit is considered only for schemes in which physical objects are used for
authentication; we consider theft of even non-physical credentials such as passwords
(which can be stolen when people write them down) or fingerprints (which can be
lifted from surfaces). As in the UDS framework, we grant Quasi-Resilient-to-Theft if
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the scheme protects the credential with the modest strength of a PIN.
S5 Require-Intentionality: The user is authenticated only with the user’s consent or
intent. The UDS benefit requires an ‘explicit’ consent, which can make a continuous
authentication scheme unusable, so we remove the ‘explicit’ requirement, and allow
schemes to use a passive consent or implicitly recognize the user’s intent.
S6 Continuous-User-Verification: The authentication method should continuously verify
the user while she is using the computer, without any effort from the user.
8.2 Evaluation of authentication schemes
We evaluate authentication schemes that are based on passwords, proximity, fingerprint,
voice, face, keystroke dynamics, and touchscreen dynamics. We also evaluate a token-based
authentication scheme (called PICO), two proximity-based authentication schemes, and a
biometric authentication scheme based on impedance [74].
8.2.1 Passwords
Passwords clearly are not Memorywise-Effortless. They provide Nothing-to-Carry benefit,
but they are not Physically-Effortless as passwords need to be typed. Passwords are Easy-to-
Learn and Efficient-to-Use, and they offer Easy-Recovery-from-Loss as they can be easily
reset. We rate them Quasi-Accessible because they require visual attention; visually impaired
users struggle with passwords as Dosono et al. discovered in their study [23].
Passwords are not Resilient-to-Physical-Observation as they can be easily captured by
shoulder surfing [93] or by filming [8], and for the same reason (i.e., they can be easily stolen)
they are also not Resilient-to-Theft. They are not Resilient-to-Leaks-from-Other-Verifiers if
the user has same password for different computers. They are also not Resilient-to-Phishing
as the attacker can use the obtained password to impersonate the user. They do Require-
Intentionality as users have to enter their passwords to authenticate. Passwords are one-time
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authentication schemes and do not offer Continuous-User-Verification.
8.2.2 PICO
Stajano proposed a token-based authentication scheme called PICO as a replacement for
passwords [90]. In PICO, the user carries a small device (a token) that has two buttons, a
small display, a camera, and a radio to communicate to the computer. During authentication,
the computer displays a 2D visual code encoded with credentials required for authentication.
The user takes a picture of the 2D code with the camera on the token, which then processes
the code and sends the credentials to the computer completing the authentication process.
PICO was designed to be and is Memorywise-Effortless. We rate it Quasi-Physically-
Effortless and Quasi-Efficient-to-Use because the user has to align the camera to take a
picture of the code displayed on the computer. It is not Easy-to-Learn because in addition to
learning to find and take photo during authentication, the user has to manage PICO siblings
(additional mobile devices that the user carries) with the purpose to avoid misuse if the token
is lost. We grant it Quasi-Easy-Recovery-from-Loss because token or the siblings need to be
replaced if they are lost. Although PICO requires visual attention, it does not require typing
passwords, so we rate it as Accessible, but worse than CSAW.
Because of the secure communication between the token and computer, PICO is Resilient-
to-Physical-Observation and Resilient-to-Phishing. It is Resilient-to-Leaks-from-Other-
Verifiers because it uses different credentials for different computers. We rate it Quasi-
Resilient-to-Theft assuming the token is secured by PICO siblings. PICO does Require-
Intentionality and we grant it Continuous-User-Verification, but rate it worse than CSAW
because it uses proximity for continuous authentication.
8.2.3 Proximity
We discuss two proximity-based authentication schemes: one that requires a hardware token
and software changes to the computer (ZIA) and another that does not require any software
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change on the computer (hardware-based).
ZIA. Zero-Interaction Authentication (ZIA) is a proximity-based authentication scheme
proposed by Corner and Noble [18]. In ZIA, the user carries a wireless authentication
token and while the user is in the radio range, the computer stays authenticated to the
user. ZIA is Memorywise-Effortless and Physically-Effortless – indeed, it is zero-effort; it
is Easy-to-Learn and Efficient-to-Use. We rate ZIA as Quasi-Nothing-to-Carry because
the proximity token can be integrated with their smartphones. Tokens are not as easy to
recover as passwords, but they can be recovered by buying another token, so we grant ZIA
Quasi-Easy-Recovery-from-Loss. ZIA is Accessible and we rate it better than CSAW.
ZIA is Resilient-to-Physical-Observation, Resilient-to-Leaks-from-Other-Verifiers, and
Resilient-to-Phishing if we assume that the communication between the token and the device
is secure and cannot be eavesdropped by the attacker. We grant it Quasi-Resilient-to-Theft
because the tokens can be secured with a PIN. ZIA does not Require-Intentionality as the
user is authenticated whenever she is in the proximity of the device, without any consent.
We grant it Continuous-User-Verification, but rate it worse than CSAW because it uses
proximity for continuous authentication.
Hardware-based. Landwehr proposed this scheme to protected unattended computers
without modifying the software on the computer – a pure hardware-based solution [43].
In this scheme, the computer is instrumented with a detector device through which the
keyboard and the mouse are connected to the computer; thus, the detector device can
connect or disconnect the keyboard and the mouse. Users carry a token and when they are
near the computer and associated with the detector, the detectors connects the keyboard and
the mouse, otherwise keeps them disconnected. This scheme is Memorywise-Effortless and
Physically-Effortless. It is Easy-to-Learn and Efficient-to-Use as users does not have to do
much except walk to a computer terminals and use them. This scheme is Quasi-Nothing-to-
Carry as the proximity token can be integrated with the user’s smartphone, and because of
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this scheme require token it is Quasi-Easy-Recovery-from-Loss. This scheme is Accessible
and better than CSAW, because it is zero-effort for the purpose of authentication, and hence,
anyone who can use a computer can use this scheme.
We rate this scheme Resilient-to-Physical-Observation, Resilient-to-Leaks-from-Other-
Verifiers, and Resilient-to-Phishing if we assume secure communication between the token
and the detector device. Token can be secured with a PIN, so we grant it Quasi-Resilient-
to-Theft. We grant this scheme Quasi-Require-Intentionality because when two authorized
user are near the target computer, the scheme involves the user in the authentication process
to identify the right user. This scheme does offer Continuous-User-Verification, but rate it
worse than CSAW because of its reliance on proximity for continuous authentication.
8.2.4 Fingerprint recognition
Fingerprint-based schemes are Memorywise-Effortless and Nothing-to-Carry, as in any
biometric scheme, but they are not Physically-Effortless as the user has to swipe or hold
the finger on the reader. They are Easy-to-Learn and Efficient-to-Use, but they do not
offer Easy-Recovery-from-Loss as a fingerprint, once stolen, cannot be reset. Fingerprints
are not effective against users who do not have fingerprints or if the user’s fingerprint
changes due to external factors, such as an injury; indeed, we noticed a high failure rate
with fingerprints in our user study (Section 4.7.3). Furthermore, visually impaired people
sometimes find it difficult to align their finger to the fingerprint reader [23]. So, we rate
them Quasi-Accessible.
They are Resilient-to-Physical-Observation as they are hard to capture by observing the
user or by filming. These schemes are not Resilient-to-Leaks-from-Other-Verifiers, Resilient-
to-Phishing, and Resilient-to-Theft. Users have to swipe their finger to get authenticated so
they do Require-Intentionality, but they do not offer Continuous-User-Verification.
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8.2.5 Voice recognition
Voice-based authentication schemes are physiological biometric schemes that authenticate
users based on their unique voice patterns. Voice-based authentication can be used for
initial authentication, as for passwords or fingerprints, with many of the same properties as
fingerprints. However, voice-based methods can also be used for continuous authentication,
which is how we evaluate them here.
These schemes are also Memorywise-Effortless and Nothing-to-Carry but they are not
Physically-Effortless as the user has to speak out loud for authentication. For the purpose of
initial authentication, we would grant them Quasi-Physically-Effortless, but for the purpose
of continuous authentication, the user would have to continue speaking, so we do not grant
them the Physically-Effortless benefit. They are Easy-to-Learn and Efficient-to-Use. They do
not offer Easy-Recovery-from-Loss, like other biometrics. We grant them Quasi-Accessible
because they do not work for speech-impaired users.
They are not Resilient-to-Physical-Observation as an adversary can easily record a
user’s voice with a microphone. These schemes are also not Resilient-to-Leaks-from-Other-
Verifiers and Resilient-to-Phishing, and once the voice credentials are stolen an adversary
can use them to impersonate the user so these schemes are not Resilient-to-Theft. Users
have speak out loud to authenticate, so we grant these schemes Quasi-Require-Intentionality,
because without some hot-word, it is difficult to distinguish between a user speaking to a
colleague or expressing intent to authenticate to the computer. These schemes can be used
to perform Continuous-User-Verification.
8.2.6 Face recognition
Face-based schemes authenticate a user based on the computer’s recognition of the image of
her face as captured by the computer’s camera. Face-based authentication can be used for
initial authentication, as fingerprints, with many of the same properties as passwords. Face-
based methods can also be used for continuous authentication, which is how we evaluate
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them here.
These schemes are Memorywise-Effortless and Nothing-to-Carry, like any biometric,
and these schemes are also Physically-Effortless as the user simply has to be in-front of the
camera when using the device. These schemes, like voice and fingerprint biometrics, do not
provide Easy-Recovery-from-Loss. These schemes are Easy-to-Learn, but we grant them
Quasi-Efficient-to-Use because of the user steps involved to face the camera and stay in the
camera’s view while using the computer (for continuous authentication). We grant them
Quasi-Accessible because these schemes may not perform with wearables (e.g., glasses), in
poor lighting, or if the user is wearing a mask (e.g., surgical mask [86]).
These schemes are not Resilient-to-Physical-Observation as an adversary can easily
capture as image of the user’s face with a camera. These schemes are also not Resilient-to-
Leaks-from-Other-Verifiers, Resilient-to-Phishing, and Resilient-to-Theft. We grant these
schemes Quasi-Require-Intentionality because they require the user to be within the camera’s
field of vision, which is a better indication of intent to use a device than simply being in
proximity of the device. These schemes can provide Continuous-User-Verification.
8.2.7 Impedance
These schemes authenticate a user based on her body’s impedance response to small electric
current passed through her body [17, 74]. We rate impedance-based authentication schemes
based on the continuous authentication scheme proposed by Rasmussen et al., in which the
keyboard of the computer is instrumented to measure the impedance response of the user’s
body [74].
Like other biometric scheme, these schemes are Memorywise-Effortless and Nothing-
to-Carry. We consider these schemes Physically-Effortless because these schemes can
authenticate when the user is using the device (i.e., typing) without requiring the user to
provide any explicit input. These schemes do not provide Easy-Recovery-from-Loss, but
they are Easy-to-Learn and Efficient-to-Use. We grant them Quasi-Accessible because
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human body’s impedance response can change due to external environmental factors such
as temperature or water intake of the user.
These schemes are Resilient-to-Physical-Observation but they are not Resilient-to-
Phishing, which could be used to steal the user’s unique impedance response. They
schemes can be made Resilient-to-Leaks-from-Other-Verifiers by using a different frequency-
dependent response for each device so that a credential leaked from a device cannot be used
to authenticate on another device. Although an adversary can use the stolen credentials to
impersonate the user on the device, these schemes can prevent the adversary from using the
credentials for one device on another, so we grant these schemes Quasi-Resilient-to-Theft.
As typing indicates intent to use a device, these schemes Require-Intentionality and they
offer Continuous-User-Verification.
8.2.8 Keystroke dynamics
Keystroke-based schemes are typically used for initial authentication, we rate them as such.
In keystroke-based initial authenticate schemes users type a password (either secret or
known) and they are authenticated based on their unique typing behavior. These schemes are
Memorywise-Effortless and users have Nothing-to-Carry. They are not Physically-Effortless
because the user has to type a password. These schemes, like some other biometric schemes,
do not provide Easy-Recovery-from-Loss and we grant them Quasi-Accessible, similar to
passwords. These schemes are Easy-to-Learn as the user does not have to learn anything
new (other than typing password), and they are Efficient-to-Use.
These schemes are not Resilient-to-Physical-Observation as the keystroke dynamics can
be recorded using a sensor near the keyboard [53]. They are also not Resilient-to-Leaks-from-
Other-Verifiers and Resilient-to-Phishing. These schemes are not Resilient-to-Theft because,
once the keystroke dynamics of a user is stolen, an adversary can use them to impersonate the
user [55]. As the user has to type in order to be authenticated and typing indicates the intent
to use a device, these schemes Require-Intentionality to authenticate. We rated these schemes
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as initial authentication schemes, so we do not grant them Continuous-User-Verification.
8.2.9 Touch input dynamics
In these authentication schemes, the user is authenticated based on her unique pattern of
providing inputs on a touchscreen. Example schemes include the re-authentication system
proposed by Li et al. [45] and the SilentSense system proposed by Bo et al. [12]. These
schemes are used are developed for continuous authentication and we rate them as such.
These schemes are Memorywise-Effortless and Physically-Effortless, and they offer
Nothing-to-Carry benefit. These schemes, like some other biometric schemes, do not
provide Easy-Recovery-from-Loss and we grant them Accessible because anyone who can
use a smartphone can use this scheme. Users do not have to explicitly perform any action
for authentication, so these schemes are Easy-to-Learn and they are Efficient-to-Use.
These schemes are Resilient-to-Physical-Observation as it is difficult to capture touch
behavior by observing the user. They are, however, not Resilient-to-Leaks-from-Other-
Verifiers and Resilient-to-Phishing, as an adversary can learn user’s behavior from the input.
These schemes are not Resilient-to-Theft because, once the touch behavior of a user is
stolen an adversary can use it to impersonate the user; Serwadda and Phoha demonstrated
an attack where a robot provides touch inputs to a smartphone based on users’ learned
behavior [80]. Touch inputs from a user implies her intends to use the phone, so we rate
them Require-Intentionality and they do offer Continuous-User-Verification.
8.3 Conclusion
Table 8.1 summarizes our evaluation of CSAW and the ten other authentication schemes,
providing a concise overview of the benefits that different authentication schemes offer. A
perfect authentication scheme would offer all the benefits (filled circles in all the columns
in the table), but among the schemes we considered, no scheme is perfect. Biometric
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schemes offer the usability benefit of not having to carry anything over CSAW, but they
have serious security concerns: once stolen, biometrics cannot be reset, and they are not
difficult to steal; CSAW rates much better compared to biometric solutions in security.
Proximity-based authentication schemes, however, come close to the perfect scheme: they
offer ten out of thirteen benefits. Proximity-base schemes, like any token-based scheme,
suffer from the drawback that the user has to carry a token and it is not always easy to
recover (or reset) a lost token. However, tokens can be integrated with smartphones and
wearables, which are becoming ubiquitous, so these drawbacks are perhaps not as severe
usability concerns as they were few years ago. Our concern with proximity-based schemes
is, however, related to their security: they do not require user intentionality for authentication
and their continuous authentication approach, which is based on distance, may leave the
computer vulnerable when the user steps away. CSAW builds on proximity-based solutions,
offering the same usability benefits, but also offering the missing security benefits. CSAW
offers user intentionality at a small usability trade-off (the user must perform a simple action
to express her intent to authenticate) and it offers a secure continuous authentication wherein
user is authenticated only while she is using – providing inputs to – the computer.
We want to emphasize that the rating we granted to various authentication schemes
are through our understanding and analysis of the schemes. We evaluated the schemes
objectively and it is reassuring that most of our ratings match with the ratings given by others
(Bonneau et al. [13]). However, our evaluation of CSAW is based only on studies conducted
in laboratory and our analysis of the system; when CSAW is evaluated in uncontrolled
settings its ratings may change.
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= offers the benefit; = almost offers the benefit; no circle = does not offer the benefit.
= better than CSAW; = worse than CSAW; no pattern = equivalent to CSAW.
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9
Summary and Future work
In this dissertation we explored problems associated with user authentication, and developed
an authentication scheme to alleviate some of these problems. We conducted a digital diary
study with twenty six participants to understand their authentication behavior; participants
logged when, how, and where they performed authentications for one week, and then we
conducted semi-structured interviews with them to gain a deeper understanding of their
authentication habits, opinions, and frustrations. In our study, we observed that the num-
ber of authentications to physical objects (e.g., cars, doors) was significant (about 22%),
but a majority of the authentications were to phone, laptop, and websites (in that order),
and about 75% of authentications were performed with passwords (or PIN). We found
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that for password-based authentications, participants encountered most failures with web-
sites (about 7%), followed with laptops and desktops (about 5%), and least with phones
(about 2%). We observed that participants’ authentication patterns were fairly consistent
throughout a week; we found some variance in authentication behavior across age, but no
variance across gender. Overall, we found that authentication was a noticeable part of all
participants’ lives and burdensome for many participants, but all accepted it as the cost of
security, devising their own ways to cope with the burden.
We proposed an authentication scheme, called Continuous Seamless Authentication
using Wristbands (CSAW), for desktops and smartphones. CSAW provides initial authenti-
cation, continuous authentication, and automatic deauthentication. We designed CSAW to
be unobtrusive and secure with an initial authentication process that blends into peoples’
workflow. In CSAW, users wear a wristband and they authenticate to a desktop computer by
simply tapping a key five times; while they use the desktop CSAW continues to verify their
presence by correlating their wrist movement with their typing on the keyboard or their use
of the mouse. When a user stops using the desktop or steps away, CSAW can deauthenticate
the user; actually, CSAW offers four different parameters to express when to deauthenticate
a user, enabling flexible deauthentication policies.
In the case of smartphones, when a CSAW user picks up her phone with her wristband
hand, she gets authenticated by the end of her pick-up action – CSAW correlates the pick-
up motion of the phone and the user’s wristband to authenticate the user. During phone
use, CSAW provides a continuous user verification score, a quantitative estimate of the
confidence that the individual using the phone is in fact the phone’s owner, that enables
applications and phone OS to implement flexible authentication policies that meet users’
security expectations.
We conducted several laboratory user studies to evaluate CSAW’s performance from
the system’s perspective as well as the user’s perspective. In CSAW, initial authentication
is efficient (1-2 seconds) and participants found it to be effortless and unobtrusive. For
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continuous authentication on desktops, CSAW had an average FNR and FPR of 0.037 (±
0.096) and 0.031 (± 0.057), respectively; in our user study, CSAW was able to identify all
adversaries within 50 seconds. For smartphones, CSAW was able to authenticate users with
99% accuracy using the simple natural phone pick-up action, and during continuous phone
use, CSAW could verify the user with 96.5% accuracy every 2 seconds.
Based on the evaluation, CSAW shows promise for reducing users’ authentication burden
for desktops and smartphones. However, to use CSAW in the real world there is more work
to be done; we discuss this future work below.
Improvement to continuous authentication for desktops
CSAW has two limitations with its continuous authentication approach for desktops: 1) the
wristband must be worn the user’s mouse-hand, and 2) the user must use both the keyboard
and the mouse, otherwise CSAW cannot verify the user (e.g., if she is mostly using keyboard)
with high confidence. These limitations can be eliminated if CSAW can verify the user
using only her typing interactions: most people type with both hands, so they can wear the
wristband on either hand. While typing, the small wrist movements could be correlated
to keystrokes to verify the user. Recent work showed that in controlled settings certain
keystrokes can be inferred using the motion sensor data from a user’s smartwatch [48,
99]. For the purpose of authentication, we would have to find strong correlation between
keystrokes and wrist movements – stronger than the one required to guess keystrokes.
Extension to laptops
We discussed extension of CSAW to laptops in Section 6.7.3, but it is worth emphasizing
because of the increase in ownership and use of laptops. Extending initial authentication to
laptops is straightforward. The challenge is in extending continuous authentication, which
is due the differences between the way people interact with the mouse and the touchpad. If
we revise our continuous approach to verify the user from her typing interactions alone, as
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we just discussed, we could easily extend continuous authentication to laptops.
Evaluation outside laboratory
Our evaluation of CSAW was based on laboratory studies; to evaluate how well CSAW
performs in an uncontrolled settings, it is essential to conduct user studies outside the
laboratory. Smartwatches make it feasible to conduct a usability study for CSAW outside
laboratory, but the energy consumption on smartwatches is an issue. CSAW uses motion
sensors continuously to offer a seamless user authentication experience, but the motion
sensor data when processed on the main processor of a smartwatch consumes lot of energy;
optimizing CSAW’s architecture and protocol to make it energy efficient is another future
direction that will help improve CSAW’s utility. Current fitness bands and smartwatches last
a day (or more) on a single charge while using motion sensors because their use of motion
sensor is optimized at the hardware – the way we envision CSAW would be implemented.
Until smartwatch manufacturers offer an energy optimized solution for apps to access and
use motion sensor data, CSAW cannot be used to perform authentications throughout the
day. We can, however, assess CSAW’s performance for limited duration in a day, e.g., to
conduct a user study for 3-4 hours of a day (or while the smartwatch battery lasts with
continuous use of motion sensors); such a study would not provide the usability assessment
for using CSAW an entire day, but nonetheless it would provide useful information to assess
CSAW’s performance in an uncontrolled settings.
Delegation
Access delegation is an important aspect of people’s workflow, especially in workplaces
such as hospitals where clinicians often need to delegate permissions to their subordinates
and peers. Unfortunately, many authentication schemes do not support delegation. For
lack of an easy way to delegate permissions, people share credentials. To support access
delegation, one must a) set up access-control policies that allow delegation, and b) provide
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easy and intuitive ways for users to express their intent and scope of delegation. We believe
CSAW could help address the latter problem. For instance, synchronized gestures (shaking
hands together or tap from one wristband to another) or a richer interface through user’s
smartphones could be used to delegate permissions or revoke permissions.
Next generation mobile devices
In Chapter 7 we focused on smartphones. However, CSAW provides a foundation for
authentication that can be leveraged in the next generation of mobile devices. There are many
devices other than smartphones that would benefit from continuous authentication, limitation
and delegation. For example, high-end cameras will continue to evolve, and CSAW can
protect pictures or video inside a camera and/or limit functionality from individuals other
than the owner. Similarly, there are handheld devices (such as package scanners) that
are commonly handed to untrusted individuals for a signature or for confirming orders,
etc. CSAW can limit what the untrusted individual can do with the handheld device in
an unobtrusive manner. In general, it is likely that among emerging mobile devices (e.g.,
medical devices), there will be many that have limited user interfaces without keyboards
and that could benefit from authentication that relies on simple motion sensors used while
wearing an associated wristband.
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A
Authentication behavior user study
Here we list the questions we used in the pre- and post-study interviews of participants of
the user study described in Chapter 4.
A.1 Pre-logging interview
We used the following questions as guide in our semi-structured interviews, before the
participants began self-logging their authentication events. In addition to these questions,
we welcomed topics and discussions about authentication initiated by participants.
• What is your typical day, in terms of authentication events?
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• What targets and authenticators do you use?
• What do you carry with you?
• How do you manage your passwords?
• How do you choose/create passwords?
A.2 Post-Logging interview
We used the following questions as guide in our semi-structured interviews with the par-
ticipants, after they logged their authentication events for one week. In addition to these
questions, we also probed participants about their authentication behavior, based on the
logging data that we had at this point.
• What is your most favorite authenticator?
• What is your least favorite authenticator?
• Did you log all events?
• Were your more aware of the authentication events?
• Did you notice any patterns?
• How do you feel about authentication events? (Multiple choice question)
1. I don’t even notice them.
2. I notice them, but they rarely bug me.
3. They bug me, but not too much.
4. They bug me and I’d like to avoid them.
5. They are extremely frustrating.
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• How do you feel about passwords?





After the participants finished the experiment in which they perform total 30 attempts with
three different methods, we asked them the following questions.
• Have you tried any authentication method other than passwords?
• What do you like/dislike about passwords?
• What did you like/dislike about the tap-based method?
• What did you like/dislike about the mouse-based method?
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B.2 SUS Survey
We modified the SUS form [14] by changing the word ‘system’ to ‘method’, and removing
a question that is irrelevant to the authentication methods we tested in our user study. After
the interview, participants filled out the form for each of three authentication methods they
tried in the user study, rating each question on a 5-point Likert scale (5 being “Strongly
agree”).
1. I think that I would like to use this method frequently.
2. I found this method unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought this method was easy to use.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this
method.
5. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this method.
6. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this method very quickly.
7. I found this method very cumbersome to use.
8. I felt very confident using the method.
9. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this method.
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